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Special Resolutions on the Report of the Committee on the 
Training of Mi.ssionaries adopted by the China Continuation Com¬ 

mittee. 

Resolved that the China Continuation Committee without 

accepting re.sponsibility for all the details in the report place on 

record their sense of its high value as a guide and basis of action in 

carrying on and developing the work of Training Schools for 

Mis.sionaries. The Committee further recommend it to the careful 

study of all interested in this important subject. 

Resolved that a letter be addies.sed by the Chairman and 

Secretaries of the China Continuation Committee to the Annual 

Conference of Secretaries in Europe and America, representing the 

need of e.xisting Training Schools for Missionaries being provided 

as soon as possible with hostels and class rooms for students. In the 

event of this being impracticable for all the centers mentioned in 

the report it is .suggested that this be done first in the case of the 

institutions at Peking and Nanking. The said letter should also 

recommend that the Home Boards make it a rule that for districts 

where the Mandarin language is used new workers should, if 

possible, study at one or other of the existing schools for an academic 

year, it being clearly understood that the students accept the 

oversight of the Principal and are. prepared to carryout the regu¬ 
lations of the Training School. 
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Existing Tuaining Schools 

There are in China altogether nine centers where special work is 

being carried on in the study of the Chinese language by missionaries, 

viz: Peking, VVeiliwcifn, Chikungslian, Flankow, Anking, Nanking, 

Yangchow, Chengtu and Canton. At Hankow and Canton the work 
has not developed beyond the conducting of Language Study Classes; 

but at the other centers fairly well organized schools are in existence. 

All are of recent development, with the exception of the two China 
Inland Mission Schools, the one for men at Anking, and the one for 

women at Yangchow. The best equipped schools in the way^ of 

buildings, etc., are those belonging to the China Inland Mission. The 

one best equipped with regard to trained leadership is that at Nanking, 
in charge of Rev. C. S. Keen, the only specially trained man so far 

permaiieirtly allocated to tliis work. The school at Peking has done 
the best work in training Chinese teachers. AVith the e.xception of 

three, these schools are all conducted under Union auspices. Of these 
three the two China Inland Mission Schools are an integral part of 

an interdenominational Mission, so that in rea'ity tlieie is only one 

exception, viz: the school at Weihweifu, which is conducted by the 

Canadian Presbyterians. These schools and classes have a student 

enrollment of above lOo pupils. In several cases, however, the number 

is reduced owing to the effects of the European War. Under normal 

conditions there would be at least ^oo pupils in the centeis to be 

served by these schools. 

The work of these schools is being done in the local dialect, and it 

is the conviction of those doing the work that greater efficiency can 

be tliereby secured, 
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The respuiisibilily for theae scliojls rests, in eJich case, on an 

organization on t!ie field. The e.xpeiises ot the 
ultimately met by the Missions concerned, seemed in most cases 
through a system of fees. At Peking. Chikungshan. and Nanking 
three ^places where a deruiite fee is charged, this amounts to about 

$50.00 (Mexican Currency) annually. Ihe cost of books and piivatc 

teachers is in no case included in this. 

At its IQ14 session the China Coiilimiation Committee appoin - 
ed a Language Study Commission, consisting of Messrs, blank 

Rawliiisoii, F. W. Bailer, and \V. B. Pettus% to visit the laji^guage 
schools, lu November of the same year this Commission visited all 

the schools with the exception of those at Cliengtu and Canton 

Later Mr, Rawlinsoii and Mr. Pettus visited separately tne school a. 
Canton. They were enabled to gather up the results of the experience 

gained at the various places, and embody it in a report, rliey were 
able furthermore, to hold conferences and deliver lectures on various 

phases of the'probleiu. As a result of their tour the coBated mforma- 

tioii on the subject of Language Study has been put 111 the hands of a.i 

those primarily interested, and as a further result of the conferences 

held and suggestions made, quite a number of changes have been 

made in the methods of conducting bliese Language Schools. 

We are of the opinion that the'following places should be first 

fully equipped for carrying 011 this work;—Peking, Nanking, Wu¬ 
chang, Canton, and Cheiigtii, The equipment of these five places 

would with the two China Inland Mission Schools (which are available 

for members of the C. I, M. only), give seven centers^where efficient 

work could be done in training missionaries. The Mandarsu- 

speaking and the Cantonese-speaking sections would thus be fully 

supplied. Foochow also has plans for establishing a small school iu 

connection with tlie Union University. As a result of the experience 

gained therein, .and iu the places mentioned above, light would be 

thrown on the problem of providing facilities for study foi^ the odier 

Coast Provinces from Sliaiigliai south, for which provision should 

yet be made. 

II 

The Pressing Needs of Each of These Schools 

First, a trained Director. At present there are six missionaries 

who practically give their whole time to this work. Three of. these 

are in the two China Inland Mission Schools. At least the full time 

of two other missionaries is u.sed .at Canton and Chesigtii. Additional 

help is rendered by other missionaries. Only one of those thus 

assisting in the study of Ghiti^se has had any special training therefor. 
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The growing need of the Missionary Body for efficient Language 
Schools makes the position of a Director in such schools one of much 
opportunity and great importance. In order that proper efficiency 

may be attained it will be necessary for each school to liave someone 

especially trained and set apart for the position of Director. 

The second pressing need is that of trained Chinese teachers. 

Such can only be secured by a careful process of normal trainiirg and 
development. Towards this phase of the problem comparatively 

little attention has been directed, but it is recognized tlial the best 

language teaching is done by those who teach their mother tongue. 

The training of a corps of Chinese teachers will tremendously increase 

the efficiency of all these Language Schools. 

The third pressing need is that of material equipment in the 

■way of buildings. In this regard the China Inland Mission Schools 

are best off. It is possible that at the centers to be developed some 
temporary accommodation for classes can be made, but we would 

emphasize the e.xtrerae importance of hostels in connection with 
these Language Schools. The preparation and equipment of such 

hostels iu close proximity to the place where the study is carried on 

is vital to the success of training schools for missionaries. 

We desire to record it asiour conviction tUaturo attempt should 

be made at the home base to give instruction in the spoken Chinese. 

Some practical knowledge of phonetics, however, would be of 

assistance in enabling the students to master difficult sounds. 

Vfs are of the opinion, also, that all new missionaries should, if 

possible, spend the first academic year of their life in China iu a 

Training School, and we would urge upon the Boards the extreme 

importance of liavir.g the students arrive early enough in the Autumn 
to begin their study with the others, and for the additional reason 

that the Autumn and Winter months are the best ones for study 

from- a health point of view. 

All those in charge of Training Schools for missionaries should 

be given special facilities for further study while on furlough. 

Ill 

Recommrndations of Thu SpiIciai, Committkc; Adopted by the 

China Continuation Committee 

I. That the China Continuation Committee appoint another 

Committee on the Training of Missionaries. Inasmuch as the 

Committee in the past year felt it best to concentrate its attention 

and efforts on the problem of Language Study, it would suggest that 

the incoming Committee might profitably concentrate on some other 

phases of the problem of the training of Missionaries, and also that 
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it slioiild investigate !io\v ihuse engaged in tlie training of mission¬ 

aries on the field can best keep in touch with and co-operate with the 

Boards of Missionary Preparation in Europe and America. 
2. That the China Continuation Committee take steps to secure, 

as early as possible, some e.xpert on Language Study to visit the 
Training Schools for Missionaries for the purpose of giving a senes 

of lectures on the latest developments in Language Study. 
3. That the China Continuation Committee recommend tliat 

arrangemejits be made by the Training Schools for Missionaries for 
a scries of lectures by experienced missionaries to be delivered at al! 

the schools. 
4. In the opinion of the China Continuation Committee there is 

need of a study of the various dialects by an expert phonetician. 

This matter is referred to the Executive Committee with instructions 

to consider what steps can be taken to arrange for tlie visit of such an 

e.xpert from Europe, and with authority to arrange for his coming' if 

possible. 
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1. Introduction 

Long and carelui thought by missionary leaders at the home base has 
in a strong movement for tie more adequate preparation of missionaries To this 
movement the mission authorities in China have responded by attempting to render 
Sore efficient that part of the training wHoh £als to China; ^ a result of their 
experience there lias come a better appreciation ol the share winch agencies 
field must take in the training of misaionariea to <^luna While it is evident that 
subjects specially conneetod with the life and bought of the Olnn^a 
in China, yet there is an important contribution to the specibc preparation ot 
missionaries for China wliich w© must continue to expect the schools at the home 
base to supply. That the training of missionaries to China may be more j^mpiete 
and due regard be given to the necessity of economizing time and expense 
boards and candidates special attention is given in this report to the problem ot 
adjustment between training schools at the home base and those on the China, 
mission field. Of tills problem of adjustment the three main divisions are; 

1 The training n^ded before the candidate reaches the held. 
2 The training that can best be given on the field. 
3. The training for missionaries on furlough. . ^ 
Hence, what follows is grouped around these three main features of the problem. 

IL The Tfainiag Needed before the Candidate Reaches the Field 

We appreciate the efforts put forth at the home base towards the better prepara¬ 
tion of missionaries and the great amount of work already done by the gaining 
agencies and committees in promoting co-operation along th^e hjea. we are 
especially glad of the visit of Br. Sanders at this time, as we behave it will proniote 
closer co-operation between the home base and the CMna mission respect to 
the better preparation of missionaries. We hope, furthermoi'e, that other specialists 
will come to help ua in the study of this problem, . . 

1 Knowledge of ChruUanity and Grasp of the Chruiian Message. It is^sential 
that all missionaries, whatever their type of work, should have a dear undaratandmg 
of the fundamental truths of Ohristianity and of their special messa^ to Cbma. 

2 Fraetioal Experience. All missionaries should have, in addition to then pio 
fessional studies, a period of practical experience in their special work; evangelistic 
workers in some church or mission, doctors and nursiM in hospitals, and educationists 
as teadiers. Medical and educational workers, and missionaries intmded foi the 
business phases of missionary work should, moreover, in common with evan^lmic 
workers, have practical experience in Christian work; this we consider the only safe¬ 
guard against losing sight of the primary motive of all iftissionary work in the prms- 
rng demlndsof spedal forms thereof. All missionaries should know how to uta ize 
the special knowledge connected with their vocation to win people to a life foi Chiist. 

3 Bdneaiional QnalificaUons Demanded. The preparation for any type ot woilc 
on the mission field should at tat be equal to that given to workers of the same 
type in the West. All missionaiY workers, educational, as well as evangelistic and 
medical, should have thorough professional training. 
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4 Subjects to be Taught at the Borne Base. The committee approves in general 
for missionary candidates from North America of the lists of subjects recommonded 
to various types of workers in the Reports of the Board of Missionary Preparation of 

Noi^ ?Siis6W7(aries. Students should bo encouraged to make decisions 
for missionary work early in their college courses, and also to choose the type of 
work they would undertake. This will enable them to take 0001*863 of study that will 
specially pi-epaj-e them for their future work Definite allocation to a particular field 
should, if practicable, be made at least a year in advance of actual sailing. 

It wou'd-be well, furthermore, if the final allocation of missionanes to a particu¬ 
lar station or institution were left for careful consideration until the period of 
continued ureparation on the field. 1 his would provide a needed opportunity for 
both candidate and the raissioa concerned to decide as to the place where the best 

service might be I'ondered. , . .li. .c? 
6. It is important that candidates should come to the field m young as is 

consistent with their adequate preparation Speaking generally it is desirable 
that they should not remain at homo beyond the age of twenty-six, except when 
clearly necessary in order to secure such training as cannot bo obtained on the ueid. 

III. The Period of Training on the China Mission Field 

J. The Impotlance of adeqaate provistoa for that pari of missionary 

tratniog wblvh is to be done In China 

This is shown by the following considerations:—_ _ - • • 4.1 

a. The average annual gain in the number of missionaries in China during the 
past flftean years has bean approximately 233. The actual number ot new missiona- 
nos, however, would include a suflicient number to cover losses. The statistics are 
stiU incomplete vet according to statistical reports in 11)04 there were about 33/ new 
SissionS; in 1905 in 1909, 377; in 1918, 476 and in 1917 650. The gam K m 
part due to the incroased accuracy in statistical returns. It would appeal that, 
adding the estimated average loss to the avo. age increase there are now not less Idian ^ 
five hundred new missionaries (Including married and single' arriving annually in 
China. There is a decided tendency for an increasing number of these missionaries to 
look for theii* special preparation in China. , . , . . ^ . . i, i 

b. There are now about two hundred -missionaries in training schools and 
language groups: Nanking Training School enrolled in 1917-1918, 72 si^udents, and the 
Peking School, 95. The Peking Training School is planning to accommodate one 
hundred and fifty students, and the Nanking Language School will probably grow in 
somewhat like proportion. Hence, while at present about two'fiiths ot the new mis¬ 
sionaries are getting special preparation in China, tlus number will probaoly be 

doubled in the near future. „ . . « -..t 
c. Through the operations of the China Continuation Oommitt^ mere is a 

growing understanding of the particular features of China as a mission field and an 
increasing co-operation, on the part of existing organizations, to me^ these particular 
needs. An understanding of the problems of mission work m Cltina and ot the 
methods being worked out in CMna to meet them is one ot the first requisites o 
efficient missionaries, hence a pressing demand on the training schools for missionaiy 
training in addition to language study has manifested itselt; an increasing amount 
of this training Is already being given , - , 4.7 

d. Furthermore, in accordance with modern educational theories, the closer the 
new missionary is to the actual environment in which his work is to be done and 
from whicli actual mission problems come, the fuller and more rapid will be the 
transfer or assimilation of the ideas to bo mastered. 

Hence, since we have in China special mission problems, the ©volution oi 
methods adopted thereto, a pressing need to tram missionaries to 
problems and learn these methods, and the actual environment m which woik is to 
be done, we have the evolution of training schools. 

*S00 the findings of various conferences as given in the re^rfcs of the conf^nc^ 
on the Preparation of Ordained Missionarios. page 48; on the 
for Foreign Missionary Service, page 173; on the Preparation of Medical Missionaries, 
page 98, and in the Sixth Annual import, page 205. 
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e. This field training is so important that it should not be interfered with by 
premature placing of primary responsibilities upon new missionaries. The temporary 
undermanning, or temporary closing of an institution, means a short slowing up in 
development, but the forced use of inexperienced and incompletely trained workers 
means the placing of both institution and worker under a disadvantage more or less 
permanent. 

2. Relation of Missionary Trainlog on the Field to that at the Home Base 

The training given to missionaries in China is a specialized continuance of the 
preparations begun at the home base, hence, the first five years of a missionary’s life 
in China should be considered as a continuance, under supervision, of the total period 
of special preparation in study, and in practical work. While the education of the 
training schools in China is different from that of the training schools at home, yet 
the work done in China is a part of the total and necessary work of adequate 
pi'oparation. 

3. Courses of Trafning for Junior Missionaries in China 

The period of specialized preparation in China should extend over five years, 
including both the time spent in a training school, and that in a mission station or 
institution, and should follow the following lines: 

a. The 6iudy of ihe Chinese l^nngu-age. This should include phonetics, as 
related to the direct production of Chinese sounds. 

b. Inlrodnction io Present Day Chinese Religious Life, Since the missionary’s 
first task is to meet actual problems his study of religions should begin with their 
modern aspects. Such an introduction would enable him later to study more 
effectually the growth and development of Chinese religions, as found in the old 
CiiinesQ literature and institutions. 

c. Apologetics, as Belated to China. The task of the modern missionary is, iu 
part at least, to use truth wherever it is found, hence the necessity of understanding 
tlie relation of Christianity to the goodness and truth in the Chinese religions, with 
a view to a proper presentation thereof 

d. Recent Chinese History. China is undergoing profound changes as the result 
of contact with the West. These changes need to be grasped in order that a 
sympathetic'understanding of actual problems in China may be secured, hence a 
study of modern historical developments is important for new missionaries. 

e. Chinese Literature, In this connection special attention should be paid to 
current literature, newspapers, etc,, in order that the missionary may learn how to 
sense movements amongst the Chinese and so learn when adaptation is necessary. 

f. modern Chinese Institutions, Social institutions in China are beginning to 
show the effect of Western ideas. An understanding of these la essential as 
missionary work must begin where the Chinese are. 

g Chinese Sociological Condiiions and Problems. The growing influence of 
Western industrial methods is producing social problems somewhat similar to thoso 
from which the West is trying to free itself. An understanding of these is necessary 
to the production of efforts to offset mistakes that are known in the West. 
Furthermore, the social aspects of Christianity make a strotig appeal to the Chinese. 
The reasons for this should be understood. 

h. Chinese Educational Condiiions and Problems. The difficulties confronting the 
establishment of education in China should be understood. In this connection the 
viewpoint of prominent Chinese educators is important, ^uch an understanding of 
actual problems, is essential to the ^tabiishment of mission educational systems 
adajJted to Chinese needs. 

i. Pnnciples and Methods of Modern Missions in Chinn. The understanding of 
and actual participation in mission work should grow with the missionary’s growth 
in the understanding of the Chinese langua^ and people. Hence, provision for 
practical Christiair work should be made and should be taken advantage of from the 
beginning of the period of special preparation in Ciiina. 

4. The Period In Trafniog Schools 

By this we mean that part of the w'ork which can best be done in the training 
school. 

a. It is iilghly desirable that ail missionaries to China should spend at least 
their first academic year on the field in a training school. 
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b. Tlie schools at Peking, Nanking, Canton and Ohengtu should bo sti’engtlioued, 
but for the present the question as to whether anything more than language classes 
siionld be developed at Foochow or other centers should be left open until the establish¬ 
ment of the schools at the above centers has l^een made more definite. Adequate 
buildings and equipment shoiild be provided first for the schools at Poking and 
Nanking. The Board of Directors at Peking are planning to accommodate one 
hundred and fifty students. Gold §30,000 has already been contributed for equipment 
at Nanking. 

c. The following things are deemed essential for these training schools: 
(1) Adequate provision for instruction in the subjects listed above should be 

made by the training schools, or the universities in China with which 
they are connected. 

(2; Special chairs of one or more of these subjects should be at once established 
at Peking and or Nanking, especially those of Chines© history and 
religions. The incumbents of those chairs could serve both schools. 

(3) Lectureships dealing with some of the subjects mentioned above should 
also bo established, some of these lectures being given by competent 
Chinese. 

(4) Adequate library facilities. 

5. Xhs Remainder oi the Period of Training on the Field 

a. Continuance of Study, ft should not be forgotten that the main part of the 
missionaries' training will be obtained as they faithfully and dihgently give them¬ 
selves to their work. Participation in actual work, moreover, is the only way to 
master the language efficiently. 

(1) The remaining years of the period of specially supervised training in study 
and practical work in China (three or four years as the ease may be) 
should be spent in completing the study of the subjects listed above 
and in an increasing amount of practical work under the co-ordinated 
guidance of the mission concerns^ and the staff in the training school. 

(2) To insure tliis co operative supervision on the part of the training schools 
and the missions concerned closer co ordination of the work done in 
the training schools and that done during the remainder of the five- 
year period, and closer organization to this end between the missions 
and the training schools will be necessary. The staffs of the training 
schools migiit in addition to the actual direction given by them anti 
the missions render considerable help by corr^pondence with junior 
missionaries. 

(3) At present mission societies have their own courses of study for junior 
missionaries, while a number of societies have adopted the joint course 
of study issued by the Nanking and Peking schools. Co-operation 
between the missions and training schools will tend to unify the work 
done during the period of preparation on the field. Hence, there v/ill 
be produced definite standards of missionary preparation that ivill 
conduce to gi’eator missionary efficiency, 

(4) It is desirable that provision be made whei*eby missionaries who, after some 
time spent in direct ivork, find themselves in need of further study, 
.could return to the training schools for special coui'ses of three to six 
months. The Peking training scliool has already had application for 
this type of work. 

b. Direct contact nit)} the Chinese. 
(1) There is a feeling that missionaries of the younger generation are not as 

intimately acquainted with Chinese life and problems as they should 
be. Chinese sociology and psychology are much harder to learn than 
the language and cannot be acquired by nature or classroom work 
alone, but only by close association with the Chinese themselves. 

(2) It would, therefore, be helpful if new missionaries could itinerate in the 
company of experienced missionaries during part oi the second year of 
training. Moreover, some time might profitably be spent in a country 
station. The training schools in China should make it an integral part 
of the training to bring the students in touch with the people as often 
as possible Social c^s in the company of older missionaries would 
help. Street chapels and institutional work should be studied. 
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c. Summer Schools. 
As the result o£ s questionnaire sent out by the Oommittee on tlie ^aininp of 

Missionaries it seemed evident that there is a feeling that this committee might 
wisely assist in promoting summer schools for jiinior missionaries. , f t, 

(1) The work in tliese summer schools might take the iorm of carefuliy pre¬ 
pared lectures, with discussions on specific subjects. Such practical topics ^ 
dards of Baptism,” “Co-operation with Chinese Workers, Religious Lile ot the 

Chinese, lectures, given in summer schools, should be by 

competent Chinese in Chinese. If this were done it would add greatly to the value 

of the whole course. 

IV. Cowfses for Missionaries on Furlough 

1 The first period in China should bo followed, in most cases, by special work 
on furlough. It should be noted that there is a decided tendency, for the number of 
those seeking special preparatory work while on furlough to increase, (Institutions 
for training missionaries at the home base might w^ely give special attention to the 
problem of providing the best opportunities for making this furlough study efficient, 
and facilities should be provided by the mission boawls te this end.) 

2 The special line of study on furlough should be determined by the experience 
of the iimior missionary, the needs of the work and the judgment o! the missions and 
institutions concerned. Evangelistic workers could study some poblems which 
have loomed up in connection with Chinese religions, or get m touch with the latest 
and best methods of organizing Christian work and of the social applications or 
Christian principles. Educational workers should aim to bring themselves up to 
date prepare themselves for some specific task, and in some cases plan their work to 
take a degree, such degrees having a definite bearing on their influence among the 
Chinese Medical woi^ers, realizing the rapid development m medical science, 
should aim to learn tlie latest medical methods. Thei-e is a tendency to consolidate 
mission interests in China in a way which necessitates operations on a wide scale, 
dhose engaged in the business phases of mission work should aim to discover the 
best methols used at home, and apply them, as far as possible, to the wider problems 

of mission business. 

V. Recommendations 

1 That we receive the report of the Special Committee on the Training of 
Missionaries and command it to the caratiil perusal of all intei-Mted m tha better 
m-eparation o£ missionarioa to OMna, and that a Special Committee be ro-appomted 
to rantinue tha work already begun, and to undertake tna special tasks stateu m the 

tallowing at the increased interest being taken in tire pr^iems of 

missionarv preparation at the home base, and welcome the coming .of Rev. R-ank K. 
“anders 4^,; Director of the Board of Missionary Preparation of North Ammca 
rSSng in the opportunity which his presence affords for a fuller exchange of 

ouinions and convictions on these problems. .... • i +!..„+ 
^ 3 That for all forms of missionary work, it is of primary importance that 

candidates should possess a strong experienea of the .PO™h <>/ 
lives that they should be men of prayer and be animal^ by a deep 
perainal influence and effort to lead men to faith m the Saviour, having had some 

®That*with°rSSK» to the' preparation of missionary candidates before 
coming to the field, emphasis should be laid primarily, on their obtaining a clear 
nSstondini of the fandamenta! trutlis of Chnstianity and its message to the 
world Further, that they should receive an adequate professional preparation for 

to be fone, make urgent the adequate provision of staff and equipment £oi the 

training schools located in China and 
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That, therefore, the incoming Special Committee be instructed to endeavor to 
discover the number of such schools that should be established in OMna, and to make 
a statement of their needs, 

6. That the following named courses are those that can be most satisfactorily 
taught on tlie mission held, and should properly be taught there if the necessary 
staff be provided: 

(fl) Chinese J^anguage. 
ill) Cliinese Keligions. 
(c) Apologetics as related to China. 
((?} Ciiinese History. 
{c) Chinese Literature and Pliilosophy. 
(/■) Chinese Social Institutions. 
(f?) Sociological Conditions and Problems in China. 
(7j) Educational Conditions and Problems in OMna. 
(i ) Modern Mission Methods and Problems in CMna, with provision for labora¬ 

tory evangelistic work. 
U) Ciiinese Etiquette. 

7. That in order to m^t the immediate needs of the greater part of China, it is 
urgent that there be established at the earliest date possible a chair of Chinese 
religions and a chair of Chinese history and sociology in connection with the existing 
training schools and/or universities at Peking and Nanking, and 

That the Executive Committee be hereby instructed, in consultation with the 
schools at Peking and Nanking, to present this matter to the committees concerned 
at the home base in order that this proposal may secure the united support of the 
missionary boards served by those training seiiools. 

8. That the incoming Special Committee be instructed to call the attention 
of those in charge of the training schools in China to those sections of the report 
which describe the tMngs that are considered to be essential for these schools, and 
especially that the committee co-operate with them in preparing syllabi of the 
suggested courses of study, and further, 

Tiiat the incoming Special Committee be instructed to continue the study of the 
differen^ation which should be made between the sphere and function of these 
training schools for missionaries in China and of those at the home base. 

9. That the incoming Special Committee be instructed to call the attention of 
the missions in the areas served by e.xisting training schools in China to the sections 
of the report which deal with “The Remainder of the Period of Training on the 
Field,” and endeavor to promote the desired co-operation between the training schools 
and the missions with reference to the continued studies of junior missionaries and 
their contact with the Chinese people. The aim should be to secure the Mghest 
possible standards for and co-operation in the missionary’s training after ha leaves 
the training school. To this end the Special Committee should consider the 
advisability and practicability of preparing a standard course of study, uniform 
examinations in the Chinese language, literature, religions and history, and the 
appointment of a permanent Board of Missionary Training in China. 

10. That missionaries on furlough should, so far as possible, and on recom¬ 
mendation of the mission in China, be given opportunity, even if but for a short 
period, to take post-graduate work in such subjects as will fend to increase their 
efficiency on their return to their field, and that facilities should b© provided by the 
mission boards to tMs end. 

11. That the incoming Special Committee be instructed to consider the feasibility 
of preparing a handbook on the religions of China to meet the needs of junior 
missionaries. 

12. That the attention of mission boards at the home base and of missions on 
the field be called to the recently published handbook, A Mmual for Young 
Mis&ionanes, edited by Etov. Arthur H. Smith, D.B. 

13. That the incoming Special Committee consider the advisability of young 
missionai'ies from places where local dialects are used, spending a part of their 
language study period in one of the training schools. 



TOPICS FOR THE COIIFI5KBNCT3 COMMISSIONS 
(BBVISED MAI lltli 19Sl). 

Commission I. freasnt State of Ohgistlaaity in Chl^. 

1. The facts roTealod by the Survey as to the e xtent, number md 
the Christian forces, their ^ res¬ 

tive engihasis on different types of work (evangellatio.edu 
LtlonalTmedioal. literary oto.); the degree of oooupatlon 
of different parts of China by the Christian forces with 
speoial attention to the unoooupied areas or poorly ooo>5)ied 

araas* 

3. 

4.. 

Types of religious life amongst the Chinese Christians, odu- 
oation, moral standards ate. ^ 
The rata of growth of the ohuroh and the staaSine aad influenoa 
of Christians in the oommunity. 

Strength and weataiess of the existing work of the oh^ches and 
missions (evangelistic, aducauionp^, 
minstrative ato. in sslf-BUM^or-'j ant. 
reports of the Bducstionel Coitiij,«srjion the China Christian 
Utsratura Counoll would be drawn upon for their respeotive 

seotions* 

Present environment of Christianity, Protestant. in China. 

a» 
b. 

o • 

d. 

Berio exivxrwxiiiioAAw vj. s^****w«-.*-—, --- 

Work of tlie HomaJi and Qraak Catkolio ohuroJass# 
Chinese non-Christian relisloas movements. 
Relation of the HenalBsano® Itovemant t* the work of the 

■pJ^eJt day political, esonomlo and 
China and their relation to the progress of Christianity. 

CoiamisBion II. The Faturo Task of-tha-QM£^« 

1. The Nurture of the reitKions Ufa of the. 
a. Religious instruotlon in the ohuroh, schoo^ and home both 

for ohildren and adults. ^ j _ 
Blementary education of the children of ^risti^s mth 
speoial reference to the huildlng up of the Christian 

Heiigious literature needed for the nurture of Christians. 
Pastoral oversight of city and country oongregations. 
Development of the spirit of re^onsibility for the 
of the ohuroh and of service for others (under this headi^ 
would be Inoluded the development of the missionary spirit, 
stewardship of life and money.) 

f. The development of an "IndlgenouB" Christiaiity. 

b. 

0* 

d. 
e. 

2. The more adequate oooupatlon bji t xiat 111 fofo,ea_0_O^|^^^" 
Fea'dar entered.'^lhls sl-.onla incLc:aa the programs of edvrjaoe 
for the next deoade, oovoring all aapeots of Christian 
Ohuroh.) „ 
a. The evangelistic outreach of the Churah (in areas in Which 

Christian forces are already at work. 
b. The educational program of the ohuroh. 
0. The program far me<^ical and believoiGnt work, 
d. The program for the developm^fit of ChJjistxan literature 

for non-Christiani. 



e* 3?he Churoli's ro^onaibillty, in view of the ohangiBg eoo- 
nomlo, Indnstrlal and sooial life of Chiu*. 

f« Changes In the administration of the Chuxohee and Miaeinna, 
with a view to their largest influence. 

She Hesohing of Unohoanied Areas, opeoifio reoommendationa for 
^heir uhri^l^ oooiQ)ation, which should include: 
a. Strategic oentets which should he opened to Christian work 

with the next deoade. 
h. Forces institutions required to do this. 
o« %)eoiflc reqairemaits in at,tff and funds with defisalte ap¬ 

peals to IndlTlduals, oharohes and missionary eooiatlae to 
oooa;]^ ^eoifls areas* 

Comisslofi XU* Iba Massaga ot tha OhBgah, 

1. Presentation of the Christian laessage to the Chinese people. 
2. ■Phe_witness of aooial and personal._£ightfOflgneB§. ms outline 

would deal with the Christian message both to ms individual 
and to society. 

Coomission IV. |M.,Bevelpi3ment of Xrftadar.shin fog,_tha... Work of the 

1. Reoraitting, training and placing of vocational workers, n^anlng 
those who are giving their fcO.1 time to the service of the ohuroh 
as ordained ministers, teaohers, seoretMies, fY.M.C»A» & y.W.C.A* 
sooial service etc.I writers, medical woi&ers. 

S* fhe enlistment of liyr workers for rellgloss servioa; missionary 
activities, sooial and philenthrcpio and financial siftport. 

CoEElsslon T» Coordlnaijion & Coopefation in the Work of the Choroh. 

1* A report of the progress of Church In China* Reoommend&- 
tions, if any, which the conference may desire to refer to the 
regular ohuroh authorities* 

S* A statement of the national, geotional and loosd lntor-denomiM^> 
tioned oad interdepartmental, organizations that msy ha retuirwd 
to carry our effeotively the progrsyu of the Churoh* 



COMMISSION II. The Future Task of the Church. 

1. The nurture of the religious life of the Christian community. 

(a) Religious instruction in the church, school and home 
both for children and adults. 

(b) Elementary education of the children of Christians with 
special reference to the building up of the Christian 
church. 

(c) Religious literature needed for the nurture of Christians 

(d) Pastoral oversight of city and country congregations. 

(e) Development nf the spirit of r’esponsibility for the work 
of the church and of service for others (under this 
heading would be included the development of the 
missionary spirit, stewardship of life and money.) 

(f) The development of an "indigenous" Christianity. 

2. The more adequate occupation by existing forces of fields 
already entered. (This should include the programs of 
advance for the next decade, covering all aspects of 
the Christian Church.) 

(a) The evangelistic outreach of the Church (in areas 
in which Christian forces are already at work. 

(b) The educational program of the Church. 

(o) The program for medical and benevolent work. 

(d) The program for the development of Christian literature 
for non-Christians. 

(e) The Church’s responsibility, in view of the changing 
economic, industrial and social life of China. 

(f.) Changes in the administration of the Churches and 
Missions, with a view 'co their largest influence. 

(g) Social and Moral Welfare. 

3. The Reaching of Unoccupied Areas. Speciiic recommendations 
for their Christian occupation, which should include: 

(a) Strategic centers which should be opened to Christian 
work within the next decade. 

(b) Forces and institutions required to do this. 

(c) Specific requirement in staff and funds with definite 
appeals to individuals, churches, and missionary 
societies to occupy specific areas. 
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vances are looked for if the government is insistent. 
Unless the government abo! shes the tax, the 
merchants will continue to refuse to patronize the 
railway and will suspend the transportation of mer¬ 
chandise front place to i lace. Similar opposition in 
1913 when the atti mpt was first made by the 
government to introduce lil.in duty into the area 
was successful, and it is expected that the present 
efforts will likewise be crowned with success. 

The history of the whole trouble indicates the 
way in which taxaticn in China is effected 
with the people’s consent. The government 

has to consult the people belore it can get a single 
cent from them in the form of taxes. Upon the 
failure of the government to levy the railway transit 
dues in 1913, a compromise was made whereby the 
railway concerned pledged to pay to the Ministry of 
Finance Taels 100,000 annually and that the sum 
was to be obtained by raising the freight rates. The 
proceeds thus realized were found to exceed Taels 
100.000, and this proved that the merchants were 
overtaxed. After some negotiations an agreement 
was made to the effect that the levying of the transit 
dues should be stopped. Stone monuments w'ere ' 
erected along the line on which were inscribed the 
orders of the President and the Cabinet on the 
abolition of the tax. Two years ago, the idea of the 
reinstitution of the tax was brought up. Mr. Yen, of 
Kalgan, did not succeed in securing the acceptance 
of that idea by the Ministry of Finance until a few 
months ago. Fie is reported to have promised to 
pay to the Ministry $200,000 a year, and in return 
for this, to get a profit of more than one hundred 
times that amount. Although it is stated that a 
duty of only 2^4 percent is levied officially, the 
actual rates are freely ar.ddoosely fixed by collectors, 
who are receiving $12 a month, but are making 
more than $20,000 a year. From this it is quite 
plain'how much money these collectors and thtir 
chief are making out of ti e i enple while the 
government receives only $200 000 a year. A 
second declaration again-t the la-ie-has been sent to 
the government. It reiterates the gn unds t n which 
the merchants have protested, namely, the tax is 
m >st injurious to the people in Stiiyiian, disceu ages 
home made nierci antlise, interferes w'ith railw-ay 
communications, affects the collection of the ordinary 
taxes, and interrupts the woik of frontier defence. 
The solution of the question is eageily awaited by 
merchants in the other sections of the countiy and is 

national in its scope. 

There seems to be every indication that a 
Certain section of the Chinese capable of 
voicing public opinion are convinced that the 

approaching Pacific Conference is the proper time 
and place to bring up the matter of the abolitit n of 
extraterritoriality. They see in the conference a 
panacea to alleviate all of China’s short comings and 
an opportunity to retrieve all of those grants which, 
because of the weakness of the nation and the 
instability of its government, have been made to 
foreign pow-ers and c tizens. They desire in addition 
to the ab ilition of exirateiriti ria'ity, the reiuin of 
all concessions to China, an affirmation, of the tariff 
autonomy of the country, and such other reforms as 
will comp'etely restore the sovereignty of the nation. 
This nmvment has not had its birth S’nce the 
calling of the Washington ci nference as it has been 
becom ng more and more -evidint diirirtg-tl e past 
three years. The first action taken was that of the 
taking of the Ru-sian conces.-ions in the various 
parts of the nation and a doing a lay With the exter¬ 

ritorial rights of the citizens of that country—a 
move within the rights of China due to the confusion 
in Russia. An impetus of no little importance, 
politically and conitnercially, from the standpoint of 
both of the nationals affected was given by the 
relinquishing of exterritorial rights by the Germans 
in the recent Sino-German commercial agreement. 
The latest manifestation has been in the agitation 
for the abolition of the Shanghai Mixed Court and 
the substitution of a special Chinese judiciary. The restoration of the complete sovereignty of 

China is a most laudable goal and any clear 
thinking person, Chinese or foreign, will 

agree that steps toward such an end should be taken. 
It is in the method of ^complishing this that foreign 
opinion and the opinion of many Chinese differs with 
that of the section W'hich seeks the abolition of all 
of the institutions mentioned. The Chinese agitators 
ar^ attempting to work the reforms frtm the outside 
in rather than starting with domestic conditions 
in the country and improving them. It is hardly 
necessary to point out that China must take steps to 
perfect a regularly organized government in the 
modern sense of the word and that the country must 
be improveil so far as the administration of law, 
taxation, and other governmental functions ate con¬ 
cerned. As to concessions there can be no doubt 
that there is no other country of any size in the 
world which would countenance them but China 
cannot fall back upon her early exclusion policy. It 
is too late, she must face the consequences of world 
advancement and her own lack of adaptability. 
With constant civil strife, endangering not only 
the lives of foreign residents but costing the ex¬ 
istence , many of her own citizens without 
•any retuess, with mutinie's such as the Ichang and 
Wuchang outrages, China cannot expect any too 
.sympathetic a hearing from many of the Western 
nati'-ins. There is every reason to believe that the 
abolition of extraterritorial privileges wcu'd assist 
in bringing about a closer relationship between 
China and the rest of the world and woul|d result in 
better commercial conditions, provided—and this is 
the cru.x of the whole situation—that China can 
guarantee the life and safety of foreign residents 
and the inviolability of their properly under Chinese 
law and protection. IF the same section of Chinese who favor the 

abolition of extraterritorial privileges were to 
devote the same amount of time and energy to 

advocating, and putting into action their theories, 
for a clean, united central government they would be 
accomplishing more for their cause and more for 
their country. The abolition of ad of the practices 
and institutions thay so strenuously object to now 
will be merely a matter of dip'omaiic form and 
correspondence when the time comes that China can 
demonstrate to the world that she has a modern and 
efficient government, a modern judiciafy, and is 
capable of taking care of all of those within her 
own boundaries. Declarations by the British 
Chamber of Commerce and other foreign 
associations have given sufficient evidence to sub¬ 
stantiate this slatemtnt. The nations will vie with 
one ant ther to accompli.'h this reform. It is toward 
this end that the energies of the progressive Chinese 
should be directed. They should get at the source of 
their difficu'ties rather than the in ernational practices 
and problems that have resulted from them. ' 

IT is not inapt to predict that the raising of the 
questions of the ab.dition of concessions and 
extraterritoriality at the Pacific Conference may 
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w€&k6n and prejudice her case. It is evidently the 
belief of the ruling officials of Japan that it will do 
so for Japan has announced through press dispatches 
to the United States and elsewhere that, as the leading 
Far Eastern power, she will attempt to see that China 
gets justice by championing the abolition of extrater¬ 
ritoriality. In other words, Japan will speak for 
China first and if China brings up such matters it 
will be after the Japanese have prepared the field— 
knowing, undoubtedly, the reception awaiting them. 
It will only be a short time after the presentation of 
this case that experts w ill bring detailed reports of 
the bankruptcy of China, the existence of two pseudo¬ 
governments neither of them having power outside 
of their own district limits, of the chaotic condition 
of the country, the lack of laws or the powers to 
enforce them and similar matters. It is better that 
China ask to be permitted to rectify her internal 
short-comings undisturbed and ask for a reiteration 
of the Open Door doctrine equal opportunities for 
all. The Shantung question is a matter which most 
certainly should be submitted and settled, as 
should questions of the Liaotung lease and 
the Japanese spheres of influence. This may 
seem unfair to Japan if extraterritoriality is 
to be excluded but here it is a method 
of expansion—imperialistic territorial aggrandize¬ 
ment-endangering world peace that will be under 
discussion. Shantung and the Liaotung lease are 
merely examples of a plan of action. These ter¬ 
ritories are specific because they indicate what Japan 
will do in a larger way if she is permitted to pursue 
her “world empire” policy. Extraterritoriality, as 
interpreted by the nations possessing it, has never 
been used for territorial aggrandizement. The con¬ 
cessions granted have been developed ' ' foreigners 
and Chinese alike as places hablfal fro..i a foreign 
viewpoint, still their populat'on is predominantly 
Chinese. It is possible that within the years to come, 
as China is gaining the right to be called a modern 
nation, that the cooperation between the foreigners 
and Chin, se in th; concessions will be a course of 
training for future national service to the latter. 

President Hsu Shih-chang 
on the Pacific Conference 

BY HOLLINGTON K. TONG 

A hearty appreciation of the opportunity afford' 
ed by the Pacific Conference to remove the possibili¬ 
ties of friction and thereby promote international 
peace and good will, and the expression of the hope 
that a set of fundamental principles will be first 
laid down at the conference whereby all the problems, 
irrespective of their nature and regardless of the 
nations which present them, may be solved, con¬ 
stitute the gist of an important statement made by 
President Hsu Shih-chang of the Republic of China 
in response to a request from the writer for his 
views on this most momentous event. 

This is President Hsu’s first expression of 
opinion on the question. The Chinese Chief Ex¬ 
ecutive has been reticent since he learned of Pre¬ 
sident Harding’s intention a month or so ago to call 
a conference to consider Pacific matters. During 
the interval, he has followed diligently all discus¬ 
sions of the bold and wise move. All of the im¬ 
portant news and articles published abroad and in 
Chjna have been translated into Chinese fir his in¬ 

formation. President Hsu has been showing as 

keen an interest in the event as the most patriotic 
citizen in this Republic. 

“Convey to the peoples of the friendlj nations 
the Chinese true love of peace and their expectation 
of great things from the conference” was the 
mandatory instruction which President Hsu gave 
toward the end of the statement. He wrote these 
words perhaps with the object of correcting the 
general impression created in foreign countries by 
mischief-makers that China was not interested in 
the conference. By virtue of his position and his 
classical education, he is reserved. If not, he would 
have come to the point direct. His meaning, how¬ 
ever, cannot be missed. 

President Hsu’s statement in full follows : 

“The close connection of the Pacific and 
Far Eastern problems with the limitation of 
armaments has Prompted President Harding, of 
the United States of America, to call a con¬ 
ference at Washington D. C., to study their 
aspects and find a satisfactory solution thereof 
jointly. Acting upon instruction of Mr. Hughes, 
the Secretary of State, the American Charge 
d’Affaires at Peking sounded the opinion of this 
government on July 12, which naturally was not 
construed as an official invitation to China to 
participate at the conference. In reply, the 
government stated its appreciation of President 
Harding’s efforts in striving for the world peace 
and added that China would be willing to join 
the conference. 

“ I feel certain that the people of the whole 
country, upon hearing this news, will gladly give 
approval to the action of their government. 
The conference will be immensely benrfeial to 

-tfae'Fai Eastaird--tfae-“world-at lar^ The use— 
of the conference method to settle international 
questions suits admirably the peaceful disposition 
and temperament of the Chinese people. Besides, 
the European War has taught a useful lesson to 
our citizens, who have witnessed its manyfold 
horrors and observed how the calamity was 
spread from one country to another until it 
became world-wide. The horror of the late 
war did not cease with its termination. Its 
effect upon humanity and civilization will 

linger long. 
“Since the conclusion of the Great War, 

the world’s attention has rapidly been_ con¬ 
centrated upon the Pacific region. China is 
vitally concerned in the problems of the 
Pacific. Study the history of her foreign 
relationships for the last few decades and con¬ 
sider the most noticeable events which have hap¬ 
pened of late, and you must agree with me that 
possibilities for international complications are 
undoubtedly in existence. Who knows but that 
international complications in the Pacific region 
will not disturb the peace of the entire world. 

“If the countries concerned should still 
insist upon going in diametrically opposite 
directions and still refuse to formulate and 
agree upon fundamental principles for inter¬ 
national relationships, peace in this quarter of 
the globe will be the first to be disturbed, but the 
world in general cannot expect to be immune 
from the resulting struggle. The consequent 
disorder will be of such magnitude that we 
tremble in a contemplation of it. 

"I know that the people of ihis Republic are 
eagerly awaiting the gathering of staffsmen 
from the Great Powers at V/ashington D. C., in 
the near future to deliberate upon Pacific 
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affairs. I sincerely hope that a set of fund¬ 
amental principles, based strictly upon inter¬ 
national fairness and justice, will be made. In 
accordance with these principles, all the pro¬ 
blems, irrespective of their nature and regardless 
of the nations which present them, should be 
solved. In accordance with them, all the 
disputes between two or more countries should 
likewise be adjusted peacefully. 

“Hoping that such will be the program and 
result of the Pacific Conference, I, representing 
the entire population of China, welcome without 
the least reserve the conference called by 
President Harding. Convey to the peoples of 
the friendly nations the Chinese true love for 
peace, which underlies their welcome of the 
conference, and their e-xpectation of great things 
therefrom.” 

Peking, August 14th. 

The Constitution of the Far 

Eastern Republic 
BV ORRIN KEITH The constitution of the Far Eastern Republic is 

of interest to students of the politics of this 
part of the world, as an expression of the 

ideas of state-making current among a great number 
of the world’s population. It is of interest to students 
of political science everywhere. And it is of parti¬ 
cular interest to the capitalist or merchant who con- 

mcnt of the vast natural resources of eastern Siberia. 
Tleretofore this constitution has been available to the 
English reader only in rough summary. The Foreign 
Office has been working on a translation, however, 
which when completed, will be published for dis¬ 
tribution. This draft is now sufficiently near its final 
form so that a fair estimate of the instrument may 
be made. 

,At first reading one is impressed with the length 
of the document. It covers twenty-three pages of legal 
eap and is divided into 184 articles. As might be ex¬ 
pected it contains many provisions which were better 
left to general legislacion, following the precedent of 
a number of American slate constitutions in this 
respect. For instance, four pages are devoted to the 
machinery of local government; two to a national 
auditing system; a page to the regulation of the hours 
of labor; and two and a half pages to the matter of 
budget and taxes. Not that these are not subjects of 
interest, even of great importance, but they are more 
properly in the field of legislation than of constitu¬ 
tional law. 

“The supreme power of the state is vested in the 
people of the Far Eastern Republic.” This is the “we 
the people” clause of the Siberian constitution. Who, 
then, are the people of the Far Eastern Republic? 
They are, (l),all Russian citizens born in the territory 
of the Republic; (2), All Russian citizens who were 
living the territory at the date of the declaration of 
independence (April 6, 1920); (3), All Russian 
citizens who came into the country after the declara¬ 
tion of independence or who shall come in after the 
publication of the constitution without taking steps to 
preserve their citizenship in Soviet Russia; (4), All 
Russian citizens living in the Chinese Eastern Rail¬ 
way zone who do not in a similar way acquire citizen¬ 
ship in Soviet Russia or some other country; and (5), 
All naturalized foreigners. 

The legislative power in national affairs is vested 
in the National Assembly, which is elected by 
universal suffrage, of citizens over eighteen years of 
age including women. One member is chosen for 
each 15,000 of the population and the tenure is two 
years. The Assembly must meet on the first of 
February and the first of November of each year, 
oftener if it desires, and the length of its sessions is 
within its own discretion except that it must discon¬ 
tinue during the harvest season. 

The powers of the National Assembly are enum¬ 
erated as follows: 

1. The enactment of laws governing state and 

social life. 
2. The approval of treaties with foreign coun¬ 

tries, 
3. The regulalicn of the country s finances, 

internal and external. 
4. The arrangement of the money system and 

the establishment of weights and measures. 
5. The organization of the army. 
6. Supreme control over the administration of 

the Republic, 
7. The granting of amnesty. 
8. The declaration of war and the conclusion 

of peace. 
9. All’Other questions which the National As¬ 

sembly shall deem necessary. 

The National Assembly has all the power of the 
English House of Commons without the check of the 

. House of Lords, but it must go to the country once 
every two years. In the matter of constitutional 
amendment only is it limited. Amendments must be 
passed by a two-thirds majority of a two-thirds 

quorum. 
-^Titr c.-ccoubve ■ powers-'cri- t'ne“vu;epTi0nc^are- 

delegated to body of seven men, called the "Govern¬ 
ment”, who are elected by the National Assembly for 
a term of two years. This body is a curious mixture 
of theories of government embodied in the American 
President,the British Ministry and a city commission. 
It undoubtedly owes its origin, however, to the Russian 
custom of electing a presidium rather than a president 
after the Anglo-Saxon manner of organization. 
The chairman of the "Government” is the nominal 
head of the Republic. 

This “Government” is endowed with the follow¬ 

ing powers: 
1. The appointment and dismissal of all ministers 

and their assistants. 
2. The appointment of diplomatic representa¬ 

tives. 
3. The convocation of the National Assembly 

in extra session. 
4. The granting of amnesty. 
5. The publication of the laws passed by the 

National Assembly. 
6. The promulgation of provisional laws whea 

the Assembly is not in session. 
7. The suspension or annulment of all orders; 

of the Council of Ministers which they deem uncoa- 

stitutional. 

Once elected by the National Assembly, the 
government is to a certain extent beyond its control. 
There is no right of recall nor of reelection unless 
four of the members have retired. It can veto the 
laws enacted by the National Assembly and send 
them back for reconsideration if it deems them con¬ 
tradictory to the fundamental principles^ of the 
constitution. It requires a two-thirds majority to 
override this veto. When such a veto is overridden, 
however, any discussion as to constitutionality is 
apparently at an end for, although the courts are 
declared to be independent of the other organs of 
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government, their powers and procedure “are to be 
determined by law.” In the case of the promulgation 
of provisional laws under item six above, such laws 
must be submitted to the next session of the Assemb¬ 
ly im- mediately after it convenes and the Assemb¬ 
ly may suspend or annul them. 

The direct work of governmental administration 
is in the hands of a Council of Ministers whose 
numbers and functions are fixed by special laws 
except in the case of the Ministry of Nationalities, 
which is established by the constitution itself. At the 
present time there are fifteen members of the 
council. These are the Prime Minister and the 
Ministers of Foreign Atfairs, War, Interior, Public 
Health, Transport, Finance, Education, Labor, Com¬ 
merce, Food Supply, Justice, Nationalities, Posts and 
Telegraph and Industry. 

The Ministers individually and as a body are 
responsible not only to the government, but also to 
the National Assembly, and in case the latter with¬ 
draws its confidence, must resign. Ministers must 
answer all questions submitted by the Assembly and 
are subject to impeachment for criminal offences as 
well as to political responsibility. 

A body consisting of the Government and the 
Council of Ministers corresponds to the American 
President and Cabinet and is vested with the follow¬ 
ing powers: 

1. The general governance of the country and 
the direction of its domestic and foreign policies. 

2. The organization of the military forces of 
the Republic. 

3. Preliminary consideration of questions of 
peace and the adoption of measures for the defense 
of the Republic. 

_ 4^ The contracting _of loans, , -ince^ions_i^ 
efiscoms, cdmmerciaTTnd other treaties subject of the 
approval of the National Assembly. 

5. The drafting of a preliminary budget. 
.A large measure of local self-government is 

provided for and in actual practice, because of the 
lack of money on the part of the general government, 
the local powers are being increased even beyond the 
amount usually demanded. Powers locally exercised 
must be locally financed. 

The general form of the local administrative 
organs follows very closely the national organization. 
There is a provincial assembly in each of the six 
provinces with one representative to each 2,500 
citizens. This assembly exercises over provincial 
affairs practically the same control that the National 
Assembly does over national affairs. It elects a 
provincial board of administration corresponding 
to the “Government” which serves as the provincial 
executive. In addition to the duties in regard to 
provincial matters, this local government is charged 
with the enforcement of the laws of the central 
government. 

In order to watch this last‘matter particularly 
and to maintain harmonious relations generally 
between the central government and the provinces, a 
species of proconsul, known as a provincial emissar, 
is appointed by the central government to each 
province. This emissar is vested with the power 
to “control” the actions of the local authorities and 
is in direct charge of all the authorities and in¬ 
strumentalities of the central government within 
his province. 

The smaller units, such as the county, the city 
and the village, all have their local assemblies, 
elected for two years in the case of the counties and 
the larger cities, and for one year in the rural 
districts. The village assemblies consist of all of the 
citizens of the village and are an exact parallel of the 

New England town meeting. They work through a 
committee chosen for not less than six months and 
not more than a year. These local assemblies will 
serve not only to manage local affairs but are excel¬ 
lent schools of citizenship for the more responsible 
work of the provincial and national assemblies. 

An exceptional feature of local government is 
the provision granting the full right of “self-de¬ 
termination” to all native nationalities and national 
minorities. This can hardly mean what it says and 
is not to be looked upon as more than a grant of 
autonomy in internal affairs to those national groups 
who are sufficiently self-conscious and sufficiently 
organized to exercise it. It applies particularly to 
the Buriat-Mcngols, who number about 100,000 and 
are organized into tribes in the neighborhood of 
Chita and Verkhne-Udinsk. They are to be assigned 
a special territory somewhat after the manner of (he 
Indian Territory of former days in the United States 
and within that sphere will do largely as they please 
under the general supervision of the government 
represented by its Minister of Nationalities. 

The judicial system is a distinct departure from 
the precedents of the Western nations. While the 
courts are declared to be independent of the other 
government organs, neverthelass the composition, 
powers and procedure of the courts and the qualifica¬ 
tions and term of service of the judges are under 
the control of the legislature. 

The interesting departure is that citizens of the 
Republic assist in the administration of justice not as 
jurymen but as judges. These are drawn by lot 
from the roster of citizens and each man must serve 
for ten cases. The regular judges handle all ex 
parte motions and probate matters but in any trial 

_ there must.be at lfa.st two citizens,assuciated with 
the judge, and in any case involving the heavier 
punishments, there must be six lay judges. 

In the event of dissatisfaction, an appeal may be 
taken to a court composed of five of the regular 
judges sitting in bank. This court examines the 
record of the case and if in its opinion there has 
been an actual miscarriage of justice, it may send the 
case back for retrial before another judge. There is 
no appeal from the decision of this court and no 
decision must be reversed on matters of procedure 

only. . 
There has been no attempt to. improve upon the 

system of costs, fees, and attorney representation 
which has become the chief object of criticism in the 
American courts. It has been transferred with all 
its evils to the courts of the new republic. 

The bill of rights of the new constitution in¬ 
cludes equality before the law; the abolishment of all 
class distinctions, clafs privileges and all civil and 
military titles; liberty of conscience, separation of 
church and state; free speech; freedom of the press; 
and right of assembly, to form unions and to strike. 
All citizens, their homes and correspondence are de¬ 
clared to be inviolable. The right of habeas corpus 
is provided for. Censorship of post, telegraph and 
telephone messages is forbidden. Right of changing 
the dwelling place and of free moverrftnt within or 
without the territory of the Republic is guaranteed 
except in cases provided by law. Bodily and capital 
punishment are forever torbidden. Each citizen 
has the right to use his native language in official 
communications and in private books. Foreigners 
are granted all the rights of citizens except as de¬ 
finitely restricted by law. 

So far there is no radical departure from the 
established principles of democratic government in 
the West. When we come to Division V, however, 
with its provisions governing land, labor and the 
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economic system, we strike debateable ground. 
“ Private ownership of land, forests, waterways and 
other national resources ... is forever annulled. 

. All land in whosesoever use or possession it may be 
is declared to be the property of the toiling people 
and forms the national funds.” 

“Here is communism!”, say the unfriendly 
critics. 

" The institution of private properly is preserv¬ 
ed. All citizens and private companies are guaran¬ 
teed the inviolability of their movable and immovable 
properties and estates with the restrictions provided 
by the principal laws.” 

This is not communism, but can the two appar¬ 
ently contradictory provisions be reconciled? A 
glance at the historical aspect of the matter is of 
assistance. Before the Revolution, the best lands, 
mines and forests in Siberia were known as “cabinet 
lands.” That is, they were held as the property of 
the Czar and his henchmen. These properties were 
held out of use altogether or worked by criminals. 
This situation gave point to the arguments of the 
advocates of socialism against speculation in la’nd. 

It was peasants themselves, the men who owned 
land and who wanted the privilege of owning land, 
that put the nationalization clause into the constitu¬ 
tion. They followed it with the provision that “the 
fundamental and general principle of the right to 
work on the land is personal labor.” The whole plan 
is directed toward the elimination of land speculation 
and absentee landlordism. The man who uses the 
land has the right to what it produces subject to the 
eminent domain of the state. , 

The apparent conflict comes from the fact that 
r—Hio viotda-wliieh ■ arg-t>*ati5rated “ immovable' jptd"^ 

perties and estates ” do not in Russian as they do in 
English include land. They correspond rather to the 
term " fixtures ” as used in connection with the law 
of real property. That is buildings, fences, wells, 
and other improvements to real properly are the 
property of the one who builds them or his vendee. 
The title to the land itself remains in the state but 
the actual benefit from it accrues to the holder as 
long as he devotes it to a reasonable use. 

The net result of the provisions and the actual 
intent of those who drew them is not far from the 
system of land-holding in the United States with a 

^ highly progressive, beneficial use tax, such as is 
advocated now in many American states, superadded. 
Specu^tion in land is eliminated as a source of 
possible profit for capital in the Far Eastern Re¬ 
public, Beyond that there is nothing in the constitu¬ 
tion which need cause any fear for the safety of 
investments for actual development work. 

Concessions are especially provided for in the 
consiitution. These may be for the exploitation of 
land, forests, waterways and other natural resources. 
They may be granted to individuals, societies or 
^mpanies for any period not exceeding 36 years. 
Foreigners as well as citizens may secure conces¬ 
sions although, other things being equal, preference 
must be given to citizens of the Republic or of Soviet 
Russia, Qompanies are preferred to individuals. All 
concessions, in order to be valied, must receive the 
sanction of the National Assembly. 

“ Work /is obligatory upon all citizens of the 
Republic.” But whtn it is for an employer, it is to be 
done under various restrictions. A day s work must 
not exceed eight hours by day or six hours by night. 
Persons under eighteen or those engaged in unhealth- 
.til occupations must not work more than six hours a 
day. An uninterrupted weekly rest of forty-two 
hours must be provided. Overtime work is only 
allowed with tjie consent of the unions, except in 

agricultural labor, where more than eight hours, 
ever, entitles the worker to extra compensation. 
night work is allowed fp« men under eighteen att*! 
it is not permitod at all^r women. Children und^r 
sixteen cannotV.^ ^nployed. Women must be. 
released from manbs/work eight weeks before and 
eight weeks after ciuSMbqjent. In the case of other 
work the tithe is rMuced to*sijcweeks. Workers are 
entitled to a on^month vacatih».on full pay after a 
year’s work or to two weeks vacation after six 
months employment. 

A minimum wage for all occupations is fixed 
from month to month by the government and all 
employers are bound to pay at least this wage. As 
the minimum wage is also obligatory upon the 
government itself, it is not likely for some years to 
be high enough to seriously affect private employers. 
In addition to the actual wage schedule, employers 
are required to pay to the government monthly as 
premium on the various forms of state social in¬ 
surance a sum equal to 10 percent of their payrolls. 

The power to levy taxes is vested in the National 
Assembly. The principle revenue is to be derived 
from progressive income tax, property tax, tax on 
title-deeds, inheritance tax, tax on surplus values, 
etc., and the income from state enterprises and 
monopolies. As the taxing body also has control 
over concessions, the concession contract may be so- 
drawn as to set limits to the amount which can be 
takenj by way of taxes during the life of the 
concession. 

Universal military training on the militia system 
is compulsory for all male citizens between eighteen 
and forty ve years. The standing army shall con- 

“sist of ail~male citizens oB twenty years, wBo are 
enrolled for two years. Volunteers to the number 
prescribed by law are accepted. The formation and 
organization of the army are determined by the 
National Assembly but -the supreme command is in 
the government. 

All citizens and especially the laboring classes 
must be provided with an opportunity ior a “broad 
education.” Instruction in religious teachings and 
all religious services are forbidden in both govern¬ 
ment and private schools. Education is compulsory 
and free of charge for all children of school age. 
Coeducation Js to be the rule in all government 
schools. All nationalities may introduce their own 

schools. e 
The flag is red field with the upper left hand 

quarter blue containing the chatacters A, B P, in red 
arranged in the form of a triangle. 

Amendments may be proposed by one third of all 
the members of the National Assembly present at 
the place of its session; by any Provincial Assembly; 
by the Government; and by petition of 10,000 
citizens. A two-thirds vote of a two-thirds quorum 
of the Njitional Assembly is necessary to enact an 
amendment. 
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A China-Wide Outlook of 

the Tungting Lake War 
BY PETER S. JOWE 

If has been more than a mere wonder that Wang 
Chan-yuan, one of China’s few Super-Tuchuns with 
dictatorial authority, could has been entirely 
dethroned from his high position of power and 
dignity as Tuchun of Hupeh province in the Yangtze 
Valley, by a movement led by a handful of hi« 
insurgent people. This after a struggle of only a 
fortnight along the border of Hupeh and Hunan 
provinces. Such circumstances show that no matter 
howcolossalthepowera militarist may seize he is not 
likely to remain in power long unless the interests of 
the people over whom he rules bordering the Tungting 
Lake are properly heeded. The recent war between 
Hunan and Hupeh provinces furnishes another 
striking example of what popular opinion can do in 
China as well as in other countries. 

Since the mobilization of forces at Changsha, 
Hunan, press reports both in Chinese and English 
papers have been most conflicting and almost 
inextricably misleading. The great bulk of such 
confusing reports makes the muddle still worse, and 
readers are scarcely to glean from the big crop of 
circulating reports the few simple facts underlying 
the whole situation. The pre.sent imbroglio is 
rapidly developing, and the developments, which in 
many possible i>hases are being expected at every 
moment, are not of a sectional nature^ but ^^vill 
probably involve the whole country_ in e radical 
changes arising"ancr in a pbnticalTeaTignment. “These 
developments are already shaping a new Yangtze 
situation, and other iar reaching changes will follow 
in due course. It is no exaggeration to say that this 
political upheaval may be the biggest affair in 
China’s Year Book for 1921. For all those who 
attempt to keep in close touch with China politics, the 
present situation is worth while watching. 

A practical guide in this labyrinth of political 
intricacies covering the story from the beginning to 
its present stage serves well both for record-keeping 
and to clarify the muddle. The situation in a 
nutshell is as follows: Because of his objec¬ 
tionable rule in Hupeh for more than seven years, 
characterized by “squeezing” of public^ money, and 
suppression of popular opinion, the actions Tuchun 
Wang Chan-yuan of Hupeh have made him a friend 
to none in his province. Last year, when the Anfu 
civil governor of Hupeh was dismissed, the people 
of the province attempted to put in the vacated post 
a native of Hupeh, ITsia Shou-kang. Hsia was 
summarily removed from Hupeh by Wang, leaving 
a loss of face to Hupeh people. The mutinies at 
Tchang, two times within half a year, Wuchang and 
a dozen other districts in Hupeh by WSng’s ill- 
disciplined troops, aroused the ire of Hupeh people 
to the breaking point, and resuTted in the movement 
to oust ^Vang from Hupeh. Hupeh people sent 
representatives to see Wu Pei-fu about the matter. 
Later they went to Chao Heng-ti, commander of 
the neighboring province of Hunan, for military 
assistance in their campaign against Wang. After 
considerable time, plans were formulated at 
Changsha by Hupeh insurgents,_ mostly former 
Kuomintang leaders, in cooperation with Hunan 

commanders. 

Though there were some Hupeh troops stationed 
in Hunan, whom they could use for their cause, 
money was lacking. Then they determined to solve 

this problem by a diplomatic method, which shows 
incidentally that the wisdom of the Southerners ts 
superior to the brutality typified by hiortbern 
militarism. Chao Heng-ti then declared friendship 
with Wang, whose position was endangered after the 
mutinies. But in consideration of his friendship, 
Chao civily requested that Wang loan him_ money 
and ammunition to maintain his own position in 
Hunan. These Wang advanced liberally as gifts, not 
knowing that he was giving his- enemies the 
wherewithal! to defeat himself his own interests. 
The supplies gave the life necessary to the “oust- 
Wang” movement, and kindled the fire of a nation¬ 

wide squabble. 
On July 22 Chao and his'Hupeh insurgents met 

at Changsha and launched their expedition into 
Hupeh. Chiang Tso-ping and Kuiig Ken, both Hupeh 
kuomintang men, headed the invading armies from 
Hunan, composed of allied Hupeh and Hunan troops 
wiih a majority of the latter. The news of attack 
from Chao Heng-ti came to Wang Chan-yuan, who 
was already fooled by his Hupeh enemies, as a 
thunderbolt from a clear sky, though it was only the 
descending of a long-gathering tempest. He ^ once 
gathered his troops, and marched to the _ Hupeh 
frontier. But his troops already showed signs of 
weakening and of disloyalty. Meanwhile Wang 
telegraphed Peking for immediate assistance, and 
this gave the Chihli faction a sound excuse for 
coming south to Wuchang to await the going o 
Wang after his defeat by his Hupeh enemies Wu 
Pei-fu, the popular hero of China because of his 
distinguished service to China in doing away with 
the unpatriotic and pro-Japanese Anfu 
luuk hifu Luasideiaituii iVil’ur^lr-cnuTC-c tOT Aiupcu 
Tuchun to succeed Wang Chan-yuan should be a 
man of Hupeh birth and Southern proclivity and 
aspirations, and consequently he sent Hsiao Yao-nan, 
Commander of the 24th Division and a henceman of 
Wu Pei-fu, who besides answering such qualifica¬ 
tions, is a good and powerful commander. 

Hsiao Yao-nan arrived at Hankow at a time 
when battle had already begun and when Wang was 
in the most trying hours of his life. He did not move 
to the fighting zone, though he was sent here by Wu 
Pei-fu under the pretext of rescuing Wang. The day 
went against the unfortunate Tuchun, and after 
successive engagements Wang’s forces, totalling some 
20,000, were completely routed from the fighting 
lines into the precincts of the provincial capital, 
Wuchang. Seeing that his day was passing and being 
disappointed by the failure of Chang Tso-ling, his 
staunch supporter and war-lord of Manchuria, to 
send him assistance at the eleventh hour, Wang 
tendered his resignation to Peking in a most earnest 
tone. The Peking government was in an awkward 
position when forced to give a decision on his 
resignation. To accept would make Chang XsoTing 
angry, because he was left behind his Chihli rivals, 
who would seize the Yangtze supremacy. To reject 
was almost an impossibility, for the Chihli faction 
would get the control anyway because of the presence 
of their troops in Wuhan, and Wang would not be 
able to remain even though he wish to. Through 
some timely methods of placating Chang Iso-ling, 
Peking made a hold stroke in_ cancelling. Wang’s 
positions, and simultaneously' appointing Hsiao 
Yao-nan, Tuchun of Hupeh and Wu Pei-fu, High 
Inspecting Commissioner of Lianghu Provinces, 
(Hupeh and Hunan). Thus the Gordian knot was cut. 

The Chihli faction, headed nominally by 'Tsao 
Kun and essentially by Wu Pei-fu, the looming giant 
on China’s political stage, thus gained a new foothold 
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on the Yangtze the most commanding position of 
power in Inland China. The gain of Chihlities 
means a tremendous loss to their rival party in North 
China, the Fengtien party headed by Chang Tso-Hng. 
the uncrowned king of Manchuria, who did his best 
to prevent the Chihli ascendancy to power in Central 
China, Ch^g Tso-ling did order his Yangtze agent, 
the Anhwei Tuchun, Chang Wen-sen. to despatch 
troops to rescue Wang and thus maintain his in¬ 
fluence there undiminshed. This was not done be¬ 
cause. of serious impediments and other consequen¬ 
ces that were feared to impairing tlie Anhwei in- 
iluence of Chang Tso-ling altogether. It is seen then 
that the existing rivalry between Chihli and Fengtien 
factions is heating the atmosphere in the North. 

Now way down in the South there is the injection 
of a new element into the affair. Encouraged by his 
recent successes with Lu Yimg-ting of Kwangsi, Sun 
Yat-sen of the Canton government saw in the 
Lianghu struggle a ray of hope for his long uiihatched 
and ambitious plans for a national constitutional 
government for China. 1'hereforc he sent his 
Kuomintang representatives to stir up matters among 
the central provinces. Li Lieh-chun was appointed 
to attack Kiangsi, Yunnan, Kweichow, and Szechuen 
were also urged to take definite action to see that the 
insurgent movement in Hupeh was turned good 
account for their constitutional plans. Supplies of 
ammunition were also said to have reached Hitnan 
from Canton, where Sun Yat-sen was reported to be 
making plans for a Southern expedition against the ^ 
Peking government. Since the arrival of the report 
of Sun Yat-sen’s aggressive project, no news has 
been received regarding its execution ^t Canton. Evi¬ 
dently Flunan since then has received no more 
supplies from Canton, since the Changsha Chamber 

“ ui' Cnini'ifFT'Ce"ljrsrwe5tc p&ra the Htinaircominandefs ' 
$200,000 to continue their military operations. But 
the lines that insurgents of Hupeh and their Hunan 
allies are following conclusively prove that they are 
of Southern encouragement and aspiration: 

So this movement, first purely a provincial 
matter, has developed a national significance involv¬ 
ing China from Manchuria in North China to Canton 
in the extreme South, and from Chengtu in Western 
China to the Lower Yangtze in the East. The un¬ 
derlying movement is no longer one for ousting a 
tuchun from office, but a national question tending 
to shake the very foundations of the existing goyern- 
ment at Peking. What the insurgent elements of 
Hupeh now want, what Hunan declares she stands 
for. and what other provinces in China are expected 
to follow suit in asking for, is a more liberal govern¬ 
ment of a self-governing nature, not interlarded 
with militaristic ingredients. This outcry is gradually 
ground in many provinces in China, 

Hunan some months ago prepared its constitu¬ 
tion, and Hupeh has one drafted by the present 
insurgent leaders. Other provinces are also making 
theirs, and it will not be long before each province 
will make one adapted for and by itself. Chao Heng- 
ti of Flunan recently said the following in his 
circular despacth to Peking and various provinces: 

“In order to .settle the Chinese political 
situation once for all, a “Kuo-min-ta-hui,” or 
National Citizens Convention should be convened at 
Hankow, or any other suitable city to be mutually 
selected and agreed upon by the Northern, and 
Southern delegates. The members of the^ convention 
would have full power and authority to discuss and 
draft, first, a provincial constitution for the various 
provinces. They would then assemble again for the 
drafting of a permanent national constitution for 
the Republic of China in the same way as the 
American Philadelphia Convention, which laid the 

foundation of the American constitution for the 
United States of America.” 

Now as the situation stands at the time of 
writing, Flupeh insurgents and their Hunan allies 
insist on having self-government of.the purest type 
introduced into Flupeh, refusing to accept FIsiao 
Yao-nan as their new Tuchun. Wu Pei-fu has come 
to Hankow from Loyang, and is now urging the 
Hupeh-Hunan allied leaders to make a compromise 
instead of resuming an unnecessary warfare. Fie has 
wired the Kuomintang and other leaders of the 
Hupeh liberal movement to settle the matter at a 
conference in a peaceful way which will be more 
profitable to both parties. His success in what he 
calls “armed mediation” it is yet too early to 
prognostigate, but because of his afliliation with most 
of the present leaders of Hupeh and-Flunan, there is 
reason to be optimistic. Besides, Wu Pei-fu has 
back of him right in Wuhan heavy troops -that are 
ready to take action at any moment should Wu Pei- 
fu fail to bring about a compromise and settlement 
of the quarrel. 

Wu Pei-fu, it will be remembered, attempted to 
call a People’s Convention after the debacle of the 
Anfu gang last summer, to settle all national ques¬ 
tions of China, and bring about unification in China. 
Due to various opposition, he did not accomplish 
much at that time. With his ascendancy to the 
virtual control of the Yangtze Valley in addition to 
his power in North China, with his usual wisdom 
and sound decision, backed by a national reputation 
as China’s most hopeful military leader, Wu Pei-fu 
may arrive at a sweeping change in his career to 
take a patriotic course that will lead China out of its 
present painful period of chaos and disunion. What 
the Chinese at large are, expecting of him is thatAe' 

WvlTT ui-ilize his present power and prestige to unify"’ 
the country, found a strong national government 
along constitutional lines, and unite the various 
fragments of China into a composite whole before 
the forthcoming Pacific Conference if possible. 

Chinese Preparations for 

Pacific Conference 
BY HOLLINGTON K. TONG The leading citizens of China are unsparing 

in their efforts to prepare the case of China 
for the Pacific and disarmament conferences 

at Washington D.C., in November. The officials at 
Peking, who usually consider procrastination and 
inactivity a virtue, have discarded their age-long 
belief, rolled up their sleeves and are tackling the 
most urgent problem of the day with a gratifying 
whole-heartedness. Preparations in a feverish haste 
for the forthcoming event of -magnititude are dis- 
cernable everywhere. 

For the moment, the internal trouble has been 
relegated to the background. So important a political 
change as the situation in Plupeh, affecting the 
central Yangtse region as a result of the downfall of 
General Wang Chan-yuan, one of the three militar¬ 
ists loyal to Peking, has not been viewed in the 
proper prospective. The leaders of the Chinese are 
devoting their whole attention to such questions as 
who should attend the Pacific conference on behalf of 
China, what he or they should say or should not say 
at the conference, and how should the support of the 
Powers be obtained in an attempt to find ways and 
means to stop further encroachments upon the 
sovereign rights of China and at the same time to 
recover that which has been lost previously. 
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Party prejudices are being forgotten and party 
leaders who hitherto have been uncompromising a.re. 
now ready to enter into mutual cooperation m 
furthering the interests of China, which appear to 
them to be at stake in the approaching Washington 
conference. The Chin Pu Tang, or the Progressive, 
Party has been organizing an association to consioer 
the Pacific questions. The Chiao Tung Hsien, or 
Communications Party, has been trying to do the 
same thing. The people who have been affiliated 
with the Kuo Min Tang have been promoting 

similar organizations. . „ c 
Such associations as the Pacific Conference 

Association and the association to discuss Pacific 
questions have rapidly sprung into existence. Under 
the leadership of Yeh Kung-cho, former Minister ot 
Communications, one of them was formed on August 
4 at Peking, and its membership includes : Dr. C. 1. 
Wang, one of the Chinese delegates to_ the late 
Versaille Peace Conference; Dr. Wang Chung-hui. 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court; and Uiang 
Shih-yi, former Director-General of the Customs 
Administration. The object of Mr. Yehs associa¬ 
tion has been declared to be the arousing of the 
attention of the people and the supporting of the 
diplomatic policy of the government at the conler- 

At one of the meetings of the aforementioned 
organization, it was decided to despatch telegrams to 
the Chinese vStudents Alliances in America, France 
and England soliciting their assistance in niaking the 
situation abroad with relation to the case of China 
better understood in this country. In a telegram to 
Dr. Wellington V. K. Koo, Chinese Minister at 
London, the association said: “The Pacific Confer- 

..-A grewtly rnncprn.s the future of Chin_a._ i^Tlie _ 
distance and time have cut us off from close contact 
with the world’s actual condition thereby affecting 
the accuracy of our conception and our views. We, 
therefore, request you to give us constant advice and 
to assist us by supplying needed ana useful in- 

iciiigciicc. ... £ II 
In a.i effort to coordination the activities ot all 

these associations scattered over the country, an 
attempt is being made to organize a people’s conven¬ 
tion. Leading Chinese are working along this line in 
various directions. If their efforts are successful, 
the convention will be held at Shanghai in the near 
future, and will be attended by representatives of all 
the provinces. A suggestion has been made at Peking 
to assemble as soon as possible delegates of the 
provincial assemblies, the agricultural associations, 
the chambers of commerce, the educational associa¬ 
tions, all of which are believed to be more repre¬ 
sentative of the Chinese people than any other 
organizations to make out a program for China atthe 
Pacific conference, and then to obtain an acceptance 

of it by the government. 
Simultaneously a commission to prepare the 

Chinese case has been created in the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs with Vice-Minister Liu Shu-hsuu as 
chairman and Dr. Philip Tyau, new Minister to Cuba, 
as vice-chairman. Members of the different 
Ministries which have anything to do with the con¬ 
ference will likely be invited to participate at the 
discussions to be held under the auspices of the 
commission. The Waichiaopu commission, it is 
presumed, will keep itself open for the reception of 
any suggestions which the people’s associations may 
make. In this way there should be mutual coopera¬ 

tion between them. 
Several Chinese daily papers with the sole aim 

of discussing China’s relationship with the Pacific 
Conference and promoting China’s interests in con¬ 

nection with it have been recently established. The 
Neiv Pacific is the name of one paper just launched 
into the world of journalism, edited by Liang Chiu- 
sui, managing director of the Peking Leader, an 
English paper at that city. Among the supporters of 
the publication are Liang Chi-chiao, former Minister 
of Justice and Finance; Wang Ta-h^h,_ former 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and former chairman of 
the Diplomatic Commission in the President’s Office; 
Hsiung Hsi-ling, former Prime Minister and former 

Minister of Finance. 
The editors of the Ncia Pacific, in their an¬ 

nouncement, offered its columns to the public as a 
medium for the exchange of views on the Pacific 
Conference, pointed out the importance of the occa¬ 
sion to China, and stated that there were so many 
problems for consideration at the conference which 
require much sifting and condensation before they 
could be presented before the gathering of the re¬ 
presentatives of the countries bordering on the 
Pacific. The Pacific Daily is the name of another 
publication which has just been founded for 
the same purpose. Minister Yeh’s association is 
backing it. Undoubtedly similar papers have been 
or will be published shortly in other cities of China. 

For the creation of a uniform public opinion 
in favor of a certain foreign policy, the editor of 
the Ching Pao, Shao Chung-ching a progressive 
journalist, has been publicly soliciting articles on the 
subject of China and the Pacific Conference. He 
has offered three prizes for the-best essays, namely, 
$200, $100, and $50, and asked that all the 
manuscripts for the contest be in the hands ot 
the judges before the cud of August. Mr. bhao 
has specified that the discussion in the prize 
essays must be confined to these four questions: 
(1) what should the people expect from the Facinc 
Conference: (2) what should be their attitude in the 
event of the Chinese popular views being desregard- 
ed by the Conference; (3) the possible outcomes ot 
the conference; and (4) the organization of the 
Chinese delegation for the conference. 

Conversations with leaders of these various 
organization? have elicited the information that some 
of their members, who are well versed in foreign 
languages, will be sent to America to be observers 
and to assist the Chinese delegation unofficially. 
This, they stated, wa,s one of the things which they 
could do for China, and was in a way quite practical. 
It is anticipated that between fifty and a hundred 
organization representatives will endeavor to be _ at 
Washington D. C., during the conference if shipping 

accomodations are available. 
The government has not been indifferent to the 

matter of the sending of a large delegation to the 
American Capital. An estimate of the travelling 
expenses of the delegation was submitted at one of 
the Cabinet meetings last week. The figure is rather 
big. The estimate calls tor $200,000, which, if 
appropriated by the government, will be sufficient to 
despatch to America fifty men. Their stay in the 
United States will perhaps cost more than that 
amount. 'Ihe Ministry of Finance is busy trying to 

get money. 
Aside from the question of the matters to .be 

brought up at the conference, which is receiving their 
serious attention, both the government and the people, 
are considering intently the personnel of the Chinese 
delegation. The consensus of opinion is that Dr. 
W. W. Yen, Minister of Foreign Affairs, should be 
the clief delegate, to be assisted by Dr. Wellington 
Koo, and other capable Chinese. The candidates 
for the positions of other delegates most acceptable 
are : C. T. Wang, Dr. Wang Chung-hui, C. C. Wu, 
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son of Dr. Wu Ting-fang, and Alfred Sze, Chinese 
Minister to America. It will take sotne time before 
the choice can be made. Many political moves will 
have to be made in the meantime. 

Some patriotic private Chinese citizens as wel 
as government officials have been attempting to avail 
themselves of this occasion to bring about a unification 
of the country. Telegraphic appeals for conciliation 
between the North and the South are flashed 
the sea and over the land continuously with the 
object of hastening the union in order that China 
may present a solid front at the conference an 
essential to the success of the Chinese cause. The 
talk of the sending of a Southern delegation to 
Washington is much deplored in North Chma. 

Views are freely expressed that the Northern 
and Southern delegates to the Washington conference 
will work in harmony and present the Chinese case 
iointly Those who attended the Versailles Con¬ 
ference said that the Chinese of diflierent political 
hues in Europe during the conference cooperated 
admirably although at the time of their departure 
from China they entertained hostile feelings towards 
each other. Far away from their home land, the 
Chinese delegates, irrespective of the authorities 
giving them the appointment, will usually forget the 

animosity arising from the internal troubles and 
get together and work together in the furtherance 

I of China’s national intere.sts. , ■ , • ,1, 
The growing national consciousness, which is the 

motive power for the patriotic movement now afoot, 
is welding the people together. Whether it will also 
move the hearts of politicians who are controlling the 
government ,in South China and the government in 
North China a.tvl. drive them together to face the 

• ofitfeide"WOTITrasrtmTritt~TTnB~mtira mDTnenrre- 

mains to for the events of the next few weeks to de¬ 
termine Preparations for the Chinese case for the 
Washington Conference in Peking as well as in 

Canton indicate that it will. 

Peking, August 13th. 

Provincial Self-govern¬ 

ment Movement 
BY HSIF.H FANG-KWEI WHILE Canton has just completed a military 

campaign against Kwangsi warlords for the 
self-government of Kwangsi people, Hunan 

is now carrying war into Hupeh for the same cause. 
A “self-government army” has recently been orga¬ 
nized by Hupeh people aiming at the termination of 
the military regime in that province. The popular 
phrase of provincial self-government, thus voiced by 
the trumpet in the Yangtze Valley, resounds loud 

everywhere. 
The self-government movement is > othing more 

than a part of the so-called federation movement, a 
movement for the organization of China into a 
federal state. The former is often identified with 
the latter, although the latter is broader in its scope. 
“A federation of self-governing provinces” is the 
phrase which indicates the ultimate aim of the 
movement. In order to understand the self-govern¬ 
ment movement, it should be studied as a part of the 

federation movement. 
The federation movement in China is as old as 

the Republic. During the Revolution of 1911 many 
provinces declared their independence. The Delegates 
Convention, first called in Shanghai and later re¬ 
moved to Nanking, was composed of delegates from 

the independent provinces to direct the work of the 
revolution; and it reminds us of the Continental 
Congress of the colonies at the time of American 
independence. The conditions at that time were very" 
favorable for the formation of a federal state. Many 
politicians in the South advocated the organization 
of a federation with the independent provinces as units. 
Kiangsu and Chekiang had each adopted a pro¬ 
visional provincial constitution and elected their own 
governors as a step toward that goal. The revolution, 
however, came to a speedy settlement, and the 
federation movement was brought to a temporary 
lull by public criticism. People set that time con¬ 
sidered the agitation for federation as detrimental to 

union. 

When the first Parliament was in session in 1913, 
the question of federation was made a subject oLhot 
debate between Kuon.in^tang and Chinputang par¬ 
liamentarians with the tormer on the affirmative and 
the latter on the negative side. At that time there 
were two rival parties in Chinese politics competing 
for supremacy. They were the Peiyang Military 
party and the Revolutionary party (later transformed 
into Kuomintang), respectively headed by Yuan 
Shih-kai and Sun Yat-sen. These two antagonistie 
forces have been and are still at work and they were 
maiifly responsible for all past political conflicts, 
whether of principle or of interest. Peking was then 
under the control of the Peiyang Military party 
although most southern ptovinces were under 
Kwommgtang influence. A centralization of power 
in the Central government at Peking would have 
caused annihilation of Kuomintang influence in the 
provinces. Kuomintang politicians, being highly 
suspicNus of Yuan Shili-kai’s attitude, wereci.nscious 

' ont,-. ?ITal issue. Therefore, In opposition to Yuan's 
policy of centralization, they agitated for a federal 
form of government which would ensure and legalize 
the autonomous position of the provinces. The 
Chinputang, being a pro-government party, opposed 
federation bitterly on the plea that a strong union was 
needed for China. The quarrel was ended by the 
dissolution of the Parliament. 

After the dissolution, Kuomintang politicians, 
joined by some Chinputang politicians, continued to 
propagate the theory of federation, in various per¬ 
iodicals. Their arguments were generally serene and 
unbiased inasmuch as they had retired irom active 
politics and had time for quiet reflection. It is im¬ 
possible to reproduce their arguments here, the main 
points of which will be discussed elsewhere in this 
article. Suffice to say these periodicals did a great 
deal in popularizing the federation theory. 

With the reconvocation of the Parliament after 
Yuan Shih-kai’s death, the old quairal between 
Kuomintang and Chinputang parliamentarians over 
the question of federation was revived with increased 
bitterness. Premier Tuan Chi-jui, successor of Yuan 
Shih-kai as Peiyang military leader, was not any 
more tolerable than his predecessor in the eyes of 
Kuomintang politicians. The latter insisted upon 
the insertion of the provincial system in the perma¬ 
nent constitution so as to make China a federal 
state. Chinputang parliamentarians allied themselves 
with Peiyang military potentates in advocating for a 
strong centralized government. Checkmated by their 
Chinputang colleagues in the Parliament and threa¬ 
tened by the shining arms of Peiyang warlords behind 
the scenes, the Kuomingtang politicians failed to 
carry out their project. Their agitation was put to 
an end by the second dissolution of the Parliament. 

In spite of the dissolution, the federalists have 
since kept winning adherents to their faith through 
the wielding of the pen. Lately even Chinputang 
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leaders, who were once bitter opposers of federalism, 
, have gradually changed their views and begun to 
* preach the virtues of this doctrine. Today one can 

hardly find a single article in Chinese newspapers and 
magazines that opposes federation. The triumph of 
federalism can be said complete so far as public 
sentiment is concerned. 

So far the federalists have worked to introduce 
the federal system in the permanent constitution. 
The center of gravity of the state is not in the 
central government but in the provinces. So long as 
the provinces are in the hands of military tuchuns 
who can cause the dissolutions of parliaments and 
disregard constitutional provisions, there will be no 
genuine federation. If the federalists are to succeed 
at^ll, they must begin their work from the individual 
provinces. The provinces mmt—be first liberated 

'^frnm_the arbitrary tulc ulTflchuns betbTfa jUry consti- 
uitioiTal government is possible, ceulfalized or federal. 
In order to build a federal state there must be first 
“states” as units of the federation. Each province 
must be organized into a state governed by the 
people according to a constitution. A well known 
federalist, Chang Tung-sen, writing editorially in 
The China Times, says: “We were mistaken in that 
it was not necessary to have states first in Q»der to 
have a federal state. Now we realize that we must 
create states first and then proceede to form the 
federal state.” To* make every province a self- 
governing state is an absolutely necessary step in the 
formation.of a federation, otherwise, the result will 
be a league of independent tuchuns instead of a 
genuine federation of self-governing provinces.. 

The idea of provincial self-governme“t as the 
Tirsf'step towards federation' dio not come '.u itlc ' 
minds of Chinese politicians until the downfall of 
Anfuites last stimmer. The causes of this move¬ 
ment and events that have lead to it can be best 
understood by studying the self-government move¬ 
ment in Hunan, the cradle of this movement. 

The geographical situation of Hunan and the 
restless warlike spirit of its people have made it a 
field of repeated military operations, during the ten 
years of the Republic. The fighting that has taken 
place in Hunan has been 'attended b}- looting, fire, 
deeds of violence, rape, massacre, and all varieties of 
atrocities inflicted by Northern soldiers. The whole 
province has been devastated. Moreover, Hunan 
has been governed by Northern tuchuns appointed 
from Peking, who were as btutal as they were cor¬ 
rupt. Although they were succcessively driven away 
at the point of bayonet, the damage they have done 
and the sufferings they have brought to the'province 
can never be made good. All these served to kindle 
in the hearts of the people there a deep hatred 
towards military rule and the existence of soldiers. 
Provincialism loomed high. “Away with the Nor¬ 
thern tuchuns” and “Hunan for Hunanese” became 
the cries of the people. 

The last tuchun (Northern) that made good his 
escape from Hunan was the notorious Anfu 
Tuclum Chang Chin-yao. Before he was driven 
away, Hunan was in a most sad and chaotic state, 
being divided into six sections under the control of 
hostile military commanders, both Northern and Sou¬ 
thern. There was altogether approximately 150,000 
soldiers and the burden of supporting them rested 
mainly upon the shoulders of the Hunan people. At 
that time Gen. Wu Pei-fu, now styled the man of 
the hour, was in SQUthejrn Hunan with his seasoned 
troops. He came into cordial relations with a 
Southern commander, Gen. Chao Heng-ti, now the 
champion of the self-government cause of Hupeh 
people. Through Gen. Chao, a secret agreement 

was made between Southern Army and Gen. Wu 
Pei-fu, according to which, Wu was to withdra* his 
troops to the north so as to give Hunan army a free 
hand to oust Tuchun Chang Chin-yao. It, has been 
said that Gen. Wu had reached a secret under 
standing with Gen. Chao as to future policies in 
politics. Recently it was reported that Gen. Wu 
has said concerning the present Hupeh-Hunan 
crisis that he had once made an agreement with Gen. 
Chao according to which, Wu would undertake the 
task of uniting North while Gen. Chao was to unite 
the South through the provincial self-government 
movement. This gives some idea of the alleged 
secret understanding. 

Hunan was finally freed from the yoke of the 
tyrannical tuchun and was given a new le^se of life. 
Having survived repeated ordeals of fighting fire, 
the people in Hunan began to plan for a lasting 
peace and safely. The Peking government was not 
to be trusted, because it had appointed tyrannical 
tuchuns to oppress the people. The Canton govern¬ 
ment had lost its constitutional luster, and Hunan 
had already paid heavily for her attachment to the 
Constitutional cause, Hunan was not willing to make 
further sacrifices for a cause the accomplishment 
of which was doubtful. From their earnest desire 
for peace and tranquility, people in Huiian advocated 
the adoption of the “Hunan Doctrine.” Hunan 
would fight against any outside interference in its 
own affairs and at the same time would refrain from 
interfering other provinces. Militarists were res¬ 
ponsible for the past civil strifes. Soldiers, although 
instrumental to militarists, are dangerous to society. 
In order to have peace militarists must not be 

“Down with the Tuchun System” and “away _ with 
the soldiers” appealed strongly to the public. Offic¬ 
ial rule had a long dirty record and the people decid¬ 
ed to take matters into their own hands. The 
“self-determination of the people” was another 
universal demand, Such was the psychology of 
Hunan people immediately after their emancipation 
from the despotism of Anfu Tuchun. 

The moment was favorable for people in Hunan 
to work for self-government. Soon after their 
emancipation the Chihli-Anfu conflict took place, 
which resulted downfall of Anfuites. The Peking 
government became virtually a protectorate of two 
warlords. Generals Tsao Kun and Chang Tso-lin, 
and was too impotent to have an hand in Hunan 
affairs. On the other hand, there had been a split in 
the Canton government which under the leadership 
of Chun Chuen-hsuin might collapse at any moment; 
and Hunan had no fear from that quarter. There¬ 
fore, Hunan authorities were in a position to pro¬ 
claim their autonomy, and to be neutral seemed to be 
the best way of not offending Peking and Canton. 
So far as the legal status of the two governments 
were concerned, neither Peking nor Canton could 
have a better claim and Hunan was fairly justified 

in becoming autonomous. 
Without adhering to Peking or Canton, the 

'Hunan government had neither legal authority nor 
outside sanction; and its power might become an 

.object of contention among rival leaders. Some 
sanction must be secured, and Hunan authorities 
were for a time wavering between invoking the man¬ 
date of the people (to proclaim self-government) and 
seeking sanction from Peking. Meanwhile a new 
factor entered into the situation and that -was 
Kuomingtang. During this time Kuoraintang politi¬ 
cians were looking for new fields of activity in the 
southwestern provinces, for they had broken away 
from Canton government which was monopolized by 
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Chun Chuen-hsuin’s party. As soon as Hunan was 
liberated from hands of Peking, they flocked to 
Hunan and took leading part in agitating for self- 
government. The adoption of self-government would 
prevent Hunan from going over to the side of Peking 
and it was in keeping with Kuomintang’s old policy 
of federation. Their agitation was responded to by 
the press and the people. Student demonstrations, 
mass meetings, and petitions went together. In¬ 
surrection threatened to break out. If the Hunan 
authorities had been as ignorant and selfish as most 
of the Northern militarists, the agitation might have 
been quenched by muzzling the press, stabbing the 
students and forbidding meetings. Fortunately they 
were educated, enlightened and had some regard for 
the welfare of the province. In deference to public 
opinion, self-government was proclaimed in a tele¬ 
gram which announced to the country that Hunan 
was going to lead the movement for self-government. 

Provincial self-government and a federation of 
self-governing provinces became at once a popular 
topic everywhere in the country. Newspapers and 
magazines were for a time full of comments, 
discussions, suggestions concerning this problem, 
Hunan's move towards self-government was favor¬ 
ably received by the press with the exception of those 
papers that were connected with the Peking govern¬ 
ment. 

Soon after the proclamation of self-government, 
a constitutional convention was called to draft a 
provincial constitution. The draft constitution was 
completed in April of this year and it has been 
referred to the Hunan Constitution Revision Con¬ 
vention. The work of revision will be completed 
soon and after! that it will be referred to the people 

■KHoi. .itang is not the only party that is interested. 
Both Chinputang and Tsen Hso Hui politicians have 
been active. It Is hoped that when the constitution 
is completed it will satisfy all parties, since they have 
all worked in its making. 

A summary of the causes of self-government 
movement as found in Hunan is: The first great cause 
must be found in the lack of a legal and nnwerfiil 
central government. With ot passing any judgement 
upon the ~fiv3t”claims of both the Northern and 
Southern governments as to the constitutionality of 
their authority, it is very clear that neither Peking 
nor Canton are widely recognized as the government 
de jure in the strict sense. In the eyes of tuchuns 
and super-tuchuns the existence of the Central 
government at Peking is only a matter of expediency, 
and they feel themselves fairly justified in taking 

[independent actions any time they want. Moreover, 
I neither Peking or Canton are strong enough to 
exercise actual control over the provinces supposed 
to be under their jurisdiction. As a consequence of 
this every province has to look after its own 
interests and there is no higher authority that is 
in a position to redress its grievance against 
another province. The Central government being 
destitute of legal authority and actual strength, the 
province are forced to become autonomous almost 
automatically. 

The oppression of rnilitarism serve.s as the 
seennd cause of the self-government movement. 
During the ten years of the Republic, militarism has 
always been in the ascendancy. Tuchuns'and super- 
tuchuns wield a despotic Power and ride roughshod 
over the rights of the people, who by taxation are 
reduced to poverty to support soldiers even though 
they are a great menace to the peace of society. 
Ten years of civil war have brought immense suffer¬ 
ing to the people. Military rule is the greatest evil in 

the country and the demand for its abolition has 
become universal. Official rule is not less hated by 
the people than military rule because of its deep 
rooted corruption and inelficiency. Self-government 
is therefore sought as a substitute for both. 

The third cause is to be found in the general 
awakening of the people to their responsibility in 

•govnrnuiuiiiul affair^—The spread'oreducationand 
an iiicreasily rapid dissemination of Western 
civilization in China have wrought wonders upon 
Young China. Some of the older foreign residents 
in China are accustomed to judge her by impressions 
received before the Revolution or even before the 
Sino-Japanese war, or by.^king as their standard of 
judgement those wide-sleeved and long-finger- 
nailed old type men without taking into consideration 
the young generation. It is, of course, a gross mis¬ 
take. China today is an entirely different nation from 
China under the Manchu Regime. It is the yout^er 
generation that is constantly pushing to the front. 
Young men in China are demanding the right to 
take the reins of government into their own hands. 

The long propaganda campaign of._tho—feder¬ 
alists f^r the formation of a tederal state can be 
mentioned as a fourth cause of the present move¬ 
ment. The, liith cause is Kuomingtang agitation for 
federation as a part ot a strategic move to alienate 
provinces from the control militarists in the North, 
The last but not the least important cause is the fradual breaking down of old parties, especially the 

iiyang "“Military Farty pd Kuomintang. In this 
breaking down many political and military leaders, 
having been released from any definite allegiance, 
seeking to act independently from either the North 
or South, and find a good cause to serve in the =>■'1- 

- iiiovcnrcuc.~" ■ “ ■ ■ '“"” ■ _ n- 

The above six causes form approximately the 
conditions of, to use a mathematical term, the for¬ 
mula of self-government movement. If m any 
province the six conditions of the formula are satis¬ 
fied, it is practically certain that this province will by 
force of circumstances become a self-governing 
province, provided, however, the military leaders of 
the province possess certain degree of enlightenment. 
The truth of this statement will be shown in the 
study of self-government movement in other pro- 

vin(;es. N. 
Before discussing this movement in other pl»- 

ices its meaning and scope should be defined fireV 
_'he provincial self-government movement in itS 
present form may be defined as an endeavor on the\ 
part of each province to substitute constitutional' 
government for arbitrary military rule with the 
ultimate aim of uniting China into a federation of 
self-governing provinces independent of and sup¬ 
planting the activities of Peking and Canton Its 
scope can be said to include the following: 0) 
compilation of a provincial constitution; (2), abolition 
of tuchun system; (3), abstention from entanglement 
with the policy of unification adopted by Peking and 

\ the cause of the constitution upheld by Canton; (4), 
\ promotion of self-government in provinces that are 
\ still under military control; (5), A temporary in- 
\ formal alliance of self-governing provinces fori 
\mutuai protection; (6), federation of self-governinB 
'provinces in the en^ / 
\ Soon after Hunan proclaimed self-goveriunSoit, 
Szechuen followed suit. Formerly Szechuen was 
under the thumb of the Yunnan military potentate, 
Gen. Tang Chi-yao. Last year the people of Sze¬ 
chuen drove all Yunnan troops of occupation out of 
their province. Gen. Hsiung Keh-w», who led the 
movement against Yunnan troops, was an enlightened" 
military man and had no definite attachment to either 
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Nort'h or South. After some hesitation he proclaimed 
self-government for Szechuen in deference to the 
wishes of the people who had suffered as much as 
the Hunan penp!<v at the hands of militarists. 
Viinnan was soon after liberated from the yoke of 
'feeS^ang Chi-yao, Tnchun of that province. 
Simifiar circumstances as in Hunan_and Szechuen 

' led this province to the abolition of the tuchunate 
and proclamation of self-government. In a like 
manner, Kweichow Province also became a self- 
governing provii^ce. Kwaotopg was liberated .from 
the iron clutch of Kwangsi warlords last winter, 
and the people there expressed a strong desire for 
self-government. On account of undue Kuomintang 
influence and the presence of the Canton government 
there, Kwantung has not yet been able to join hands 
with the self-governing provinces, who recognize no 
rcptrar~gnvernment. Althou^ the tuchunate was 
abolished and the province is just as self-governing 
as any self-governing province, Kwantung has not 
begun its work of compiling its.provincial constitutioii. 
Gen. Chen Chun-ming, commander-in-chief and Civil 
Governor of Kwangtung, is said to be in sympathy 
with Gen. Chao Heng-ti and other self-government 

leaders. 
Recently Chekiang, a province under the control 

of Northern foJT^, haS gone over to the side of the 
self-governing provinces. Gen. Lu Ying-hsiang, 
Tuchun of Chekiang, was formerly a member of 
Anfu Club; but since the downfall of Anfuites, he 
has been neutral in all the disputes between North and 
South. He fs a comparatively enlightened milita¬ 
rist and since he belongs to no particular party in 
-- — i.„ jj.j5 become susceptible to the influence of 
self-government ffiovenl'^htr meanwn.. 
iner Kuomintang politicians, who were aissatisfied 
with the Canton government under Dr. Sun, have 
flocked to Chekiang. Since they are opposed to Pek¬ 
ing and at the same time not in sympathy with Can¬ 
ton, they are planning and agitating f6r self-govern¬ 
ment. Dr. Sun’s men and the Anfu intrigues might 
have also been responsible for Cliekiang’s decision to 
break away from Peking. About three months 
ago Gen. Lu issued a telegram denouncing the 
parliamentary election ordered by Peking, and this 
was tantamount to a declaration of war upon the 
Peking government. Self-government was soon pro¬ 
claimed. Under the leadership of Dr. C. T. Wang-a 
draft provincial con.stitution was completed just few 
weeks ago. It is now referred to a committee for 
revision. 

Kwai'iesi and Huneh have just been released 
from the clutches of two illiterate and despotic 
warlords, and are expected to be in the family of 

r self-governing provinces soon. The provincial legis¬ 
latures are now proposing to draft constitutions 
for these provinces. Thus the self-government 
movement is gradually creeping northward and its 
further developments will be attended with great 

/ interest. 
The forces that are promoting self-government 

are the self-governing provinces, the Canton govern¬ 
ment, and Gen. Wu Pei-fu. In order to strengthen 
their own positions the self-governing provinces 
are forced to win adherents to their cause. For 
sometime the attitude of Canton government under 
Dr. Sun was not very friendly towards this move¬ 
ment, probably for the reason that self-governing 
provinces refused to acknowledge its authority It 
was not until spring of this ygar that Dr. Sun public- 

I ly announced his sympathetic attitude towards 
provincial self-government. The fact that Kwantung 
has not yet begun the work of a provincial constitu¬ 
tion makes one doubt the real intention of Kuomin¬ 

tang politicians who have been agitating zealously lor 
this movement. Wu Pei-fu’s stand in this movement 
is favorable, and the reason why he advocates self- 
government may possibly be explained by his alleged 
secret understanding with Gen. Chao Heng-ti, the 
champion of the self-government cause of Hupeh 
people. Gen. Wu is still under the control of Northern 
military superiors, and accordingly can not transform 
his intention into action now. He may be the man 
behind the scene and may have up his sleeve the 

, scheme of reconstructing China through self-govern¬ 
ment but he is too prudent to reveal his true position 
as the time is not ripe. Other parties, like the Chin- 
putang and Chen Hso-hui, are in favor of this 
movement although they do not seem as zealous as 
the fcrces mentioned above. /' The hltimate aim is, as said before, a federation 
of self-government provinces. As to the advisability 
of making China into a federal state, the federalists 
argue that the unwieldly size of the country, the his¬ 
torical positions of the provinces the wide differences 
in geography, climate, the temperament of the people 
and local interests, and the futility of uniting China 
with force, all tend to show that union is possible 
only through federation. At present a federation is 
gradually becoming a reality and under the existing 
conditions there is possibly no better way of uniting 

.the country than through a federation of selfgovern- 
\ing province^ 

Current Press Opinion on 
“——FcTf—"Eaatcrn—Affaii' 

How the Shanghai Press Views the Conference 
That the Pacific Conference specially trailed by 

President Harding for the adjustipcnt of certain issues, 
with which the future destiny of world peace is 
interwoven, will have far-reaching effects in China is a 
problem the importance of which has not been over- 
looKed either by the Chinese government or by press 
of the country. For the present moment the aspects 
of the conference which particularly engage the 
attention of the Chinese press are: first, the question of 
the national status of^hina vis-a-vis the internal 
disorders of her own household, and second, the 
question of China’s attitude towards Japan between 
now and the date of the conference in view of the 
advocacy in certain quarters of direct negotiations with 
Japan as an experiment for testing Japan’s political 
conscience. 

Referring to the repeated warnings of China’s 
foreign well-wishers that the unification of the country 
will greatly strengthen China’s position at the Pacific 
Conference, bewailing tVie split between the North 
and South and urging that both political camps 
should “get together” the Shun Shanghai, com¬ 
ments thus on the situation: “Whether the result of the 
conference will add to the blessings or misfortunes of 
this country is a matter that will be largely infhienced 
by the situation in which the country finds itself. If 
it is in a settled condition, the delegates will be inspired 
with courage and eloquence but if the country's affairs 
are in a muddled state, little can be accomplished 
even if the delegation were to be composed of the 
celebrated orators in both hemispheres,” 

The theoretical side of the suggestion that a 
national conference should be convened i« orde# to give 
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iii.' 
theT Shantung question. 

JAPAN’S OFFER TO CHINA. 

itr The following telegram re the Shantung 
in- question has been received by Mr. S. Ukita, 

.e of Consul-General of Japan, from Tokio and 
m of is passed to us for publication. 

--lievesj Tokio, 16th Sept. 1312. 

from The Japanese ^Minister at Peking submit- 
•en Jan ted on th« seventh instant, the following 

genera] plan, as a basis of the settlement 
of the Shimtung Question and, inviting 

(thereto a serious and sincea'e consideration, 
once more requested the Chinese Govern¬ 
ment to enter into negotiations in this mat¬ 
ter along the lines indicated in that plan 
and to appoint as soon as possible, commis¬ 
sioners with a view to arranging detailed 
plans for carrying into effect the terms of 
settlement that may be agreed upbn. 

(1) The leasehold of Kiaochou and the 
rights originally granted to Germany with 
regard to the fifty kilometre zone around 
the Kiaochou bay shall be restored to China. 

(2) Japanese Government will abandon 
plans for establishment of Japanese exclu¬ 
sive settlement, or of international settle¬ 
ment in Tsintao, provided that China engages 

to open of its own'entire leased territory 
of Kiaochou as port of trade and to permit 
nationals of all foreign countries freely to 
reside and to carry on commerce, industry, 
agriculture or any other lawful pursuits, 
within such territcny and that she furtlhet 
undeiiakes to respect vested rights of all 
foreigners. 

China shall likewise carry out forthwith 
opening of suitable cities and towns within 
province of Shuntung for residence and 

trade of nationals of all foreign countries. 
Regulationts for opening of places under 

foregoing clauses shall be determined by 
Chinese Government upon consultation with 

Poweiu irfterested. 
(3) Kiaochou-Tsinanfu railway and all 

mines appui-tenant theJreto shall be worked 
as joint Sino Japanese enterprises. 

(4) Japan wfl'l renounce all preferential 
lights with regard to foreign assistante 
in person, capital and material stipulated 
in Sino German treaty of March 6t3i 1898. 
(5) Rights relating to the extensions of the 
Kiaochou-Tsinanfu railway and options for 
the construction of the Yuentai-Weibsien 
railway will be thflown open for the common 

activity of the international financial con¬ 
sortium. (6) The status of the custom 
house at Tsintao. as forming an integral 
part of the general customs system of 
China, sbaHl be made clearer than under the 
Geman i*egime. (7) Public property used 
for administrative purposes within the 
leased tendflary of Kiaochou will in general 
be transferred to China it being understood 

that the maintenance and operation of pub¬ 
lic works and establishments shall be pre¬ 
viously aaranged between the Japanese and 
Ohdnese Government. 

(8) With a view to arranging detailed 

plans for carrying into effect the terms of 
settlement above indicated and for the pur¬ 

pose of adjusting other matters not embodied 
therein, the Japanese and Chinese Govern¬ 

ments shall appoint their respective com- 
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ting as re-JJapanese Government have on more than 
commended orte occasion declared willingness to pro- 

Ohinese ^ ceed to the recall of Japanese tPoops now 

offered for stationed a'ong the Kiaocnou-Tsinanfu rail- 
toTjded for j way upon organisation by China of police 

iken up on force to assume protection of railway. As 
soon as the Chinese Government shall have 
organised such police force and notified the 

iangkok, in Japanese Government to that effect Japa- 
our and will nese troops will be ordered to hand over to 
Siam. The the Chinese police the charge of the railway 

iirangements protection and thereupon immediately to 
d of Novem- withdraw. It is however understood that 
to Singapore, the question of the organisation of a special 
the French police guarding the Shantung rai'way shall 

The Marshal be reserved for future awisideration bet- 
Cambodia ween Japan and China. 

latter place -. ^ 

nee which | Mi’. Frank Gisk of the Christian Mission, 
■' King Nanking, lost his life on Sept. 2nd while 

Ton- on a swimming picnic ivith his wife and a 
'r-jfew lady friends. Mr. Gisk dived into the 

but did not rise again, but the ladies, 
''h they could see his body lying at 

*tom of the pool, which was f»om 
~ feet deep, could not reach him. 

'me they ivere able to summon 
hours later, life was extinct. 
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in California have gone £*0111 Hiroshima Prefecture, and the 
people here want unrestricted privileges for going to America. 
About twenty million yen is sent from America to Hiroshima 
every year from these laborers. That means ten million dollars. 

He says the Evangelistic Movement in the Nippon Kirisuto 
Kyokai (“The Five Year Double Movement”) is being taken 
seriously by the pastors and evangelists and that they are not 
depending on outside help, but are taking for their motto “ Do it 
yourself.” 

The health of the Station has been exceedingly good during, 
the past year, and for that and for the many blessings that have 
been upon us and the work we return our thanks to the Father of 
all Mercies. 

HOKKAIDO STATION. SOKKAIDO STATION of the Japan Presbyterian Mission is- 
the most northern Presbyterian Foreign Mission Station in 

the world, and Dr. and Mrs. Pierson are the most northern 
missionaries, with Mr. and Mrs. Whitener, in Asashi- 

THE^FAR gawE, cIosc scconds, with their field Stretching 

^ ^ ^ ‘ ^ to the most northern limits of foreign missionary 
work. In this far north the after-effects of the war have hit hard, 
and everywhere there is depression. Dr. Pierson writes that 
throughout his section are scattered deserted holdings, wrecked 
businesses, and houses to rent, from which the occupants have fled. 
Half of the houses of ill-fame in Nokkeushi—of which there were 
more than twenty—have almost gone out of business. The got- 
rich-quick young man is not traveling around now-a-days with 
geisha in second-class cars. The farmers have been specially 
hard hit. Many of them did not dig thqir potatoes last year 
because there was no market. People are less reckless, if not 
actually serious. The churches, too, have accepted their own 
share of the genera! depression in the right spirit, as God’s call to 

renewed repentance and endeavor. 

Quoting from Dr. Pierson’s report 

“ Although we have always felt the eight-year term of service- 
was one or two years too long for real efficiency, yet there are 
reasons why we view with gratitude our ability to be at our post 
during this last year of our fourth term of service. 
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“ I. Thus it has been possiblep instead of leaving our field 
vacant, to hand over our work to Mr. and Mrs. Whitener, returned 
from furlough, to whom we commit with special confidence our 
beloved Bible House and the new chapel—also in Asahigawa— 
the unsolicited gift of Westminster S.S., Elizabeth, New Jersey, 
as an Easter offering. Together with these institutions we are 
glad to see again in their efficient hands the rest of Central 
Hokkaido, to which during their furlough we have necessarily 
given scant attention. We still believe direct evangelism of 
primary importance and that secondary work is a temptation 
where primary work is possible. 

“ 2. We have been permitted to serve the Nokkeushi church 
—part of the time as pastor—and its four out-stations. 

“ 3. It has been possible to revise the notes in our original 
little Annotated New Testament and to leave the same in the 
competent hands of Rev. J. Miura for getting through the press. 

“ 4, V/e have had the satisfaction of seeing the Kushiro 
church grow out of the wooden box-like building into the hardwood, 
plaster finished, more church-like structure. This was satisfactory, 
all but the price, which during the building process remained at 
the peak. Now that land is cheaper we think it the part of 
prudence for the Mission to buy land at Shimofurano, Biboro, and 
other places of promise. 

“ 5. We have been gladdened tohear of the Gospel sounding 
out from the church at Philippi (Engaru) with its benediction of a 
pastor; and at Ephesus (Nokkeushi) under the spiritual ministra¬ 
tions of our Timotheus, Harada (stimulating man), who dwells 
among the eternal truths and whose prayer life is not roofed in ; 
and at Saroma, by the staunch, discerning, devoted Yamaguchi; 
and at Kushiro under the patient, enduring, true-hearted Okawa. 
My heart goes out to these men, each knowing something of why 
Jesus was so often lonelyo 

“ 6. We are thankful to note a new sense of the importance of 
self-support and actual increase in this grace, BUT- 

“ 7. The thing to pray for is that the church in Japan may 
know the Bible, /ons et origo of the church's life and service. 
Given a Spirit-taught, Bible church and all these things follow 
naturally and not galvanically. If the church knew the Bible our 
seminaries and pulpits would be filled. There is still a famine 
■of the Word of God. ^ Where there is no vision the people 
perish.’ ” 
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There are now four independent churches, sixteen mission 
churches and twenty'ssx out stations. The mission churches and 
out-stations are worked by the very small force of three ordained 
missionaries and at present only six Japanese evangelists—forty- 

two points covered by nine men. 
There are now fourteen church buildings and one more soon 

to be built, and ten good manses. Dr. and Mrs. Pierson have 
been tireless church and manse builders, so that throughout our 
field we have good houses of worship in our most important 
places. The matter of supporting the pastor is the next thing , 
they need to think of by way of equipment, and many of the 
churches are doing that, but still the desire for self-support is 

not as strong as it might be. 
Mrs. Pierson writes as her “ hnal conclusions after thirty- 

one years in Japan, twenty-six in Hokkaido ” — 

“I. Need of great searching of heart with regard to self- 
support, Strange that this should be so weak on a field where 
the will to control the work, whether done by the Mission or by 

the Japanese church, is so strong. 

“ 2. Great value and success of Sunday-school work, limited 
only by a dire lack, in our country churches, of good teachers. 
Strange that, if it is true our Girls’ Schools are chiefly to 
make Christians and develop Christian character, so compara¬ 
tively few of our Mission School graduates are ready to take up 
Sunday-school or church work when they return to their country 

homes I 

3. Work for women seems to be most successful along the 
lines of weekly or monthly women’s meetings that are systematic 
Bible lessons, but always with the evangelistic aim and appeal. 
During the last year the teaching of foreign embroidery was 
introduced into the regular women’s meetings at five places with 
remarkably good effect on the attendance, which rose Irom six to 

twenty and thirty, 

“ 4. Great need of rescue work for the thousands of young 
girls in Japan who are sold, chiefly by their parents, into lives of 
shame and misery. No regular missionary, either evangelistic or 

educational, has the time or strength to undertake 
RESCUE this work systematically, but Individual appeals for 

^ ^ help should be heeded as they arrive. We should 
* go after that which is lost until we find it,' Two such lost 
ones in our wilderness were found and brought home, where they 

are still rejoicing.” 
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Dr. and Mrs. Pierson have done signal work this year in the 
matter of rescue work. One girl was rescued from Obihiro by 
physical strength In a battle with the ruffians from the evil 
quarters. They worked, waited and prayed all night, and at last 
were able to get away with the girl about daybreak. This act of 
supreme heroism called from the daily newspapers of the 
Hokkaido a round of applause, and its effect will be for the 
strengthening of the Christian cause in general and the cause of 
purity in particular. Such work as this requires unbounded 
confidence in God that He will perform His promises to help in 
times of need. 

There is a great need for missionaries for this kind of work, 
as well as for direct evangelistic work and the corollary work of 
strengthening and heartening the evangelists and Christians in 
their very difficult tasks, subject as they are to almost constant 
subtle persecution and misunderstanding in one form or another. 
Of course there is still the crying need of those who are without a 
chance to hear the Gospel—almost, if not entirely, half of the 
people of Japan, “ Where people are and evangelists are not is 
where missionaries should be.” 

Miss Smith writes that her most enjoyable bit of evangelistic 
work is her daily Bible-class in Northern Star Academy, but that 
the chapel services in Toyohira suburb, led by the head teacher 

of Northern Star, who was not a Christian when he 
SAPPORO entered the school twenty years ago, are being 

better attended than last year, and that the Sunday- 
school in the same chapel, from October 1920 to April 1921, had 
an average attendance of no. ‘From April ist, when the snow 
Is gone from the fields, until October, when harvesting ends, the 
attendance in all Sunday-schools is less, the older children finding 
work in town or field ; the next younger, heeding “ the call of the 
wild,” spend their weekly holiday climbing the mountain which 
stands so invitingly near. 

Another Sunday-school, started with eighteen children in 
another suburb of Sapporo, has now an attendance of thirty-six. 
Miss Smith also sends supplies to a Sunday-school in Karafuto, 
Sagalien. It is conducted by a graduate of Northern Star 
Academy whose husband built a chapel and gave an organ for 
her work. There being a few Christians in this town of about 
ten thousand people, and no Christian church or evangelist, they 
are very anxious to have regular services in the chapel and will 
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am so happy to be able to work now.” The husband is a naval, 
officer, and they plan to live in Kobe from the early summer. 
There is a naval hospital, and in that and in other ways she will 
have great opportunities for Christian service. She is making 
many plans for systematic religious work, and her face beams as 

she tells of It. 
The present school year opened with almost two hundred 

applicants, of whom only about ninety could be admitted. With 
the recent gift of money from America for repairs and additions to 
the school, with the largest enrollment in its history, with a present 
senior class the majority of whom are voluntary church attendants 
and eager Inquirers after the truth, those interested in the school 
look forward to a year of greater opportunity, of greater results,, 
of greater influence upon the homes and hearts of the Buddhist 
families from which the majority of the pupils come. 

Miss Johnstone reports Our kindergartens have had a good 
year. The lack of funds made it necessary to close the Toyama 
Kindergaten for the present at least, which has been a great 

disappointment. The Kanazawa Kindergarten, in 

GArrSs ^ tuitions, is full to overflowing with. 
more than one hundred children enrolled. Since 

we have electric cars in the city the children come from greater 
distances. This makes the work of calling in the homes more 
difficult, but also the street car service makes it easier for mothers 

to attend our meetings. 

” We have been much gratified by the praise of our kinder¬ 
garten graduates by the primary teacher in the largest school in 
Takaoka. She has nearly half of this year’s kindergarten 
graduates in her class. She says that they are her best pupils 
and that she has found by years of experience that the kindergarten 
pupils are far more patient and self-controlled than the other 
children. Though she is not a Christian she attributed this to 
the morning devotional exercises in the kindergarten and said 
that as soon as her child was old enough she intended sending, 

him to our kindergarten.” 

Mr. Winn reports“ Like the preceding years, this year 
has been one of both failures and successes, but I believe we 
have had more encouragements than disappointments in our 

evangelistic work, 
“ The Sunday-school Convention in Tokyo and 

the local meetings follov/ing the Convention have 
been the outstanding features of the year probably. Little need 
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;be said here of the Tokyo Convention. While undoubtedly grave 
mistakes were made at the Tokyo Convention, we can thank God 
ithat He apparently over-ruled them and blessed the Convention in 
spite of them. We can thank Him for the great inspiration given 
to the Japanese workers and the impetus given to the work by 
means of the Convention. 

“ Immediately following the Convention a party of six 
delegates visited Kanazawa. These delegates were welcomed 
and banqueted by the Mayor of Kanazawa and the Governor of 
Ishikawa Prefecture in a way that was simply amazing to us 

■missionaries. The Governor put his automobiles at the disposal 
of the delegates while they were here, gave them the free use of 
the city auditorium, the prefectural assembly hall and city hail, 
besides showing them many other courtesies. The delegates and 
missionaries tried to make the best possible use of these oppor¬ 
tunities. A mass meeting of all the Sunday-school children in 
the city was held, followed by a parade along one of the main 
streets. Special meetings were held simultaneously for students, 
for teachers, and for women. At one meeting several speakers 
told about the birth and growth of the Sunday-school Movement 
throughout the world. The second evening was devoted to a purely 
evangelistic service, and earnest pleas were made to accept the 

■gospel of Jesus Christ. Fine weather favored us during these two 
^ays, and the meetings were extraordinarily well attended. We 
felt that they left a most beneficial influence upon the community, 
-and for this we were very grateful. 

Before leaving the topic of the Sunday School Convention 
I would like to mention another result which it brought. It 
'brought me a fine American stereopticon, which has already done 
a good work in our field. This happened in the following way. 
Two Delineascopes were brought out for the Convention and 
were used In the Imperial Theatre, where the Convention was 
lieid. Being interested in the subject of stereopticons, I observed 
■their operation with more than ordinary attention. From the 
operator I learned there was a possibility of obtaining one of these 
very machines. This I was able to do later, through the kindness of 
the Sunday-school secretary, Mr. Coleman. For this purpose I 
used a fund accumulated from my school-teaching remumeration, 
v/hich I had been saving for some time with a stereopticon in 
viev/. Fortunately, the stereopticon and some slides were on hand 
•in time for the Christmas services in this vicinity. Hardly a week 
■has passed since the stereopticon came but that we have used it 
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give more liberally of tbelr means towaro th.e support oJ the 
Gospel among their own people. God is richly blessing this 
movement. Ministers and laymen alike are awakening to a nev/ 
sense of their responsibility in bringing about the Kingdom of 
God ill this Presbytery. Many churches which have for years 
leaned heavily upon foreign funds for their support are now 
doubling their efforts to become independent. There are two 
churches in this station which have laid out definite plans to 
become self-supporting, one of them, the Matsuyama church,, 
within the next tv/o years, and the other, the Ozii church, In me 
next four years. There Is real cause for rejoicing for this- 

awakening in these two churches. 

Another cause for rejoicing has been the finding of an 
e’vangelist who was willing to undertake the^ difficult task of 
shepherding several scattered groups of Christians up m the 
Kama Mountains. Sanyo Presbytery has just recently granted 
the request of one of these groups of Christians to organize 

themselves into a church. 

They need a place in which to worship, their present place 
being' far too small and poorly lighted- Just how eager they are 
to have a chapel is being manifested by the offer of one of the 
Christians, the mayor of the village, to donate the land, and oy 
the fact that his wife is spending much of her spare time m the 
culture of silk-worms, the profit of which she is laying aside 

toward a chapel fund. 

One of the most interesting features of the work in this 
Station this spring has been a series of tent meetings in the 
neighborhood of the largest spinning factory in Matsuyama. 
Never has the importance of tent meetings as an evangelistic 

agency been felt as during these meetings. Men, women, and 
children crowded into the tent to such an extent that it was found 
necessary to hold two meetings each night, the first for children 
and the second for adults. People who could not be dragged 
into a church or preaching place to listen to a discourse on 
religion will sit, even .stand, for two hoars under a canvas cover 
and politely listen to the preaching of the gospei. I he tent- 
meetings this spring resulted in a number of additions to the Lst 
of inquirers. These people are linked up v/ith the local church 

and preaching place for further instruction. 

A very encouraging development of the local church work 

has been the increasing earnestness of the women in Bible study 
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and prayer. Heartened by the answers to their prayers during 
the last two years, their faith in the power of prayer 

CHURCH WORK greatly strengthened. Through the 
women’s meetings and a cooking class they are 

trying to reach other women, especially the wives of the professors 
of the new Higher School. 

The Sunbeam Club, a club for the Older girls of the Sunday- 
school, has proved helpful in holding the girls at the time when 
they are most apt to get separated from the church. The 
Sunshine Club has been a blessing for the girls of the neighbor¬ 
hood of the Mission residence. There was great rejoicing at 
Easter time v/hen the first-fruits of this club were gathered, and 
two of its members were baptised and joined the church. 

Two classes, one for Middle and the other for Higher School 
boys, have proved unusually interesting this past year. The past 
four years’ experience in teaching Bible to students seems to 
indicate that by far the most teachable period .in the student’s life 
is the Middle School period. The boys representing four Middle 
Schools of Matsuyama have been organized into a ” Daniel's Band.” 
It has been a joy to see the v/ay they have responded to Christian 
teaching and the influence of a Christian home. 

Just how far reaching is the influence of the Sunday-schools 
it is impossible to say, but many are the evidences of their power 
-for the salvation of souls. Not long ago the mother of two little 

girls came to the Missionary’s home seeking the 

God her children had been learning about in the 
Sunday-school near-by. Upon the death of her 

husband her friends urged her to seek peace and comfort from 
the gods of the many temples about Matsuyama. Try as she 
-v/ould she could find in them no comfort or strength to help her 
bear the responsibility of rearing her little ones and keeping her 
family together. While the Bible woman was satisfying her 
spiritual hunger she kept saying, “ Oh, I knew there must be a 
God like that; I couldn’t worship gods that were only human or 
less. God must have sent me to you.” She has come to have a 
wonderful, joyous faith which is proving an inspiration to all the 
'Christians. 

Of the needs of the Japanese church to-day the greatest 
seerhs to be earnest, Spiidt-filled prayer, and a great deal more of 
it. In last year’s report a nation-wide revival of the Moody type 
and more native workers were noted as great needs of the Japanese 
church. After a year’s reflection and study, more prayer, more 
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generation have foreshadowed a re¬ 
shaping of the machine of government. 

Decentralization is in the air, and the 
demand for an instrument Sess remote 
and cumbrouSj more sensitive and im¬ 

mediately responsive to local needs, is 

increasingly made. 
The universal loss of faith — in men, 

in institutions, in creeds, in theories 
which is the devastating product of the 
war has touched nothing, not even the 

Church, more biightingly than it has 

touched Parliament, It would have 
suffered less had there been a great 
moral inHuence, to which the constitu¬ 

tional idea was as sacred as it was 
to Hampden, or Burke, or Gladstone, 
in control of affairs when the tempest 
came. But the upheaval of the war left 

it the sport of a nimble genius to whom 
the soul of Parliament is nothing and 
the manipulation of mob emotion 
through the press the only vehicle of 

statesmanship. 

THE JAPANESE IN HAWAII 

BY WILLIAM HARDING CAKTER 

The recent census shows that, out of 

a tot^l population of 255,91£ in the 
Hawaiian Islands, 109,269 are Japan¬ 

ese. The increase in Japanese popula¬ 
tion since 1910 is 29,594, or 37,1 per 

cent, compared with 18,564 or SO.4 per 

cent during the preceding decade. The 

disproportionate number of Japanese 

in comparison with that of other nation¬ 
alities in the islands constitutes an in¬ 

tricate and perplexing problem, and a 
knowledge of the history of Japanese 

immigration is essential to any proper 

consideration of the situation. 
Diplomatic relations between Japan 

and Hawaii began with a treaty of 

amity and commerce in 1871. Scarcity 

of agricultural labor in Hawaii caused 

Honorable Charles R. Bishop, Minister 

of Eoreign Affairs, to take up with the 

Hawaiian consul in Tokyo the subject 

of an arrangement for obtaining labor¬ 

ers from Japan; but nothing came of it 

until King Kalakaua visited Japan, in 

1881, when the Hawaiian Minister of 

Immigration, Honorable William Nev- 
ins Armstrong, initiated negotiations 
with the Japanese government on the 

subject of emigration of laborers from 

Japan to Hawaii. 
In 1883 Colonel C, P. laukea v/as 

accredited to the Court of Japan as 
Minister Plenipotentiary, for the special 

purpose of arranging for Japanese im¬ 

migration, and was instructed by the 
Hawaiian Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

Honorable Walter Murray Gibson, in 

this remarkable manner: —• 
‘You will please impress upon the 

mind of the Minister the very excep¬ 

tional character of these proposals, and 

the evidence they afford of the high 

value His Majesty’s government places 

upon the friendly alliance between this 

country and Japan, and upon the Jap¬ 

anese race as a refopulaiing elemenV 

Later, under date of July 22, 1885, 

Mr, Gibson wrote to Count Iiiouye: — 

T desire in the first place to assure 

Your Excellency that, owing to the 
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strong desire of Hawaii to settle upon 
her soil a kindred and kindly people 
like the Japanese, this government is 
most anxious to meet the views and 
requirements of Japan on all points/ 

Under date of January 21, 1886, the 
Hawaiian Consul-General at Tokyo, Mr. 
R. W, Irwin, wrote to Count Inouye: 
T accept unreservedly the terms and 
conditions laid down in Your Excellen¬ 
cy’s communioition of yesterday, and 

I am prepared to sign the immigration 

convention/ 
The Hawaiian Minister of Foreign 

Aifairs, under date of March 5, 1886, 

wrote to Count Inouye: ‘Mr. Irwin un¬ 
reservedly accepted these stipulations, 
and I have now the honor to accept his 
engagement and to confirm on the part 

of His Majesty’s government the sev¬ 

eral subsidiary agreements referred to, 
in so far as may be consonant with the 

constitution .of the Idngdom and His 
Majesty’s treaty obligations with for¬ 

eign powers.’ 
Count Okuma in reply informed Mr. 

Invin: ‘I accept your assurances in 

these regards, as well as other particu¬ 
lars specified in your communication, 

BiS an authorized statement of the ob¬ 
ligations Y/hich your government as¬ 

sumes in the premises, and I shall so 

regard the understanding as binding on 

our respective governments, subject to 

the right of revoldng same, either in 

whole or in part, which is specifically 

reserved to me/ 

In 1885 thei’e were less than fifty Jap¬ 
anese in Hawaii; but under the encour¬ 

agement of the terms of the treaty, the 

number increased to twenty thousand 

in ten years, at which time Japan de- 

Tna'nded ike exclusion of any more Chi¬ 

nese laborers. 

Foreseeing future complications, the 

Constitution of 1887 was made to limit 

the franchise to ‘every male resident of 

the Kingdom of Hawaiian, of American 

or European birth or descent, who shall 

have taken an oath to support the con¬ 
stitution and laws, and shall know how 
to read or write either the Hawaiian, 
English, or some European language.’ 

In the following year, 1888, demands 
for the franchise for the Japanese be¬ 
gan, and continued, as a diplomatic 
bone of contention along the line of 
favored-nation clauses, until 1893, when 
Mr. Fujii, Consul-General, made a cat¬ 
egorical demand upon President Dole 
for the granting of the franchise by the 

Provisional Government — which had 
superseded the Monarchy — to all Jap¬ 

anese in Hav/aii, including field-laborers 
brought under contract, over whom the 
Japanese government retained control 
by withholding 25 per cent of their 
wages. 

President Dole explained that there 

could be no foundation in law, reason, 
or the usages of nations for one nation 
to demand of another, as a right, per¬ 

mission for its subjects to cast off 
their allegiance and acquire citizenship 
in another country. The relation of 
sovereign and subject, state and citizen, 

comprises an obligation between the 
governing authority and the individ¬ 

ual; otherwise, an overcrowded country 

could unload its surplus population up¬ 
on a smaller country, and by the utiliza¬ 

tion of the enforced franchise eventually 

and legally absorb the smaller country. 

This, in the last analysis, would result 
from the democratic theory that gov¬ 

ernment should follow from the consent 

of the governed. 

Following the establishment of the 

Republic of Hawaii, the immigration 

convention lapsed, but Japanese con¬ 

tinued to arrive as free immigrants in 

greater numbers than before, 5129 
having arrived in 1896. Matters were 

reaching a serious condition by reason of 

the heavy immigration. It was neces¬ 
sary to end a situation which threaten¬ 

ed to jeopardize the continued devel¬ 
opment of Hawaii along Anglo-Saxon 
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lines; and under the terms of the general 
statutes of Hawaii nearly 1600 Japan¬ 
ese who arrived were denied entrance. 

The native Hawaiian population has 
been disappearing in about the same 

ratio in which that of the Japanese has 
increased. Some of the early explorers 
estimated the native population of the 
group of islands as high as 250,000; out 

in 1832 a census was taken, and showed 
only 130,313. Tv/enty years later the 

population had dwindled to 71,019, of 
whom 2119 were foreigners. Improved 
agricultural conditions, incident to the 

reciprocity treaty with the United 
States, turned the tide, and in 1896 the 

total population was 109,020, of whom 
only 39,604 were Hawaiians. The cen¬ 
sus of 1910 showed only 26,041 Hawai- 

ians, and the new census, that of 1920, 
shows that the number of natives has 

declined to 23,723. 
While the native Hawaiian race is 

steadily disappearing, it stiE exercises 

power in local politic,! matters through 
the considerable number of half-castes, 

bom of intermarriages of whites and 

Chinrae with Hawaiians, who now num¬ 
ber 18,027 and are steadily increasing. 

There is practically none of the popu¬ 
lating by mixing of races, anticipated 

when the Japanese were invited to set¬ 

tle in the islands. The Japanese men 

YOL. m—MO. * 

marry only Japanese women, and their 
children are habitually registered as 
Japanese with officials of their own gov¬ 
ernment. A large proportion of them 

are sent back to Japan for part of their 
education. The younger children at¬ 

tend both the public schools of Hawaii 
and private Japanese schools. The 
number of Japanese women in Hawaii 
has increased rapidly, — the ratio of 
women to men having nearly doubled 
since 1900, — and now is 42.7 per cent. 
The Japanese have increased in num¬ 

ber since the census of 1910 by 29,699, 
and with Eiiipinos comprise three fourths 

of the total increase. 
The main elements of population, 

other than Hawaiians and Japanese, 
are Chinese, Portugese, Filipinos,_ Por¬ 
to Ricans, and Spaniards. Americans, 

British and Germans have been more 
powerful in commercial and financial 

interests than in numbers. 
The islands are fertile, their location 

is of immense and growing importarice, 
and altogether they constitute a vital 

element in the future problems of the 
Pacific. The United States arrived at 

their possession through a process of 
stumbling, and doubtless the great prob¬ 

lems arising from the commercial and 
strategic position of the islands will be 

met in the same way. 
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THE NEW ENGLANDER AND HIS RAILROADS 

BY PHILIP CABOT 

Cheap, efficient transportation is the 
life-blood of New England, Located at 

the extreme northeastern corner of the 
country, it has been, since the death of 

the China trade, as dependent on its 

railroads as man upon his food. With¬ 
out them we die, and yet for twenty 

years a process of decay has been going 

on staling over us like creeping 

paralysis, but so gradually that for 
many years it passed almost unnoticed. 

Ten years ago rumblings and craclcs 
in the walls gave us warning, however, 

of the collapse which has now occurred. 

To-day the New England railroads not 

only are bankrupt, but seem bankrupt 
beyond repair. Faced with this condi¬ 

tion at a time when war had raised the 
pressure on our whole industrial system 

to a point never before reached, the 
manufacturer and distributer turned to 

the motor-truck, as the only possible 

avenue of escape; with the result that, 

in a brief five years, our main radial 

highways have been converted into 

railroad rights of way, and are now 

choked with heavy traffic for which 

they were never designed. 
Every abuse carries its penalty. The 

penalty for this abuse of our roads will 

be a heavy one, which the tax-payer 

must pay. The Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts has spent more than 

$<^,000,000 of the tax-payers* money in 

TOad-construction, much of which has 

£58 

alr^dy been ground to powder under 

the wheels of the five^ton truck; and the 
damage must to-day be repaired at 
perhaps double the former cost. Our 

State tax has mounted in recent years 
by leaps and bounds; the contribution 

of the truck-owner to the cost of road- 

construction is so trivial, that most of 
the burden will fall upon the tax-payer, 

on whose now over-loaded back a huge 

additional levy is apparently about to 
fall at the very moment when he is 

expecting relief. And make no mistake 
as to who must bear the burden. The 

old notion that a tax could be pinned 

upon one class has vanished into thin 

air. We now realize that it is not the 
capitalist who pays the tax, or the man¬ 

ufacturer, It is the man in the street 

■who pays the tax, in the increased cost 

of everything he buys. He pays the bill 

for every waste of public money. 
At the present time 2,000,000 ton- 

miles of freight are transported annu¬ 

ally by truck; and five years hence, if 

the growth continues, the figure will be 

60,000,000, 
Apparently the business community 

has come to the conclusion that the 

motor-truck is to replace the railroad 

for freight traveling 100 miles or less, 

and is developing its business along 

these lines. The decision is a vital one, 

which must rest, one would suppose, on 
some well-matured plan, "the practica;- 
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The accompanying illustration gives 

a fair idea of,what part of the campus 

jf the Woman's Christian College of 

Japan (Tokyo Joshi Daigaku) will look 

like when the present 10-y)ar campaign 

of development is completed in 1928. 

At that time the present plans indicate 

that the college will be able to take 

care of 1,000 students, 700 of which 
will be able to live at the school dormi¬ 
tories. Six hundred of the 1,000 will be 
junior college students and the remain¬ 
ing 400 senior college students. The 
accompanying illustration shows the 
dormitory plan. The cut is reprdouced 
from a drawing made by the American 

Architectural and Engineering Company, 
v/ho are in charge of the planning. 

The complete campus plan will cost 
Japan and the United States approxi¬ 
mately ¥2,025,000 when finished. This 
cost is divided as follows: Campus of 
24 acres, ¥300,000; Junior College Hall, 
¥160,000; Library and Administration 
Building, ¥150,000; Science Building, 
¥150,000; Assembly Hall, ¥125,000; 
Senior College and Library Science Hall. 
¥100,000; Athletic Social Hall, ¥75,000; 
dormitories for 700 students, ¥645,000; 
dining halls and central kitchen, ¥100,- 
000; faculty residences ¥150,000; power 
plant and heating equipment, ¥76,000. 
and fences and roads, ¥25,000. 

Besides paying regularly the current 
expenses of the institution which amount 

to ¥60,000 annually, which is equal to 
a capitalization of ¥1,200,000 at 5 ner 
cent, American money has purchased the' 
campus at a cost of ¥300,000. 

The Japanese are asked to contribute 
¥1,045,000 to the total for the com¬ 
pleted institution. This sum will pay 
for only the dormitories, dining halls 

I and central kitchen a total of ¥745,000 
of the ¥2,025,000. In addition ¥300,000 as 

Ian endowment fund 'is asked. It is 
necessary that the school have some of 
these dormitories at once to cure for the 
rapidly increasing number of Japanese 
gix'ls who enter or desire to enter the 
institution each year. 

I For that reason ¥208,000 for dormi¬ 
tories for 200 students, ¥28,000 for 'din¬ 
ing halls and ¥14,000 for a central 

ipTeted dormitories, dining halls and 
kitchen is needed immediately. ’ The 
drawing shows the plan for the com- I 
.Kitchens as they will look in 1928. In 1 
order to start the expansion plan the! 
committee of Japanese business men,j 
headed by Mr. Hampei Nagao, will start 
a campaign early this fall to secure the 
first ¥250,000 for the first units of this 
dormitory plan. Their success in Japan 
is necessary now in view of the con¬ 
tributions which have come from Amer¬ 
ica and to insure sufficient additional 
funds from the United States to com¬ 
plete the expansion plan. . 

A joint committee in the United States 
is now soliciting funds for this college 
in Japan, two in China and three in 
India. The goal is $2,800,000, of which 

amount the Rockefeller Laura Spelman 
memorial fund will contribute one-third 
provided the other contributions are 
realized. In otherwords for every $100,- 
000 collected the fund will add $50,000. 
Advices just received from the United 
States by Dr. A. K. Reischauer declare 
that the contributions that Japan makes 
to the school in the drive this fall will 
be counted as a part of the United 
States goal and that the contribution of 
the memorial fund will be made upon 
that 'basis. 

When the funds from this campaign 
in the United States are allotted the To¬ 
kyo school will in all probability get at 
least one-fifth of the total. This money 
will then be used in the prasi^nt ex 
pension program. 

Dormitories for Seven Hundred Students Planned at Woman’s Christian College in Tokyo. 

] 
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you know that a strike is against the 
law? Isn't It provided by Article 17 
of the Police Regulations for preserving 
peace and order that anyone who strikes 
is liable to imprisonment for not less 
than one month nor more than six 
months? Akiyama. don’t you know that? * 

•I don't know nothing about it," said 
Akiyama. 

"Kaisu. don’t yon know?*’ 
"Yus. I know,” said Katsu, "’but if you 

tbink you’re goin' to frighten us I tells 
you straight that if you cuts down the 
workers’ wages any more they won’t be 
able to buy enough to eat and they 
won’t mind goin’ to prison for a month.” 

Katau spoke according to the bring¬ 
ing up of the slums, where prison has no 
terrors. 

"Well. Mister Morioka,” said Akiyama. 
*■7011 ain’t ugoin’ to listen to our de¬ 
mands and you’re goin’ to fire me and 
Katsu. are you?” 

■'That’s so,” replied Morioka, '‘we can’t 
listen £0 you. and you and Katsu have 
got to get out. The company will go to 
smash if it keeps men who incite the 
others to strike." 

On hearing this Akiyama rose from 
his chair and fixed an angry look on 
Morioka, 

“You. Morioka." he said, "what do you 
damn well think we are? Don’t you know 
that even the smallest worms have 
souls? I’ve Swotted myself to death for 
this company for seventeen year, and 
then you turn round and say this com¬ 
pany has done us a kindness in keeping 
us, and when we come to you on be’alf o' 
the w’orkers, you bloody well fires us. 
Look here, you Morioka. damn vou. 
w’hat the ’ell d’you think we’ve made 
of?” and in his excitement Akiyama 
tried lo get round the table lo where 
Morioka was sitting. Katsu tried to 
pull him back, but Akiyama was too 
excited to listen to him. 

"If they've chucked me out." he went 
on, "then 1 don’t belong to this com¬ 
pany no more. Anyways if I’ve got to 
go To prison for striking I may as well 
have something worth goin’ for, so I’ll 
knock your bloody old head off before I 
go. Some one’s got to give a lesson to 
such a greedy old devil as you are," and 
almost before he had finished speaking 
he caught hold of the front of Morktka's 
coat and with his right fist gave Mori¬ 
oka five or six punches in the jaw, 

.Viorioka jumped up to defend himself 
and the suspicions stranger tncl Xiimi 
also jumped up to pull Akiyama back- 
But Akiyama would not be quiet, even 
when Katsu tried to soothe him. He 
would not let loose of Morioka’s coat. 

Then the stranger whom Niimi had 
thought suspicious began to speak. 

"You, Akiyama and Katsu,” he said, 
‘‘you must come at once to the police- 
station. You’re wanted." 

He spoke in a quiet manner, but Aki- 
J^ama got such a surprise that he let 
loose of Ivlorioka’s coat. 

“Who are you?” he asked. 
"I am a detective from the policJ 

station. You must l3cth of you come at 
once w'itn me. do you hear?” 

"You ain’t got no reason for takin’ r le 
into custody,’’ said Akiyama. 

"Never mind," said the detective, “y u 

come at once." 
“There you are," said Morioka, “that 

what comes of you workers ge?;in 
uppish.” __ 

RUSSIAN VOLUNTEER FLEET. 

According to information received from 
Tsuruga by Kokusai, all the emplovees 
of the former Board of the Russian 
Volunteer Fleet there are leaving with 
their families for Vladivostok on August 
2Tth at the request of the new Pro¬ 
visional Board of the Fleet in Vladivo¬ 
stok Thus only the employees of the 
Tsuruga’s Fleet Agency will remain in 

the town. 

TNE RECENT STRIKES. 

HOME MINISTER'S APPEAL. 

Dl’TlBS OF WORKERS AND 
CAPITALISTS. 

Under date of the 15th instant M.i. 
'1 okonami, the Home Minister, issued 
the following instruction to the prefec- 
tural Gover’lrors throiighout the country 
by way of indicating the policy which 
shall be pursued in dealing with labour 
disputes, should they arise in future;— 

“With regard to the labour disputes 
which recently broke out in the Kwan- 
sai district, the Government pursued the 
policy of non-interference, but rigorous 
control was exercised over illegal ac¬ 
tions, as recourse to violence for a set¬ 
tlement of disputes cannot be tolerated 
in consideration of the necessity for the 
maintenance of public peace and order. 
Where there was fear of the movements 
of strikers taking a lawless shape, 
the local authorities were instructed to 
take, without the least hesitation, all 
necessary precautionary measures. The 
truth of the recent troubles seems 
to be that large numbers of labourers 
were misled by a few persons of ex¬ 
treme views into a course of action 
which not only dealt a blow to national 
industry and the interests of industrial¬ 
ists, but drove the households of tens of 
thousands of workers, contamfng over 
one hundred thousand people, to the 
verge oi starvation in consequence o£ 
the abandonment of work on the part 
of their bread-winners. For this the 
workers and their families decerve the 
profoundesl sympathy, while, on the 
other hand, the responsibility of those 
who incited and stirred up the troubles 
must be said to he very grave. 

“The economic depression after the war 
is a wo)'ld-wide phenomenon, and how 
to get over this economic difficulty so 
as to promote induatrlal development is 
a matter w’hich is now claiming the 
most serious attention of all nations, 
'rhey are. indeed, grappling with this 
economic situation with a determination 
no less strong than they showed in the 
prosecution of the war. Such being the 
general situation oi the world, it is im¬ 
perative for the Japanese i^eople to show 
an equal degree of resolution in discard¬ 
ing all ideas of self-indulgence, in cul¬ 
tivating the spirit of self-control, and 
in practising economy and diligence, so 
that the industries may be restored to 
prosperity and the living ot the nation 
be placed on a sound basis. Especially 
is it undesirable at this juncture that 
industrialists .and labourers should he 
at daggers-drawn. with the result that 
the sufferings of the nation are aggra¬ 
vated. 
/l“Ot late years labourers have been 
'siudying labour movements at home 
and abroad either by attending lectures 
or by reading books raid magazines, and 
this has resulted in a gradual streng¬ 
thening of their ties of combination. 
Moreover, the methods of their move- 
mencs have undergone a notable rliMige. 
Although it is undeniable that in Uie 
present-day labour disputes instigators 
take part, and, in many cases, compel 
workers to take actions which are far 
from their true intentions to take, yet 
it is hardly correct to attribute these 
troubles entirely to the work of a few 
instigators. It is well for industrialists 
to take due note of this fact, and en¬ 
deavour to take such steps as are neces¬ 
sary to promote the happiness rind in¬ 
terests of their employees, so far as cir¬ 
cumstances permit. They ought always 
to pay close attention to the actual needs 
of their workers. 

“As for the labourers, they must take the 
general economic situation into due con¬ 
sideration, act with all circumspection 
in a full recognilion of their respon¬ 
sibility. refrain from putting forward 
such demands as are impracticable, and 
be on their guard agaii^st being enticed 

by instigators of violent views into 
hasty and reckless conduct. A solutio» 
pf labour problems will be greatly 
facilitated if Capital and Labour act in 
co-operation in the spirit of promoting 
their common interests and happiness, 
and of advancing the efficiency of their 
work and securing the development of 
the industry. In order to bring about 
this state of things, constant care must 
be taken to remove all misundersta.nd- 
ings arising between industrialists and 
labourers, and to this end it is advise- 
a’ole for some proper methods to be de¬ 
vised for a frank exchange of views be¬ 
tween them. You are requested to keep 
the points set forth above in mind and 
make endeavours in the direction ot 
bringing about a harmonious oo-operation 
between industrialists and labourers. 
Should disputes unfortunately arise, all 
efforts must be made to see that the 
situation takes an orderly course for it? 
settlement. Against those who act in 
violation of the law in the execution of 
labour movements, strict measures shall 
be taken for the maintenance of social 
order. No hesitation shall be shown in 
dealing rigorously with those instiga¬ 
tors, who. w'hile having no interest 
■whatever in the conduct of the business 
of the companies concerned, wantonly 
attempt to lead workers to tlisorderly 
acts in utter disregard of their free will, 
throwing many households of workers 
into distressing circumstances.” 

GOVERNOR. COMMENDS PGUCE. 

Mr. Ariyoshi, the Governor ot Hyogo 
prefecture, returned to Kobe on the 17th 
instant from Tokyo, which .he visited the 
other day in order to report to the Gov¬ 
ernment full particulars of the recent 
labour disputes in Kobe. Referring 
to the sword-drawing case, the Governor 
says that the statement issued by the 
Tokyo barristers in regard to the, 
is scarcely in accord with the truth; 
their attacks on the police are worthy 
of no serious notice, as they are opposing 
the police for opposition's sake. Any¬ 
body having any knowledge of the actual 
situation admits that the drawing of 
swords by the police was carried out 
under inevitable circumstances, being 
prompted by the necessity of self-de¬ 
fence. The Governor says that Pi'ince 
Yamagata. who is now staying at his 
villa at Odawara, is making an earnest 
study of labour problems. When he visit¬ 
ed the Prince on his way back, the 
Elder Statesman put many questions tc 
him as to the actual state of thing.'' 
which necessitated the calling out or 
troops, the degree of the awakening of 
the working classes, and the attitudi' of 
capitalists towards the disputes, for ho 
was greatly concerned about the recent 
troubles. 

The attitude of the Hyogo-ken uuthovl- 
ties tow'ards the labour situation remains 
unchanged, remarks his Excellency. Ip 
order at once to promote the -welfare of 
Capital and Labour and to seenr-^ the 
development of industries, he intends to 
call together leading industrialists in this 
prefecture at the Kencho at frequent in¬ 
tervals. thereby affording an opportunity 
for them to exchange views. With re¬ 
gard to the relief of those workers who 
have been ihro-^m out of employment m 
connection with the recent troubles, he 
is consulting Mr. Soyeda, of the 
Kyocho-kai, as to the measures to be 
taken for the purpose, and he hopes that 
some good plan may be evolved. As to 
the guarantee which he gave the Mitsu¬ 
bishi workers that he would see that 
their company carried out such plans as 
it promised its employees, he is desirous 
of seeing it fulfilled as quickly as pos¬ 
sible. Two thousand policemen who, 
during the protracted labour disputes, 
were put to strenuous work, were orderecl 
to return to their respective posts yes¬ 
terday, as there exists no longer any ne¬ 
cessity of keeping them on extra duty. 
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The Governor proposes to give thes* 
policemen as long holidays as circuni' 
stances permit in return for their ser¬ 
vices. while granting some special al¬ 
lowances. 

BARRISTERS' REPORT. 

SEVERE CRITICISM OF THE POLICE. 

'' The Tokyo barristers who visited Kobe 
the other day for the purpose of In¬ 
vestigating the sword-drawing incident 
•luring the recent labour troubles, re¬ 
turned to the capital on the morning ot 
the i6th instant, and published the re¬ 
sult of their inquiries. In the course of 
the statement published it is reported 
that the first serious collision between 
the strikers and the police took place at 
Minatogawa on July 29th, when a large 
body of labourers, who had paid homage 
at the Ikuta shrine, arrived there. When 
the strikers’ procession was passing the 

'Electric Bureau many pieces of wood 
with nails were thrown into the crowd 
from a window on the second floor. 
This incident caused the procession to 
swerve to the left, A few hundred police¬ 
men v-’ho were posted to guard the Kawa¬ 
saki yard jumped to the hasty conclu¬ 
sion that the strikers were going to raid 
the yard. Under this mistaken impres¬ 
sion. niountecl policemen rushed their 
ijorses into the crowd in an attempt to 
oisperse it. This action enraged the- 
crowd, who threw* stones at the police. 
The police took offence, and, at the order 
of their superintendent to draw swords, 
over twenty policemen charged the 
crowd. Tsunemine Shunichi, a worker, 
who' had scarcely time to get 
away, was dod.ging about in an em¬ 
barrassed manner, when a policeman 
fell upon him and attacked him with his 
sword, thrusting him in the back. From 
the injuries inflicted by this constable 
ihe-JKoiker:-eventually died. Besides this 
worker, many others were injureePin tHe 
fight. The police declare that the fatal 
injuries were not from a policeman’s 
sword, but from a file. The testimony 
given by the doctors who examined the 
victim’s injuries, however, shows this 
contention to be false. 

Referring to another sword-drawing 
case which occurred the following day. 
the statement says that a big party of 
workmen who came to worship at the 
Nanko temple was prevented from enter¬ 
ing the grounds at the front gate by 300 
policemen, who had been in occupation 
of the grounds. Consequently an attempt, 
was made to enter at the west gate, anj/ 
there also their attempt was foiled b.\y 
the police. Having no other alternatlv^ 
the crowd resumed its progress north¬ 
wards. They were not armed with any 
weapons, and were marching in an orderly 
manner, one worker locking his arms 
with those of his neighbours, when 
mounted policemen took it into their 
heads to rush their horses into the crowd 
and break the procession up. This na¬ 
turally angered the workers, some of 
w'liom began throwing stones at ihe 
police. This brought forth the police 
order to draw swords. Seven or eight 
policemen drew their swords at the order, 
while policemen in plain clothes proceed¬ 
ed to attack the crowd with sticks. 
Miki Yutaka, a'worker, was besieged 
thirty policemen, and assaulted relent/ 
lessiy. until he fell unconscious. Even 
then a policeman cut him v/ith his 
sword, inflicting severe injuries on his 
head. Many other werkers were siii:il ;r- 
ly attacked and hurt. 

The statement proceeds that on the 
night of .July 29th more than three him- 
d.refl policemen made a raid on the head- 
<iuarters of the Kawasaki strikers. Over 
fifty men rushed upstairs, where the 
labour leaders were in conclave. With 
metal and wooden truncheons the>- at¬ 
tacked the labour leaders, bound them 
itud escorted them tu the police station. 
When one of the lalxiur leaders attempt¬ 

ed to escape by a window, a policeman 
fired a pistol at him. 

The statement delclares that inhabi¬ 
tants on the scene of trouble agree in 
the view that the police acted with un¬ 
necessary violence against the workers, 
who. entirely unarmed, were carrying 
out their demoustrations in an orderly 
manner, with their arms locked together. 
After denouncing the statements publish¬ 
ed by the police in connection ^ith these 
incidents as absolutely fals^ the docu¬ 
ment bitterly complains of me hostile at¬ 
titude assumed by the poliw towards the 
Tokyo barristers who visitred Kobe to in¬ 
vestigate «ie case. On Aeir arrival in 
Kobe a few'sc^;e of polic/men were speci¬ 
ally detailed to^v^adow them. Meetings 
which were arran^e4./imply for the pur¬ 
pose of reporting thff^;Mults of their in¬ 
vestigation were /placed., under close 
police surveillan^. Almost all the 
speeches were st<mped by the'^lice, with 
the result that /speakers wereNniable to 
tell their hewers what actuabj' took 
place. 

Three Tokyo barristers are still 'stay¬ 
ing in Kobe, and on their return to 
Tokyo it is proposed that public meet¬ 
ings should be held in the capital for 
the purpose pf laying full particulars 
about the case before the Tokyo public. 
These barristers express regret that the 
result of the investigation made by Pro' 
curator Koyama, who was specially dis¬ 
patched to Kobe from is not in 
accord w'ith the actual facts. 

DEMONSTRATION IN KAWASAKI 
WORKS. 

It is rejwrted that the existence of bad 
feeling among the workers who were de¬ 
feated in their recent strike is proving 
a serious hindrance to efficiency being 
attained in their work. In view of the 
situation, the Kawasaki Shipbuilding 
Yard' distributed printed notice among 
the workers on the 15th instant exhorting 
them to greater diligence. Many days 
will elapse before the two elements of the 
workers, the docile and recalcitrant, come 
to terms and so long as this animosity 
is iinremoved there seems to be little hope 
of the desirable efficiency being attained. 

THE LABOUR SONG. 

A FORBIDDEN DITTY. 

DECLINING BIRTH-RATE. 

JAPAN'S VITAL STATISTICS. 

The distribution of printed copies as 
Veil as the singing of the Labour Song, 
which is popularly sung by the labourers 
In this part of the country in their de¬ 
monstrations and on other occasions, has 
been forbidden. In translation, however, 
w'e presume that it is innocuous, on the 
principle that all sorts of books which 
are not allowed in the language of the 
country (here, as In England) are per¬ 
mitted in a foreign language. "What the 
poetic merits of the song may be we 
have no idea. In translation it seems 
rather flamboyant, and the words used 
by the translator we have allowed to 
remain as best expressing the sense, 
tliough in some cases they do not suit 
the conventional poetic vocabulary The 
r^nslation runs as follows; — 
/ The devilish hands of covetous capital¬ 
ists W'ith insatiable desire snatch from 
labourers the fruits of their labours, and 
lo! capitalism is now deeply entrenched. 

Poor labourers! They are persecuted 
by capitalists with tyranny, which can¬ 
not be tolerated by Heaven and Earth. 
Their blood runs like a river and their 

anger will be everlasting. 
Up! labourers! This is the time to 

carry the fortress of Capitalism, and 
take into your hands the fruits of your 
own labours. 

Up! labourers. Up! Sweep away the 
Incongruous system which has reigned 
long, and establish the new society of 
labour autonomj^ 

According to investigations made by 
the Census Board, the total number of 
births in 1919 throughout the countrv 
was 1.811.816, of which 927.596 were 
males and 884,22'fl' females. As compared 
with the preceding year, these figures 
show a decrease of 3,276 In the case of 
males and 8,398 in the case of females. 
Of the total, 1.778,695, namely. 910,400 
males and 968,285 females, were born In 
Japan Proper, while 33,181, namely. 
17,196 males and 15,935 females, were 
born in Korea. Formosa.. Japanese Sag- 
halien, Kw’aiUuog province i.Japanese 
leased territory) and foreign lands. As 
regards the deaths in the same year, they 
totalled 1,304,054. or 662,224 males and 
641,830 females. As compared with the 
previous year, a decrease of 209,633 
(103,276 males and 106,357 females) Is 
shown. The total number of deaths in 
Japan Proper was 1.281,965, or 648,984 
males and 632,981. and that in Korea, 
Formosa. Japanese Saghalien, Kwantung 
province and foreign lands 22,089. viz. 
13,240 males and 8,849 females. 

The total number of marriages is given 
as 482,8UT, a decrease of 20,476 as comr 
pared with the preceding year. Of these 
marriages. 480,136 took place in Japan 
Proper, and 2,674 In Korea, Formosa, 
Japanese Saghalien, Kwantmig province 
and foreign countries. 

As for divorces, there took place 57,129 
cases, au increase of 388 as compared 
with the preceding year. Japan Proper 
accounts for 56,812 cases, and Korea and 
other regions for 317. 

The follow'ing table may be found of 
some interest;— 

The figures given in parenthesis in¬ 
dicate the rate per thousand as against 
'their respective populations. 

Marriages. Divorces. 
Tokyo ... 16,300 (7.35) 1,923 (0.87) 

Osaka •. • 0,319 (6.00) 1.019 (0.66) 
Kyoto ... 4.419 (6.66) 500 (0.75) 
Kobe .... 3,842 (6.73) 424 (0.74) 

Yokohama 3.131 (7.44) 352 (0.84) 
Nagoya .. 3.407 (8.31) 477 (1.16) 

Births. Deaths. 

Tokyo ... 57,715 (26.01) 49,186 (22.17) 
Osaka .. . 29,289 (18.86) 28.719 (18.50) 

Kyoto ... 15,095 (22.74) 13.436 (20.24)' 

Kobe .... 12,869 (22.56) 11,913 (20.88) 
Y’okoharaa 10.948 (26.00) 8,972 (21.31) 

Nagoya . 12,896 (31.45) 9.061 (22.10) 

KIRIN RAILWAY LOAN, 

INSUPERABLE CHINESE 

OPPOSITION. 

According to .the Asahi, the negotiar 
tions which have been making favour- 
nble progress between the Chinese au¬ 
thorities and Mr. Ono, the Vice-President 
of the Japan Industrial Bank, in regard 
to the Kirin-Hiiining railway loan, have 
met with a setback owing to tlie strong 
opposition offered by politicians belong¬ 
ing to the Communications party in 
Chinese politics. It reported that at 
one time the negotiations were expected 
to be brought to a satisfactory conclu¬ 
sion. the Chinese side even consenting 
to the placing of the Engineering and 
Accounts Depaitments of the railway 
under the managemont of .Japanese 
officials to be appointed by .Japan. As 
foi General Chang Tso-lin. the Military 
Inspector-General of the Three Eastern 
Provinces, win) constitutes aii important 
factor in transactions of the kind, 
he raised no objection to the revival of 
the loan. Strong opposition was. how¬ 
ever, offered by politicians of tlie former 
Communications party, and in con¬ 
sequence the Chinese Government has 
been forced to abandon all ideas of con¬ 
cluding the loan 
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ANGLO-JAPflNESE ALLIANCE. 

CAST THE ALLIANCE AWAY AND 

STAND UPRIGHT. 

PERFIDIOUS ALBION. 

INSOLENT AMERICA. 

The present sentiraeut of the Japanese 
about their once beloved Alliance with 
Great Britain is well expressed by the 
Toho Jiron ( ‘Eastern Review”^) for the 
current month, a magazine edited by Mr. 
S. Nakano, a lather violent writer and 
an Independent member of the House of 
Representatives. 

“Japan, which uaed to be tossed about 
in the waves,” says the Editor, “des¬ 
perately holding to a life-belt in the 
shape of the Anglo-J-inanese Alliance, 
has been deprived of that belt. The time 
has come for the nation to show that it 
can swim without any outside help. A 
State is safe, not when she has an ally, 
but when she has the »?trGngtli to keep 
an ally. A strong nation gains friends, 
but a weak one loses even those which 
it has, A strong country which has no 
ally is in a position of honourable isola¬ 
tion. while a weak country which has 
an ally is really often in a position of 
dependency. Since the Paris Conference, 
Japan has steadily sunk in international 
estimation. Britain weighed in the 
balance the two nations facing each 
other across the Pacific and was dis¬ 
gusted to find Japan so inferior both in 
spirits and vitality. But she could not 
easily rG.iGct Japan so long us the 
troubles with Germany were not settled 
and Russia remained a menace to India. 
She proceeded, therefore, to settle all 
her difficulties one after another, mak¬ 
ing u&e of Japan as a check all the 
while. An agreement was then ‘made 
with Russia and the problem of German 
reparation.s settled and there was no 
loiigerliny aiiestion left on which .lapan 
might be utilised. 

“If Japan had shown the spirit to face 
America by joining hands with Russia 
in the Far Bast and in inducing China 
10 act with Russia and Japan, Britain 
might have wished for a continuation of 
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance as a check 
upon the United States. As a matter of 
fact, Japan, who abjectly bends her 
knees before the strong Powers, was 
steadily undermining her own position 
by brandishing an antiquated rusty 
sword against Russia, with whom she 
ought to be in good neighbourlinegs. 
Even in these circumstances, Britain 
might perhaps have preserved the A1 
liance—in form at least, were it com¬ 
patible with her amity with America. 
But America is trying to push Japan 
aside by all means, while China, who is 
now entirely 'under America’s influence, 
raised her voice against the Alliance in 
Peking. Shanghai, London and Washing¬ 
ton. The attitude of America which 
showed itself through China was ab¬ 
solutely masculine and positive. Were 
Japan’s influence such as could counter¬ 
act American influence in China^ Bri¬ 
tain would have paid more respect for 
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. But Japan 
was not in a position to do .anything 
•with China: she admitted in fact th?t 
she was no match for America in th'> 
Far East. Britain, who coolly looked on 
il’e situation, came to the conclusion that 
the Alliance was not an advantage, but 
a hindrance, in respect to her Fax* 
Eastern policy; that It was on account of 
the Alliance mat Chinn attacked Britain 
as well as Japan on America’s sugges¬ 
tion; and therefore that it was unwise 
to forfeit her footing in China through 
her tonnections with Japan, who was no 
match for Amei'ica in China. Japan was 
unable to get Britain to reconsider the 
matter by showing her strength, but en¬ 
deavoured to renew the Alliance by ay.r 
pealing to the sense of feminine pity in 
a most courteous manner. 

“The Crown Prince’s visit to England 
probably had no political meaning. But 
it was interpreted by the Timea as an 
indication of the abandonment of ihe 
policy of isolation by Japan. In fact, 
the Crown Prince showed an extra¬ 
ordinary power in improving the feel- 
ing.s between the two nations, and so¬ 
cially the British public was also very 
favourably disposed tow'ards him. But 
the CroAvn Prince had hardly left British 
shores when his country was mercilessly 
criticised at an open meeting in Eng¬ 
land. During the Crown Prince’s stay 
in Europe, the Anglo-Japanese Alliance 
was practically cancelled. It was can¬ 
celled by Britain despite the excessive 
hankering after it on Japan’s part—an 
endeavour • which did not add to Japan’s 
prestige, or reflect honour on the Crows 
Prince abroad. Despite-all the insolence 
and arrogance with which America chal¬ 
lenged Britain hex'seli and instigated 
China against Britain, she compelled Bri¬ 
tain to come to terms with her. while 
Japan was rejected by Britain after all 
her flatteries, kowtowings and entreaties. 

“The Anglo-Japanese Alliance, how¬ 
ever, was old clothes which had outlived 
iheir use long ago, a nuisance involving 
one-sided obligations. Its .cancellation 
now is welcome, in that it will enable 
the nation to understand its real and 
undisguised position, it was not well 
for the nation to rely on what was un¬ 
reliable. Henceforth Japan will be freed 
from the ixerils of the Anglo-.Tapanes«» 
Alliance—especially from tl\e evil effects 
of the principle of dependence on a 
stronger Power upon the nationa’i 
morale. The nation has at-tained it« 

manhood. 
“Despite all soNs of foolish things 

done by. the statesmen and diplomats in 
this country, ihe industrial position of 
Japan has been gradually enhanced: the 
country is no longer a market for Bri¬ 
tish and American manufactures, but a 
rival to Britain ' and America. It Is 
partly owing to this improvement in 
Japan’s industrial position that the Bri* 
tieliers and Americans are so eager in 
exposing Japan’s errors and finding 
fault with her doings, for. with Japan 
driven out of the field, the Chinese and 
Siberian markets will be in their sole 
possession. Rut the lack of political and 
diplomatic resources and enterprise in 
lier statesmen has reduced the country 
to a position of isolation, despite her 
economic development. The lime has 
come when the nation should redeem the 
political and diplomatic failure of Ut gov¬ 
ernors by its own rescurres and strength. 
The nation which has been pushed aside 
by Britain, the most experienced nation 
in the world, stands in need of a serious 
self-examination to be followed by a 
great and courageous determination. So 
far, every country looked askance at by 
Britain has been subjected to an attack 
by all the other Powers in the world. 
It behoves the nation, therefore, to use 
the utmost care and deliheration in de¬ 
ciding upon an mdepcndtni and self- 
assei’ting policy.” 

BniT.VIN PUKFKRS AmFRK'.V TO JAPAN. 

The Talyo (“Sun”), the biggest and 
perhaps best knoNVii magazine in Japan 
published by tlie biggest publishing firm 
in this country, has iwo lengthy articles 
in its issue for August dealing with the 
Anglo-Japanese Alliance and the Wash- 
ingtoii Conference. One by Mr. Ina- 
hara Katsuji, lormeily London corre¬ 
spondent of the .'Lva/n', treats of the 
opposition raised in England and else¬ 
where to the- renewal of the Anglo- 
Japanese Alliance in great detail. Mr. 
Iiiahara thinks that by causing Lord 
Birkenhead to say that there was no 
burry in renewing the Alliance because 
it would only cease one year after either 
p.irty had notified cancellation. Britain 
expressed her attitude oi waiting and 
seeing developments. The interpietation 
was no great discovery. It must have 
been known to the British Government 

all along, but it was a rather adroit feat, 
pretending not to have been aware of it 
before, and then suddenly casting away 
the mask by the help of the Lord Chan¬ 
cellor. Anyhow it indicated the great 
caution exhibited by the British Gov¬ 
ernment. 

The writer further remarks that Bri¬ 
tain, regards America as a more formid¬ 
able (possible) enemy than Japan. It 
is for this reason that she adopts the 
policy of improving her relations to A.me- 
rica at the cost of the Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance. The Anglo-Japanese Alliance 
is unfavourably criticised as a ineaus of 
placating America. It is after all due 
to the difference in the national strength 
of the two countries, America and Ja¬ 
pan, that it is felt necessary to placate 
America, while it is not thought neces¬ 
sary to placate Japan. 

China’s Opposition Inspired by Britain 
AND America. 

As regards China’s opposition lo the 
renewal of the Alliance, Mr. luahara is 
positive that it is entirely inspired by 
Britain and America—more especially 
America—and that so far as the objec¬ 
tion to the Alliance is concerned China 
is not considered. But he thinks it is ne¬ 
cessary to pay the greatest attention to 
this objection, precisely because it is in¬ 
spired by parties in the background. It 
is their object to demolish * every 
superior position held by Japan in China 
in order that competition may he started, 
anew. Some Britishers object to the | 
Alliance because they are displeased to 
find that the trade on the Yangtae is gra¬ 
dually encroached on by Japanese mer¬ 
chants. They therefore intend to co¬ 
operate with the Americans, who wnsh 
to establish an economic empire over 
Asia, in order to drive the Japanese out 
of China. But in their eagerness to 
drive the Japanese away, they forget to 
consider what may be the intentions of 
the Americans, their associates. Will 
it pay them to receive Americnn 
after having dislodged Japanese spar¬ 
rows ? The Americans object to the Al¬ 
liance because they regard Japxtn as aa 
impediment to the advance into the 
Orient steadily pursued by them after 
having acquired Hawaii, Alaska and The 
Philippineb. Britain is as much a 
hindrance to the American ambitions, 
hut the two Powers cannot be con¬ 
veniently dealt with simultaneously. So 
America takes advantage of the con¬ 
ciliatory attitude of Britain and aims at 
crushing Japan first. As regards the 
attitude of the Chinese towards Ame¬ 
rica, Mr. Inahara thinks it short¬ 
sighted of them to place emplicit reliance 
upon the United States. He freely admits 
that America has so far acted on the 
policy of justice and humanity tow’^ards 
China, but he says that she has done 
so simply ijecause it is to her advantage. 
Coming to China much later than other 
nations, at a time when China was suf* 
faring from foreign encroachment, one 
of two policies was open to America—that 
is, to encroach upon China after the 
example r)f other Powers or. to help 
China for the time being with a view 
to a future harvest. The clever Ame¬ 
ricans have adopted the latter policy. 
On the face of history, America (in the 
Far East) is written up as if she w-is 
an incarnation of justice and humanity. 
But this is not really the case. For 
instance. Commodore Perry, the “bene¬ 
factor” of Japan, entertained the idea 
of occupying the Luchus. The shrewd 
A.mericans are believers in the advan¬ 
tage of patience in making profit, it 
China, allured by the American profes¬ 
sions of justice and humanity, trusts her 
destinies with her, it may be safely 
predicted that China will become an¬ 
other Cuba, another St. Demiugo. in 
short, Mr. Inahara believes I hat the 
Anglo-Japanese Alliance after the Paci¬ 
fic Conference will be as stale beer or 
bones from which all the soup has betn 
(xtracted, for all the essence of the Ai-* 
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liance will be absorbed by the Con¬ 
ference. Moreover, the Conference Is more 
Important than the Alliance, since it 
may affect the destiny of this country, 
while the Alliance Is not of sucli ritai 
consequence. 

AT.r.TANCE OF More Value than the 

League. 

The other writer on this subject 
In the same magazine is Dr. Soyeda 
Juichi, a well-known tame pacifist, and 
yet his reason for the necessity for the 
renewal of the Alliance is not pacific. 
Says he: 

“As a result of the Great War, Japan 
has turned from a debtor into a creditor 
country with specie holdings amounting 
to over ¥2,000,000,000 and, for a time at 
least, it was a country which exported 
more thap she imported. Compared with 
America, however, we are like a lantern 
to a temple bell (as the Japanese phrase 
goes). But Japan is the only country 
which does not act like those war-ex¬ 
hausted Powers which are at the feet 
of America, fawning upon her. Japan Is 
also the only impediment in the way of 
America's policy of Asiatic expansion for 
the purpose of securing raw material and 
markets in the Far East. Should Ame¬ 
rica. especially America under the Re¬ 
publican Administration, carry out her 
policy of economic or capitalistic Im- 
pejialism and show her activities on the 
Pacific, she will find Japan an obstacle 
lying at the gate of the Asiatic Conti- 
neiii. On the other hand, the menace 
must be most keenly felt by Japan stand¬ 
ing as the does in the direct path of the 
American onset. Should this supposi¬ 
tion unfortunately materialise it would 
be exceedingly onerous for Japan to face 
the danger single-handedly. It is there¬ 
fore necessary for Japan to respect an 
alliance such as the Anglo-Japanese Al¬ 
liance. Of course, such alliance is not 
aggressive, but entirely defensive. So if 
America has really the intention to 
K55p fTlie**j)eace. she can have no reasons 
to object to ouch an alliance.” 

As regards the question of which is 
more effective, the League of Nations or 
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, Dr. Soyeda 
thinks that the Alliance is certainly more 
effective. A combination of many Powers 
like the League cannot act with sufficient 
promptitude, while it is not so with an 
alliance of two nations. Besides, the 
League is still an unfinished article, 
while the Alliance has been tested and 
found fully serviceable by people both at 
home and abroad. 

LEASE AND RENT LAWS. 

MORE LEGISLATION NEEDED. 

The Leasehold and the House-Rent 
Bills, which were approved by the last 
session of the Diet, and were sub¬ 
sequently enacted as laws, were intended 
to confer benefits upon lessees of land and 
tenants, but this fact does not diminish 
disputes occurring between the parties 
whose interests are not reconcilable. Jn 
view 01 this fact, the Department of 
Justice proposes drafting a Bill aiming 
at composing such disputes and introduc¬ 
ing it into the next session of the Diet 
lor approval. 

THE OPEN A!R CULT. 

KOBE PUPILS’ SUMMER JAUNTS. 

Some forty pupils of the Kobe elemen 
tary school are leaving Kobe for Ko.va- 
san. Kii province, w’’th the view to uti¬ 
lise their summer vacation for “natural 
training” there. 

In addition, a number of children be 
longing lo the hi.giier course of the same 
institiiiion are planning an ascenc q) 
Puj'. There is also a plan for a forest 
school on Futatabi-san. 

KOREA TO-DAY. 

AWAKENING OF PEOPLE. 

EAGERNESS FOR EDUCATION. 
From Our Correspondent.'] 

Seoul, Aug. 12. 
The year 1919 was epoch-making in 

Korea. Since the Independent agitation 
of that year, Korea has been awakening. 
Especially the younger generation is 
alert ar.d active in trying to enlighten 
their fellow countrymen. Practically 
every district has a young men’s associa¬ 
tion, which was unheard of under the 
Japanese regime hitherto. There are 
more than twenty different periodicals 
published in Korea, besides two daily 
newspapers that reach every nook and 
corner of the peninsula to-day. At last 
these twenty million “top-knots” have 
aroused themselves from age-long slum¬ 
ber to endeavour to keep pace with 
moderii civilisation in spite of countless 
obstacles and handicaps. After the Ja¬ 
panese annexation the great bulk of the 
younger folks were more or lees despon¬ 
dent, but now the contrast is startling. 
They realise the fact that they were be¬ 
hind the times, yet they also appreciate 
the saying “Better late than never.” 

Those who have been fortunate enough 
to acquire some modern education are 
acting as stimulants. Taking advantage 
of the summer vacation the returned 
students from Tokyo and those attend¬ 
ing schools in Seoul are touring the 
country, to give lectures on general cul¬ 
ture. The police have interfered time 
and again, but they manage to keep 
going. 

And Che desire for education is be¬ 
coming stronger. Recently the Southern 
Methodists Iwught the site of .a_ well- 
known Korean restaurant to •establish a 
Social Institute for Women. To this 
Institute women of all ages .and classes 
have been flocking, learning things that 
were foreign to their mothers and 
sisters in the past, for it Is not very 
many years since the women of Seoul 
discarded the custom of covering their 
faces while walking in the streets. 
There was a time when the school au¬ 
thorities had to solicit pupils to fill up 
the empty class-rooms, hut this year the 
schools in Korea are not large enough to 
accommodate all the applicants—that is 
to say, only one sixth of the candidates 
were admitte'd in Seoul, while almost the 
same conditions prevailed throughout 
the districts. 

The Central Council. 

Perhaps the present Governor-General 
Baron Saito. is the best man Japan can 
produce to fill the responsible office he 
holds, and he means well, but his pro¬ 
mised reforms are making slow pro¬ 
gress. No doubt a certain degree of free¬ 
dom now permitted in press, speech and 
public meeting is due to Baron Saito’s 
broad-mindness, or the Government had 
to adopt measures to meet the demand 
of the day after ten years of absolute 
militarism.. 

Chung-tchu-won, or the Central Coun¬ 
cil, is the only remnant of the old Korean 
dynasty to-day. It is similar to the 
Privy Council at Tokyo. The Cabinet 
members at the time of annexation had 
to be given some sort of livelihood: 
hence this Council was created. Even 
to-day. when a Korean official of rank 
is relieved from his office, he is sure to 
be appointed to the time-honoured Coun¬ 
cil, where he does nothing but draw his 
salary. Recently the Government has 
fiilarged its Sfeope and chosen a man 
from every province as an additional 
member of the Council for the purpose 
of eliciting their opinions and advice. 
The Council is somewhat similar to a 
nominated Diet or Parliament. The 
budget for this unique "Parliament" 
costs the Government more than three 
hundred thousand yen yearly. 

Korea may well boast of bein.si unique 
in possessing a Council where the men 

are paid for doing nothing. It is un¬ 
believable, but it is a fact, that this 
doing-nothing office has been enlarged 
under the new regime. 

Thf. Costliest Police-box in the 

Orient. 

Times are changing even In this Her¬ 
mit Kingdom. Seoul was once sur¬ 
rounded by solid walls pierced with nine 
gates, but now the walls have been torn 
down except those portions on the hill 
tops, and a few gates remain Intact as 
the relics of other days. The biggest and 
finest Of these gates is the South Gate, 
a two-storied structure, which stands 
as an arch overlooking the Nandaimon 
Station. It is . the first bit of real Ko¬ 
rean architecture that a traveller views 
when lie slights at the station « few 
blocks away. . 

Passing through this gate one notices 
that all the bank buildings are situated on 
either side of this street. These banks, 
perhaps, may have wished to keep the 
burglars away from their safes, or some¬ 
thing of that sort, for they have built a 
handsome granite police-box, a beautiful 
little Prussian bit of architecture, just 
in front of the gate, and presented it 
to the preservers of law and order. 
What does it trouble the Bankers’ Guild 
to spend a little insignificant sum of ten 
thousand yen when they can have sound 
sleep and peacelul rest by knowing the 
police -are on guard at the gate of their 
street day and night ! The artistic 
effect of the police-box at the gate is 
immense in that it presents a contrast of 
Old and New Korea. 

Thk NF^<' Governmext-Genkrai. 

Building. 

The Government-General Office Build¬ 
ing has been occupying the northern 
slope of Namsan or the South Hill of 
Seoul. Chinkokai is a street along the 
foot of this hill in the extreme southern 
portion of the city. It is known as the 
Japanese quarter. But the present build¬ 
ings are old trame structures located on 
the slope and communication has been 
quite inconvenient So four years ago 
a project was started to erect a magni¬ 
ficent building in the North palace, at 
the cost of five million yen. Building 
has been going on all this time, yet the 
work is not nearly half done. It may 
require another three years before it is 
Completed. At present the huge con¬ 
crete frame-work is set up, and a dome 
is being built on the centre roof, while 
a 150-foot concrete smoke-stack has just 
been raised up a little distance westward 
for the heating plant. When finished 
this will be the biggest building in 
structure as well as in authority in this 
Land of Morning Calm. 

As the building is being erected in the 
enclosed palace ground, it does not 
harmonise well with the old palace 
buildings. Besides, it is too close to the 
two-storied palace gate ctTlled “Kwang- 
wha-moon.” which has to be torn dow'ii 
or be got rid 6f somehow. Thanks to 
the official appreciation of Korean relics, 
this gate, it is said, will be removed from 
its present location to some conspicuous 
place in the city to preserve a model of 
the ancient architecture of Korea. 

ANOTHER STEAMERS 
FOUNDERS. 

TEN DROWNED. 

No. 2 Heiyei-mani (1,142 tons) of the 
Kabafuto Kisen Kaisha, of Tokyo, became 
disabled in the Enshu sea< Tokaido. on the 
morning of the 16th instant on her way 
from a Siberian port to Nagoya, laden 
with timber. The distressed steamer 
asked for help by wireless, as she was on 
the po nt of sinking. Some members of 
the crew jourped overboad into sea to 
the crew overboard jumped to save them¬ 
selves and ten were drowned. The vessel 
foundered. 
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Bekciu'oli) lieliberutely suppressed all 
knowledge of this report, both from 
Tibza and from his own Emperor and 
fiom the German Government. Continu¬ 
ing his efforts for a military expedition, 
he at last induced Tisza to withdraw his 
opposition, deliberately waited until 
PoiNCAKE, the French President, then 
Iiaying a visit to Russia, had left Pe- 

trograd. and then launched his ultima¬ 
tum. TsfHiKsciiKY. the German Am¬ 
bassador. learning that a Note to Servia 
was being framed, asked for particulars. 
He was put off with the excuse that there 
were some corrections still to be made, 
Berchtold determining that Berlin must 
not know the text until it was too late 
to do anything. Meanwhile Berlin had 
been sending pressing telegrams to know 
the text of the Note as soon as possible. 
Under this pressure, on July 21st For- 

GACH, the Under-Secretary for Foreign 
Affairs, handed the Note to the German 
Ambassador. Tchirsohky sent the Note 
by mail instead of telegraphing it, and 
it did not reach Berlin until the evening 
of July 22nd. when it was too late to 
modify it. Thus it was essentially true, 
says Mr. Fay, “that they (BETHMAitPf 
and Jagow) did not know of the 
text of the Note before it was sent 
to Serbia.” On July 27th, BERCH-roLD 
decided to declare war very soon, as 
he admits in the correspondence now 
published, “primarily in order to cut 
the ground from every attempt at inter¬ 
vention.” 

What ha^eiied after this is well 
known. Grey’s proposal for mediation 
was at first rejected by German> on the 
ground that she could not bring her 
ally before a court of arbitration. Then 
Bethaiann wavered and tried to recover 
control over the situation which he had 
lost by his foolish dispatch of July 5th. 
Britain’s second proposal of arbitration 
was accepted by Germany. But It was 
too late. BERCiiTOLn destroyed the pos* 
sibility of a peaceful solution by de¬ 
claring war on Serbia on July 28tli. 
Just as Bf.rchtoij) deceived Francis 

Joseph, sc Sckhomlinov deceived Ni¬ 

cholas. who had worked for peace, by 
ordering a mobilisation after promising 
the Tsar not to do so. This brought in 
Germany, where the militarists had also 
been influencing the Kaiser, and the war 
became inevitable. .Mr. Fay sums upas 
follows: — 

“Thus though we may reject many 
of the views maintained by Gooss, we 
may conclude that his interpretation 
of the responsibility for the war up 
to July 29th is much nearer the truth 
than Kai tsky'r or than that set forth 
at Versailles by the Allied Commission 
of which Mr. Lansing was a member. 
On July 5th Bethmann agreed with 
the Kaiser that Austria should be given 
free hand tor a speedy but undeter¬ 
mined action against Senbia. Neither 
thought it probable that the ac¬ 
tion would involve a European 
war. B> adopiing the policy that 
the Serbian question was a purely 
Austrian affair, 'beyond the compe¬ 
tence ■ of Germany, and by promising 
loyal support as an ally, they believed 
with a wholly unwarranted optimism 
that the Austro Serbian dispute could 
be ‘ localised.’ Berchtold being given 
a free hand and sure of the support of 
his ally, then went recklessly ahead, 
disregarding German advice and fall¬ 
ing to keep the German Foreign Office 
precisely informed ‘ where the Austrian 
path was leading to.’ He thereby 
created a situation in which the Cen¬ 
tral Powers became so involved and in 
wdiich so many steps towards mobilisa¬ 
tion were taken that ‘ localisation ’ 
was no longer possible. When at last 
Bethmaxn made an effort to restrain 
Austria it was too late. Though 
Tsciiiusi'iiky. holding militarist*'views 
himself and representing the attitude 
of the Kaiser rather than of Bethmann 

and the. German Foreign Office, east his 
. itifluence -for., energetic .action against 

Serbia, he did not push on a hesitating 
Berchtold. Berchtold needed no push¬ 
ing. He was eager to be free from 
German restraint and sure of German 
support: and it was precisely these 
things which he was so foolishly pro¬ 
mised on July 5th.” 

So Europe blundered into a war which 
involved the loss of millions of lives, 
desolated large tracts of country, involved 
material losses that it will take century- 
to recover, produced famine and threa¬ 
tened the very foundations of civilisation. 
The question of the actual precipitation 
of the war is of small moment comparp ' 
with the policies of alliances and mili¬ 
tarisation which brought about the con 
ditions that made war almost inevitable. 
For this the statesmen of the world are 
responsible. The Washington Conference 
is called with the hope of so altering 
conditions as to prevent future wars. 
But to judge by the attitude of statesmen 
there is little hope that their half-hearted 
efforts will be successful. Every delega¬ 
tion will be swelled by military and 
naval experts who will see to it that dis¬ 
armament is' not made a reality. It is 
among the people rather than the states¬ 
men that any hope for the future lies. 

LIVING ON CAPITAL. 

ATTONAL finance to-day has an ex¬ 
traordinarily hand-to-mouth ap¬ 

pearance. The time was. before the war, 
when it was possible to believe that 
Chancellors of the Exchequer and Trea¬ 
sury officials were men of more than 
common wisdom. That delusion, how¬ 
ever. has vanished. It was impossible 
to retain it any longer after (for 
instance) the Government of India 
altered the ratio of the pound sterling 
to the rupee, and then found that it had 
not the least control and rather less than, 
no foresight. Statesmen impose taxes 
without being able to say even approxi 
mateiy how much revenue will result, 
and without even trying to guess what 
effect they will have on the economics of 
the nation. We have come to the point 
at last, where a more than usually frank 
British Chancellor of the Excheque?r 
states that he thinks he can get through 
the present year, but that he looks for¬ 
ward wih the greatest apprehension to 
L922. Yet Britain's finances are in a 
comparatively healthy state. 'As much 
is owing to Britain as Britain owes, not 
counting what still remains of pre-war 
investments. It is true. Britain’s credi¬ 
tors would not consider for a moment 
the transfer of debt from Britain to the 
ultimate debtors, and this Is a somewhat 
depressing factor, but a much greater 
embarrassment is that an immense 
amount of foreign securities was “mobi¬ 
lised” during the war. That is to say 
l>eople were induced—almost compelled 
—to surrender foreign stocks and bonds, 
which the Government transferred ab¬ 
road, giving war bonds In their place. 
This was an expenditure of capital on a 
scale never before undertaken, and it 

' maintained British credit and helped to 
win the war. But the results have now 
to be faced. Instead of the money for 
the payment of interest on these foreign 
securities coming from abroad, it now 
has to be found out of domestic revenue. 
It can only be so found if the profits on 
British foreign trade immensely in¬ 
crease. With a world impoverished it ’ 
difficult to see bow those profits can in¬ 
crease. Still less is it possible to see 
bow the Immense excess of imports over 
exports, formerly paid for by the returns 
on foreign investments, can be paid for 
out of Internal taxation. 

Were it possible to reduce the costs of 
administration drastically the situation 
would appear less hopeless, but costs 
continue to rise. The Navy costs far 
more, even allowing for depletion of the 
currency, than ever it cost before the 

war. Rigorous cuts were made in 
military expenditure, but commitments 
in Mesopotamia and elsewhere cost ira-- 
mense sums. As for the Civil Service, 
its cost is greater by far than the whole 
pre-war revenue, and the country's ad¬ 
ministration is manifestly none the 
better for it. If Britain ceased to Im¬ 
port and increased her exports it would 
be easier to make the national accounts 
balance, but the inevitable result of war 
Is a swollen import list and a convales- 
cell* export list. Something might have 
been got out of Germany (at the risk. it. 
is true, of impoverishing a good 
customer) but the maintenance of troops 
in. Germany has used up practically 
every penny wrung from the defeat.o"’ 
enemy. Indeed, the European statesmen 
have behaved in a most prodigal manner, 
spending right and left the money which . 
they ought to have been saving. Their 
procedure closely resembles that of an 
embezzling cashier who takes more and 
more of his employer’s money, applying 
It to wilder and wilder speculations, in 
the hope of deflecting attention from 
the real financial situation and perhaps 
of recovering, by some lucky stroke, 
enough to save him from exposure. 
Meanwhile among producers and con¬ 
trollers of commodities all over the 
world a beggar-my-neighbour policy pro¬ 
ceeds. Four years’ destruction and 
seven years’ disorganisation have in¬ 
jured production and distribution to such 
an extent that it is impossible that the 
same amount of work should result in 
the same tmount of rewards. Those who- 
control any commodity can get a higher 
price, but cannot, with this higher price, 
obtain their own requirements in such 
profusion as before. The controllers of 
every commodity, therefore, are con¬ 
vinced of the necessity of increasing the 
selling price. The short cut to this 
achievement is to get together and re 
duce production by mutual arrangemenL 
Everybody is doing It. No tnan^ will 
voluntarily increase production fer less 
reward. The opposite course is much 
moi'e attractive, and this is the course 
being pursued dll over the world wher¬ 
ever production is sufficiently intelligent 
to organise. Where markets can be 
recovered or new ones found, there is 
a resumption of work, and during the 
latter part of the war there was so much 
stoppage of production that renewed de¬ 
mand creates an impression at times of 
a restoration of pre-w'ar conditions. But 
long before the pre-war standard of pro¬ 
duction and distribution is reached the 
check comes. The demand is not suffi¬ 
ciently keen to produce the higher pro¬ 
fits which must be realised If the work 
is to count as remunerative at all, and 
ihe tendency always asserts itself to 
diminish production Instead of allowing 
it to go on expanding 

That no statesmen outside Communist 
Russia have made any attempt to grap¬ 
ple with the problem this state of things 
presents shows how bankrupt of Ima¬ 
gination modern statesmanship is. It 
hovers between complete supineness and 
a servile obedience to groups of capi¬ 
talists. Yet it cannot be said that the 
problem Is a new one. The war has 
aggravated it immensely, but it was ap¬ 
pearing before the war began, 'i ne con¬ 
trol of production and markets was ex¬ 
panding, prices were steadily rising, and 
the world's markets were reaching the 
limits of their capacity for the disposal 
of goods. socialist economists bad 
studied the principles which brought it 
about that the supply must always he 
s. little leas than the demand, and the 
pyndicalists had plans of “work for pro¬ 
duction” schemes, in which they ban 
worked out plana whereby a plentiful 
production should not cause the im¬ 
poverishment of the producer, but con¬ 
tribute to the general amelioration of 
life. These plans may have been Uto¬ 
pian. and the great Russian experiment 
may have been a criminal failure. Bui 
the statesmen of to-day have no .liter* 
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aative to offer. All that they can think 
of is, by borrowing and. lending, to 
smooth things over till- they settle down, 
and they hope that the masses will ac¬ 
custom themselves to a lower standard 
of living without becoming too revolu¬ 
tionary. The prospects, however docile 
and resigned the people may be, are by 
no means bright. It appears as though 
the world’s production this year would 
be far from suflBcient for its needs, 
either in lood crops or in manufactured 
products. In 1922 there is a grave risk 
of widespread famine without liie pos¬ 
sibility of amelioration that there has 
always been before in the way of send¬ 
ing to the stricken areas the surplus of 
the world’s markets. And the world 
seems as ihougl: it could only recover its 
economic balance at the cost of a great 
decline in the standard of jiving. The 
forecast may be considered pessimistic. 
The point is rather whether there are 
any grounds for the cheery buoyancy 
which finds it so much pleasanter to 
assume that everything will soon be for 
the best in the best of all possible* 
worlds. Sir Robert Horjte’s is a good 
example of the outlook of modern states* 
manship. He confesses that there is 
’lothing bright to lock forward to next 
year, but seeks comfort in the fact that 
by consuming more of our rapidly 
dimihishing resources this year we can 
carry on to the next budget-making. 
There is little wonder that the states¬ 
men are in such fear of Bolshevisation, 
especially when they have so lately had 
occasion to boast of the successes of 
State control during the economic crises 
of the war. But in those crises they 
luid the Interests behind them, tor these 
temporary controls smoothed the path 
for a resumption of private control of 
trade with greater advantages. But it 
'would he very different now No states¬ 
man dare suggest permanent control - 
that would be “confiscation." Besides, 
it is perfectly true that Government 
ntfttragement is. usually atrocious.- But 
the economic destruction v/rought by 
the war was a very real thing, and can- 
hot be wiped off by loans, artificial 
wages, and optimism. There are many 
objections to the various Socialistic 
plans for governing the Avorld. but the 
old regime, if it endures, will keep the 
world in severe travail for the next few 
years. 

THE DEAD SEA FRUIT 

OF IMPERIALISM. 

IF the Oriental Economist represented 
any large measure of public opinion 

in Japan, it would be necessary for the 
world to revise its view of the Japanese 
as a military nation. We cannot call to 
mind any journal of weight and in¬ 
fluence in the West which has suggested 
that extensions of the Empire made dur¬ 
ing the last fifty years should be aban¬ 
doned and subject peoples be allowed to 
recover their freedom. There is very 
oiten considerable opposition to the ex¬ 
tension of territory as urged by im¬ 
perialists, hut once it has been accom¬ 
plished it is recognised as an established 
fact. Liberal journals, it is true, even 
then continue to urge that so-called sub¬ 
ject peoples should be given the right of 
self-government. There is a stiong 
party in America that favours virtual 
independence for the Philippine Islands 
and an equally powerful party in Britain 
which would give similar independence 
to Egypt. But th.e general attitude ij^ 
that of accepting annexation, mandat' 
or protectorates as accomplished fac][sj 
and for those of liberal opinions men 
to urge that the fullest self-governm' 
should be given such territories 
sistent with the maintenance of imperial 

supremacy. It is probably the mo: 
practical course, as there are few if an; 
precedents for the surrender of territory 
once taken unless as the result of 

superior force. Once a thing is ac¬ 
quired, there seems an almost uncon¬ 
querable objection to letting it go again, 
even when its retention, is proved to be 
morally, economically, and politically un¬ 
sound. There is, moreover, the con¬ 
sideration that when territory has been 
for long under the control of anoiner 
ration, the sudden recovery of freedom 
IS not of unmixed benefit to the popula¬ 
tion concerned, as is shown by the new 
nations created or freed by the Versailles 
'Ih-eaty. 

As we understand the remarkable 
article in the Oriental Economist, from 
which we made some lengthy extracts in 
the issues of Thursday and Sunday, our 
contemporary would go the full length 
of the anti-imperialistic policy which it 
outlines. Not only would it have a 
check put to future expansion, but it pro¬ 
poses that the policy of the last few 
years should be retraced. Formosa 
should be given up, Korea should be re¬ 
turned to the Korean people, Shantung 
should be retroceded in fact as well as 
in name, Manchuria should no longer be 
regarded ' as a Japanese preserve, the 
troops should be recalled from Siberia 
and the people of Russia he allowed to 
manage their own affairs. It is a 
tremendous programme, calculated to 
take away the In’oath of every imperialist 
and even to bring down upon the head of 
the Editor of the Oriental Economist the 
charge of treachery. Nevertheless, the 
writer makes out a good logical case for 
his revolutionary programme. What, 
he asks, has Japan gained by her im¬ 
perialistic policy? Not riches in a na 
tional sense. Certain individuals and 
groups of individuals have profited 
hugely, hut the country, has been bur¬ 
dened with an ever-increasing load of 
taxation as a result of the policy he con¬ 
demns. The development of Formosa 
has brought a great sugar-growing tract 
within the confines of the Empire, but, 
so far as the mass of the people is con¬ 
cerned, the only result has been that it 
has had to pay more for its sugar. Korea 
has been .leveloped by the aid of such 
agencies as the Oriental Colonisation 
Company, which enjoys a subsidy from 
(lie Government paid out of taxation, and 
yields considerable profits to a few 
capitalists while the burdens of ad¬ 
ministration rest upon the people. 
Where has Japan reaped an economic 
advantage from her paramountcy in Man¬ 
churia, w’ivh a military guard over the 
railways pi'ovided at Japanese expense, 
a railway administration which is 
deeply in debt and alleged to be per¬ 
meated by corruption, and a few Japan¬ 
ese merchants who AH'! the grea+e®t dif- 
ficully n competing against the Chinese? 
Is the justification to be found in an in¬ 
crease in national security ? That seems 
improbable when a sea frontier, the 
strongest of all safeguards, has been 
exchanged for a land frontier, which 
requires more regiments of soldiers 
diverted from productive work and for¬ 
ever leads to further advance for reasons 
of strategic necessity. Moreover, as the 
strongest protection of a State is the 
goodwill of its neighbours, the policy 
adopted has destroyed the security that 
arises from this source. It has aroused 
a sense of grievance among the For¬ 
mosans. excited hatred among the Ko¬ 
reans, antagonised the Chinese,- irritated 
the Russians beyond endurance, and 
excited the suspicion of Western nations. 
This does not seem a very satisfactory 
outcome of a policy that was to establish 

•Tlie security of Janau. 
'’^Every item of the indictment made by 
,the Oriental Economist against Imperial¬ 
ism can be logically proved. Yet ft will 
have no effect. The whole world is drunk 
with nationalism, not Japan only. The 
very phrase “the self-determination of 
peoples'' has been interpreted in the 

‘liberated countries as the right of the 
majority to persecute the minority. The 

growth of the evil plant of protectionism 
^as attained dimensions that seemed al¬ 

most impossible before the war, its 
poisonous shoots having now affected 
England and showing ever more vigorous 
growth in the United States, Fl'ance, and 
Japan, embittering international rela¬ 
tions and sowing the seeds of future 
vvars. It is unfortunately only too true 
that the world is not ready for the 
doctrine preached by the Oriental Econo¬ 
mist. Indeed, it was more receptive to 
such views in the middle of the nine¬ 
teenth century, when the Great Exhibi¬ 
tion in England made men dream dreams 
of universal peace and of nations knitted 
in bonds of commercial intercourse, and 
even the ultra-patriotic Tennyson could 
sing of a time when “the w’ar drum heats 
no longer and the battle flag is furled.” 
But the spirit of dominance over others 
scon reasserted itself and dissipated 
these visions. The territory over which 
Britain holds sway has increased enor¬ 
mously since those days, even the latest 
war having added thereto millions of 
square miles. France, with a stationary 
population, has doubled and trebled her 
external possessions; the United States, 
with a Constitution based on free as¬ 
sociation and wholly unfitted for the 
exercise of jurisdiction over subject peo¬ 
ples, has nevertheless extended her sway 
over distant lands; Japan, which in the 
middle of the nineteenth century was a 
nation confined to the islands of the 
North Pacific, without intercourse or de¬ 
sire for intercourse with foreign coun¬ 
tries. was forced open, and, learning the 
morality of tne Christian West, became 
atfiicted with the same hallminatlon,that 
extent of territory must spell greatness. 
Sc she too has joined the Rake’s Pro¬ 
gress, dissipating her strength and ex¬ 
ploiting the labour of her people in the 
fond belief thai this is in some mys¬ 
terious way to her ultimate benefit. As 
the Oriental Economist points out, the 
result is merely the gathering Dead 
Seafruit, which turns to ashes in 
the mouth. It would be of interest 
to have the same careful investigation 
that our Japanese contemporary has ap¬ 
plied to the economic fruits of Imperial¬ 
ism in Japan extended to all the na¬ 
tions which in the past hundred years. 
Jjuve expanded their b''uii<iiiries :n the 
pursuit of the wnll-o’-the-wisp of national 
supremacy. We believe the results 
would be found to be very similar. 
And does any one really believe 
that the enormous accession of ter¬ 
ritory which the war has brought 
to Fran/^ e and England is a strengthening 
of those two countries? It may offer new 
fields for exploitation by capitalists, by 
which a few will benefit at the expense of 
the many, but the addition of the cares 
and responsibilities of additional empire 
must weaken by overburdening the 
central organism. In the case of France 
it will in all probability prove her ru'n, 
because of the exclusive economic policy 
she pursues, which not only injures her¬ 
self but raises enemies against her. With 
the more liberal economic policy of Bri¬ 
tain. the danger is not so great, but the 
additional weight the home country, 
consisting of some fifty million people is 
compelled to bear, already shows ominous 
signs of a perilous strain in the whole 
political and social fabric. In view' of 
these facts, it is remarkable that so few 
people realise where the danger lies. 
How many even of our statesmen have 
seriously considered the question whether 
extension of empire is really to the ad¬ 
vantage of a nation, or a multiplicity of 
subject peoples in reality a source of 
strength ? Even an economist like Mr. 
Lamo.xt of the Consortium holds that 
the Japanese are justified in a desire for 
political control over Manchuria and 
Mongolia because of their necessity to 
Japan for the supply of food and raw 
material. The Oriental Economist has 
pricked that bubble. It proves most 
effectively that Japan is not so depen¬ 
dent, and that if she were in such a 
position it would be more to her ad¬ 
vantage to obtain her materials by tbo 
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simple process of exchange and bart^ 
than to extract them from a hostile 
people under Japanese tutelage. But 
the lesson needs learning not only 
by the East but by the West. If the 
Powers enter the Washington Con¬ 
ference with the orthodoxy of national¬ 
ism unabated, it will show that states¬ 
men have forgotten nothing and 
learned nothing. In that ease all the 
causes which have produced the pre¬ 
sent state of things will remain un¬ 
affected, and the Conference will prove 
a failure. 

HOOVERISING CHINA. 

INTERNATIONAL control in China is 
a subject which has a great fascina¬ 

tion for the ‘-managing” mind, and 
though Washington has hurriedly dis¬ 
avowed the report of an intention to 
propose it at the Pacific Conference, 
another telegram states that Mr. PIer- 
PERT Hoover is the inspirer of the plan 
which had been telegraphed in some de¬ 
tail. Mr. Hoover is a great administra¬ 
tor, and it is to him that the world 
would naturally look for the salvation of 
Russia, for the feeding of the hungrj' on 
a large scale is a work in which he 
has proved his genius. But it is possible 
to have splendid abilities without sound 
ideas. Indeed, the very distance which 
separates the abilities of a Hoover from 
those of the average man tempts him to 
look with some contempt on the rights 
of the average man. And the exceedingly 
illiberal expressions which Mr. Hoover 
has uftered in the past about Russia 
probably bar him from employment in 
a work for which his administrative 
abilities are so well fitted. It appears 
that he is rather turning his attention to 
China, and it is probable that the great 
interests who have found Japanese brains 
too much for them in the Consortium are 
holding Mr. Hoover in -reserve as a 

■ eecond iron in the tire. The manner hi 
which the plan of international control 
was published is suggestive of the ’bal¬ 
lon d'essai, and was probably designed 
for the very purpose of seeing how it 
would be taken in Japan. It has been 
received, as might have been expected, 
with a chorus of disapproval. The fact 
that Japan would, by virtue of pro¬ 
pinquity and other advantages, be the 
chief beneficiary, goes for nothing. More¬ 
over, it gives Japan the opportunity for 
which she has waited, of demonstrating 
to China ihat she is her friend and 

• stands between her and the rapacious 
"Western Powers. It plays into the 
liands of the militarists who have long 
conceived the idea that, if they can 
show China that she has nothing to ex¬ 
pect from the Powers, she will fall into 
the arms of Japan and be thankful for 
such rough kindness and protection as 
she may get. With the history of the 
Nishih.^ra leans so recent, it was im¬ 
possible to direct the Consortium scheme 
into these channels. The insincerity of 
the concern manifested would have been 
too obvious. But the scheme for inter¬ 
national control at once raises an issue 
by strenuous objection to which Japan 
appears in the character of the defender 
of China’s sovereignty against rapacious 
Powers. The Kokunun. often the mouth¬ 
piece of the military imperialists, sees 
the issue most clearly. It contrasts the 
delight with which the Chinese hailed 
the Pacific Conference with the feelings 
that they must entertain when they see 
51 used as an occasion for their complete 
control instead of for their liberation. 

It is interesting to observe the shades 
of apprehension exhibited by the different 
journals. The Kok'ioMn, as we have just 
seen, has exhibited that bluff candour 
hy which imperialists in all countries 
show, on occasion, that they are not such 
fools as they look. The Kokumin ac¬ 
knowledged frankly that China had 
reason for delight at the prosnect of 
being saved from .Japan. The Yomiuri. 

a far more liberal paper, chafes -at the 
idea 30 obvious alike in the Pacific Con¬ 
ference and in the China policy. at¬ 
tributed to Mr. Hoover, that Japan is' a 
menace to China. It protests that the 
Japanese people do not understand these 
suspicions. The Yoyrtiuri itself under¬ 
stands them well enough, but, feelin.g 
them to bo a reproach to Japan's liberal¬ 
ism, does not like to discuss them, It 
cannot bring itself to the cynical frank- 
neas of the Kokumin. which regards 
China as being naturally delighted at the 
prospect of being saved from Japan, 
When we come to the CJiufjai Shopj/o. a 
well-known commercial organ of a con¬ 
servative and unimaginative type, we see 
a frank astonishment and indignation 
that Japan should be the object of dislike 
or suspicion. Japan, it says, and perhaps 
really thinks, is always actuated by just 
motives in its dealings with China, and 
offers her guidance and friendship. It 
might seem to anybody who had followed 
the history of Japan and China for the 
past ten years that such a statement 
could not be made with any sincerity, 
but there is no reason to doubt that that 
is how the relationship appears to our 
contemporary. It is always difficult to 
appreciate the fact that an arrangement 
which is to our own advantage should not 
appear equitable to our neighbour, The 
Chugai goes on to say that Japan is quite 
capable of making her own arrangements 
about the opening of China to immigra¬ 
tion. and that America had better think 
about opening California instead of 
China. The touch of irritation here Is 
due to the consciousness that in spite of 
friendship and guidance the Japanese 
attitude towards China is very different 
from what it is towards America. The 
irritation results in an admission that 
China does not get much consideration 
shown to her sovereignty, but the fact is 
rather overlooked that the American pro¬ 
posal is really that Japan shall be al 
lowed to make her own arrangements 
wHh China regarding penetration, but 
that her monopoly in this privilege 
should be bought with an agreement not 
to trouble America similarly. 

The Nichi NWhi, seeking a reasonable 
and practical point of view, sees the 
great advantages that would accrue from 
international control of China, is ton 
liberal lo maintain that Japan should 
try to monopolise these advantages, but 
is not sufficiently apprehensive of Chinese 
feelings to see that the international con¬ 
trol could be anything but a benefit to 
China. It foresees a vague danger of 
“bolshevlsation.” and also suggests that 
there may be a diflBculty in the control 
of any ambitious Power which makes 
China its happy hunting ground. As 
time goes on. the feeling apparently in¬ 
creases that the Pacific Conference is 
“directed against Japan," but there are 
very few Japanese critics who face the 
question squarely whether. If this is 
so, it is not because Japan has treated 
China in an unneighhourly manner. If the 
proposal to make Japan free of China’s 
provinces is an endeavour to placate this 
feeling, it has failed altogether. As we 
have previously pointed out. the most 
consistent feature in Japan’s policy to 
wards China is the establishment of the 
idea that no other Power has a right to 
enter into discussions between Japan 
and China. This is so strong a motive 
that Japan does not want the other 
Powers even to give her Manchuria, es 
pecially if she is to abdicate other clainiB 
in return. The plan marches curiously 
parallel to the Consortium scheme, an-l 
seems designed to make the Consortium 
more potent at the price of a more com¬ 
plete exclusion from its scope of Man 
churla and Mongolia. Perhaps this 
blinded the projectors to the way it 
would react on Japanese thought. The 
negotiations over the Consortium showed 
Japan the strength of her position, and 
whatever other effect the Pacific Con¬ 
ference has, it is hardly likely that it will 

weaken Japan's hold on China. All Ja¬ 
pan’s force will be concentrated against 
any such outcome, w'hile there will he 
no definite impulse towards controlling 
her forward movement. 

RUSSIA’S tragedy. 

t'ICTORY has at last crowned the 
V efforts of Russia’s enemies, and, like 

tile victors in many another struggle,. 
They stand aghast at the results o. their 
handiwork. It is true, they did not 
cause the drought, but they are respon¬ 
sible none the less for the famine, for it 
has been their endeavour for the past 
three years to bring it about. ' Manv of 
the chief military operations have been 
conducted for the express purpose of 
ravaging the most fertile provinces. Mr, 
"WhNSTOX Cin RCiHLi. was so bold as to 
speak in Parliament with approval of 
the German operations which cleared out 
the Ukraine. The expedition^ o’ Dent- 
icin' and Wu.\N{iEi, were for the purpose 
more of destroying the whea'^-lands of 
the south and so starving out the nor¬ 
thern capitals than with a direct m’litarv 
objective in view. The gre'^t triumph of 
Koi.rcH.\K was that lie ravaged the 
granaries of the Eastern Provinces, in 
which good work he was joined by the 
uHvcl expedition on the Caspian Sea. 
Finally, the Poles made their raid, carry¬ 
ing fire and sword more than a hundred 
miles over the Russian border in the 
spring of 1920. and they boasted of the 
cleverness with which they had c?ught 
the Russians defenceless, when the armv 
had been disbanded in order that agi-icul- 
tural labour might be mobilised. Labour 
was called off the fields to repel them 
and. what with destruction and enforced 
neglect, the harvest suffered enormous 
damage. The fertile lands of Siberia 
have been rendered sterile by a policy 
of deliberate depopulation. Starvation 
was the object, and ai^ain and again 
success was prematurely pr^almem 
Special correspondents revelled in lurid 
descriptions of the people of Moscow or 
Petrograd dragging themselves about in 
Ihe last stages of exhaustion; they 
gloated over typhus and other ep’demies. 
A hundred times a starving populace, in 
special dispatches, rose against Lenix 
and Trot.sky and hanged or shot them. 
It was like other propaganda.—exag¬ 
gerated a thousandfold, or merely in¬ 
vented, with the sort of perverted in¬ 
stinct that tells men that if they only 
say a thing often enough it will become 
true, and the more unthinking part of 
Europe, if it did not always rejoice in 
these tales of starvation and horror, at 
least did not condemn the policy which 
produced them. 

Meanwhile the Russian leaders strug¬ 
gled like Titans with their overwhelming 
difficulties. Harvests were destroyed 
thousands of square miles at a time, the 
blockade prevented them from improving 
their communications, nnd the i-aiders 
destroyed all the rails and roll’.ng 
stock of which they could get within 
reach, bift by immense efforts the Com- 
mlssaries distributed necessaries and 
kept the country alive. The peasants, as 
was natural in ignorant and narrow¬ 
minded men. hugged their stores? of corn 
in a manner which they would never 
have been allowed to do under the old 
regime, and the •^hief means used to get 
them to part with the surplus was rea¬ 
son and persuasion. The better mind of 
Pnrone bearan at Inst to resnond to tbe 
dictates of humanitv. r>nd for the nast 
year there has been little active warfare 
against Russia, except in the Far East, 
but statesmen have tried hy everv un-- 
worthy trick possible to prolong the 
blockade and so destroy the country. 
They had told many falsehoods. h'’t 
they were deplorably near the truMx 
when, as a last reason against raising 
ilie blockade, thev said that ther^ were 
really no stores in Russia to nu''chaso 
with Western manufactures. Russia had 
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been overfiowiug with the grain which 
if was impossible to expoit while the 
Turks held the Black Sea entrances, but 
the populace were compelled to use up 
their stores, and each year saw the Peo¬ 
ple’s Commissaries taking a census of 
the foodstuffs and reckoning how they 
could last out till the next harvest as 
well as feed the armies which their 
enemies compelled them to keep in the 
field for their defence. We are enjoying 
irow the ouccess of the Polish invasion 
of 1920. That exploit left Russia with 
just enough food, when it was doled out 
with the strictest economy and used with 
conscientious thrift, to exist till the next 
crops could be picked. There was not 
enough food, apparently, to last till the 
grain harvest was gathered in. but with 
summer vegetables the people could have 
lasted out. The drought, however, de 
stroyed everything, and they could not 
endure long enough to gather their im- 
poverlslied harvest. 

It is difficult even now to tell exacUv 
the magnitude of the disaster. The offi¬ 
cial news agency in the Far East ex¬ 
pressed incredulity at the reports little 
more than a month ago, and. we must 
confess that we shared this incredulity, 
having heard so many tales of the Al¬ 
lies’ success in producing famine, v/hich 
had turned out to be empty boasts. 
There is still a disposition to gloat over 
Russian sufferings and to exaggerate 
them Cor the sake of the relish this 
gives; and the Central Soviet has de¬ 
clared that some of the stories are ex¬ 
aggerated. The story of the mobilisa¬ 
tion of Red troops for the purpose of 
shooting down the starving peasants as 
they cross the border from one govern¬ 
ment to another may safely be reckoned 
among the exaggerations. And so may 
Mr. Li.oyd George's harrowing <Ietails 
about the Russian parents abandoning 
their children to their fate. But the 
tendency to exaggerate is chiefly the 
lingering .lesirc to show how greatly the 
Soviftt Jailed. The tempta¬ 
tion, alas ! is vanishing, for the success 
Of Ihe starvation policy has become only 
too abundant. It was the more decent 
ssnliment of mankind that checked the 
war against Russia—a year too late—hut 
the realisation of victory has proved 
not merely horror at the spectacle of 
human suffering on a gigantic scale, not 
merely pity for the innocent victims of 
man’s inhumanity to man, and a gener¬ 
ous instinct to help to the uttermost. 
The first thought was that now the most 
preposterous liabilities must be ac¬ 
knowledged by a starving people. This 
v'as recognised at once as the victory 
for which Judenitch, Denikin, Wranoel. 
PiLSfDSKV. KoLTcn.xK, Kalmikokf, Se- 
uiE.xobT and the rest of the subsidised 
saviours had fought for apparently In 
vain. However, there was no time to 
sentimentalise over our lack of apprecia 
tinn of those heroes. The great thing 
was that Russian bonds became valuable 
again, for that scound.rel Lenin could 
no longer pretend that he was not liable 
for the debts of the Tsar and Kerensky. 
They hat’ got to be acknowledged or 
there would be no food for Hubsia. So 
the market was once more busy with 
Russian bonds, and a glow of prosperity 
was shed over starving Russia. Such 
are the healing virtues of capitalism 
Imagine that villain Tkot.sky conspiring 
against it • 

Mr. Li.oyd George set the seal on these 
pious reflections by his announcement in 
Parliament, in the course of which he 
dwelt on the necessity of Russia acknow¬ 
ledging former liabilities so that she 
might be freely supplied with require¬ 
ments now by entrepreneurs who would 
>06 free from any anxiety regarding coi’- 
fiscation and repudiation. Such is the 
rousing call with which he summons the 
West to the cause of suffering humanity! 
It must not be forgotten that the suf¬ 
ferers are Communists, and that if they 
had not been Communists they would 
not have been in their present quandary. 
Not that the rain does not fall with all 

its old lack of discrimination upon the; 
just and the unjust, but Britain would 
not have spent £100,000.000 making wai 
against them, besides France and Japan 
spending heaven knows how much. Ai 
times it has seemed to the most open- 
minded that Lenin’s continued denuncia¬ 
tions of the ways of capitalistic Govern¬ 
ments were coloured by a fanaticism that 
approached monomania. But he is 
justified in defeat as he never was In 
success. The value ot Russian bonds has 
gene up iiundieds of million sterling at 
the prospect of Russia’s starving pea¬ 
sants consenting to redeem them, as,the 
price of being fed. By providential d.s- 
pensation the drought spreads far and 
wide beyond the Russian dominions, and 
where there is no drought there are oft- 
times floods. So there is every prospect 
of prices which were declining so dis¬ 
astrously recovering great altitudes again. 
Unlimited concessions may be looked for 
ill Russia and the exploitation of these 
may well r-reate a fresh boom. Perhaps 
it were well not to trj’ and pierce the 
future beyond. It is only the prophets 
of smooth things who are desired by the 
world, and the reaction from a Russian 
boom does not suggest agreeable 
thoughts. 

FILTH ANH FUTILITY. 

Referring to the complaints made 
against the quarantine enforced by the 
Japanese authorities on vessels and pas¬ 
sengers from Shanghai, which the Go¬ 
vernment regards as a place infccced 
with cholera, Mr. Ushio, Chief of the 
Sanitation Bureau in the Home Office, 
has issued the following statement. 

‘According to the reports or tuc 
Shanghai Settlement Administration, 
the cholera cases recorded during the 
first week of the current month at 
Shanghai numbered five^ namely one 
foreigner and four Chinese. Another 
Chinese case was reported during the 
second w’eek of the same month. Fur¬ 
ther fresh cases are reported by later 

, dispatches. In these ' circumstances 
it is natural for the Japanese authori¬ 
ties to regard Sh.mghai as a region 
infected w'th cholera and to exercise 
the necessary quarantine over the ves¬ 
sels. and pasengers from that port.” 

Perhaps it is better to be too prompt 
than to be dilatory in such matters, but, 
as we pointed out the other day, Japan- 
esg^ ships are quite unrestrained in the 
fouling of the harbour, and the methods 
of iiiSpecfon adopted are futile and 
highly objectionable. In connection with 
the horrible custom ot demanding I'rom 
every passenger a sample of his or her 
evacuations in a test-tube, a harbour 

official the other day suggested that 
though what we said about a man with 
cholera bacilli in his bowels being cer 
tain to be violently ill before he could 
perform h)s feat with the test-tube wa- 
Irue in the main, there were “carriers " 
It can only be because of his medical 
fad about carr'ers that these disgusting 
ruiilGg are enforced. Some years ago it 
was discovered that occasional typhoid 
patients continued to manufacture the 
germs after they had recovered from the 
disease, and were, in such sanitary cir¬ 
cumstances as exist in Japan, a danger to 
their neighbours in consequence. It Is 
now assumed that there are carriers of 
all sorts of other diseases too, and a year 
Or two ago there was a great farce enact¬ 
ed by the health officials owing to the 
supposed discovery of cholera bacilli In 
the evacuations of a Japanese passenger 
after he had been allowed to land. The 
telegraphs were set in operafon, and the 
unfortunate man was run to earth some¬ 
where up-country. Every place that he 
had visited in the interim, and the rail¬ 
way carriage that he had travelled in. 

were disinfected, while he was kept unde.* 
observation for some days longer, only »o 
that the microscopists might record their 
complete failure to find a'ny more ot 
their imaginary bacterias. But suppose 
there are carriers: what is to be done 
about them? They are just as likely to 
come from a non-infected port as from 
an infected one, for there is no telling 
how long ago passengers had the 
disease. And after cjnviction are they 
to be kept in perpetual conftnemeni or 
to be deported? If not. what is the use 
of the inspection’' The whole ’uusiness 
is so stupid that i' could only have been 
invented by some degenerate with a mor¬ 
bid passion for the filthy. 

THA CHRJ&TJAN FALF. 

No'r long ago the Federation of Chris¬ 
tian Missions in Japan, in meeting at 
Karuizawa, passed a resolution exclud¬ 
ing the American Unitarian Association 
and the Cnurcii of the Latter-day Saints 
from the annua! year book of Christian 
Missions. The motion was passed in 
rather peculiar circumstances. A mo¬ 
tion was proposed that the question 
should be decided by ballot without pre¬ 
vious discussion, and Ibis motion being 
carried there was no discussion. The 
Rev. Albertus Pieters, in a letter to the 
Japan Advertiser, defends this proce¬ 
dure against Unitarian criticism, which 
has described it as an application of the 
‘•gag.” Mi’. Pieters’ argument is that the 
motion proposing no discussion was 
itself open to discussion and was dis¬ 
cussed, and It was open to anyone to 
move an amendment for the omission 
of the words ’’without discussion." Mr. 
Pieters is evidently not very familiar 
with procedure at public meetings, since 
the Chairman in such circumstances 
would have refused to accept the amend- 
nieut on the ground that it was a direct 
negative, the whole sum and substance 
of the motion being that the question be 
voted on “without discussion." Mr. 
Pieters says that in the course of the 
debate he expressly invited anyone who 
wished the main question discussed to 
offer an amendment, which would sug¬ 
gest that .Vlr Pieters was himself the 
(■hairman. This makes matters rather 
worse, since it was inviting an amend¬ 
ment which was only a direct negative 
and thus did not affect the original mo- 
llon in the minds of the meeting. In 
these circumstances it is to be feared 
‘hat the term “gag motion,” by which 
it has been described, must be accepted 
as correct. The persons who washed to 
shut out the TTnitarians and Mormons 
from the list of Christian missions for 
certain obvious reasons did not want 
any discussion of the matter, and they 
used their majority for the purpose of 
stifling discussion. It was a discreditable 
procedure, and forms a queer comment 
cn the alleged desire throughout the 

world for Christian unity. 
With regard to the genera! question 

whether Unitarians and Mormons can 
be regarded as Christians. Mr. Pieters 
lays down the principle that true Chris¬ 
tians must accept the doctrines of the 
Incarnation, the Atonement and the Re 
surrection of Christ. The discussions in 
the more or less religious conference at • 
Cambridge seem to show that there are 
many ecclesiastics who are by no means 
so certain on these points, and wb 
would also accuse Mr. Pieters, like one 
of the correspondents in the Advertiser, 
of “intolerance and bigotry.” To over- 
(tome such charges the definition of 
“Christian” must be enlarged to coyer 
all those who accept the ethical teaching 
Of Christ, and certainly those who con¬ 
duct missions f(>r the dissemination nt 
that teaching may very properly be con¬ 
sidered as “Christian Missions.” The 
Unitarian Church in America has al¬ 
ways held its place with the other Chrie- 
tlan churches and its adherents certainly 
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show no degeneration as compared witli 
those of other denominations. In the 
same way the Mormons of Utah are 
among some of the most respected peo¬ 
ple in the States, seeking to carry on 
lives according to principles of co¬ 
operation and tolerance which cannot 
be called un-Christlan. Mr. Pieters does 
not seem to see the danger of limiting 
the term Christians to those accepting 
certain doctrines, the danger being 
that it will become recognised that 
as high an ethical standard may be 
found outside his Christian pale as in¬ 
side it, which is. of course, the case, 
though Christians are slow to admit it 
His true policy should he to get into his 
pale as many denominations as he can. 
even at the risk of breaking the fence. 
Such an incident as that at Karuizuwa 
is of value, however, as showing how 
the party spirit is as dominant in religion 
1J.3 in politics. 

TUBERCULOUS SOCIALISTS. 

RUMOURS OF DELIBERATE 

INFECTION. 

The ifoie Skimbun says that an alarm¬ 
ing rumour is circulating among the 
Socialists that the authorities are employ¬ 
ing very underhand devices of causing 
Socialists to become consumptive In im¬ 
prisonment. It Is" stated that Messrs. 
Osugi and Yamakawa, well-known Social¬ 
ists, and other Socialists are known to 
have emerged from imprisonment victims 
of consumption, and this fact is adduced 
by the disseminators of this rumours as 
a. conclusive proof. Fukuda Kyoji, who 
has been serving a sentence of three 
years’ imnilsonment on a charge of 

has just been j-eleased, and it 
is said that these Socialists are curious 
to put their theory to a practical test, 
namely, to ascertain w’hether this person 
has come out consumptive. Mr. Sakai, 
a Wen-lmown soc'alist leader, quotea by 
the Kobe paper, admits that such o 
rumour has been current among the 
Socialists for some time, but he is not 
inclined to give credence to it. He thinks 
that the authorities, although they are 
very hostile to them, are above acting in 
this criminal manner. 

Even if it were not certain that the 
authorities were above such a thing as 
this, it is obvious that there are methods 
of putting people out of the way which 
are easier more expeditious, and more 
certain than the clumsy device suspected 
The real fact of the matter is that the 
prisons are so constructed that tuber¬ 
culosis is very often contracted •by the 
inmates. _ 

KAVAL SECRETS. 

ALLEGED ACQUIREMENT IN 

GERMANY. 

According to a Kokura dispatch to the 
Moinichi, Mr. Makino Ritsu, formerly an 
expert at the Yawata Ironworks, who has 
been in Germany on a tour of inspecting 
industrial conditions in that country, 
purchased secret shipbuilding plans dur¬ 
ing his stay there. He left Port Said on 
the 5th instant and is expected to arrive 
in Kobe at the end of September. The 
message says that Mr. Makino’s first at 
tempt to buy the plans failed, but another 
attempt made by him on receipt or a 
telegram from Mr. Matsukata, the Pre¬ 
sident of the Kawasaki Shipbuilding 
Yard, who was then at New York, urging 
his to get possGS.sion of them at any 
price, proved a success. Mr. Makino re¬ 
cently wote to a friend at Kokura to sa> 
that the acquisition of the shipbuilding 
plans in question is expected to bring 
about a revolutionary change In the. ship 
building circles in Japan. The statement 
does not reflect much credit on Japan if 
it is true. But perhaps it is mere idle 
boasting. 

LOCAL AND GENERAL. 

Mr. Charles Bekchpu W.\bi(KX, the 
newly appointed American Ambassador 
to Tokyo, will leave America on Septem¬ 
ber 1st for his new post. 

Ix the small hours of the 15th instant 
a fire broke out in a factory of - the 
Omori Firm, of Azumadori' 6-chome. 
Kobe, a block covering 45 tsubo being 
demolished. ¥65,000 is estimated as the 
extent of the damage. 

T.I.H. Thb Princes Atsu and Taka¬ 
matsu, the second and third sons of 
their Majesties the Emperor and Empress, 
returned to the capital on the 21st in¬ 
stant from Nikko. where they hud been 
staying for some time. 

Mu. D. .T. Haxscom. the Admiral 
Line's District Agent for Japan, is re¬ 
turning to the head office of that Com¬ 
pany in Shanghai at the end of August. 
Mr. E. F. Townsend, who has been Agent 
for the Admiral Line in Singapore, has 
been transferred to Kobe as Agent. 

We learn from a Peking telegram to 
the Mcimichi that the Chinese Govern-' 
ment addressed a formal reply to the 
American Government through the Ame¬ 
rican Charge d’Aftaires m Peking, on 
the 17th instant, accepting the invita¬ 
tion to the Washington Conference. 

Baron Hayashi. the Japanese Ambas¬ 
sador to Britain, Viscount Ishii, the Am¬ 
bassador to France, and Dr. Adachi, an 
Ambassador, have been formally appoin¬ 
ted Japanese delegates to the second As¬ 
sembly of the League of Nations to be 
held at Geneva from September 15th. 

An Imnerial Edict was issued on the 
ISth instant at 6 p.m. in an extra of the 
Official Gazette, announcing that the son 
of Prince and-Princess Yi, who-has just 
been born, should be accorded the treat¬ 
ment generally extended to members of 
the Imperial Family, and that the use 
of the title bis Imperial Highness be 
granted. 

It is announced that the Petrograd 
Mint will be reopened on September 1st. 
It is expected to make 600,000 coins of 
different denominations daUy. Silver 
roubles and half-roubles will be made of 
pure silver and of the same' value as the 
Tsarist roubles but of diffrent design 
Small coins will be made of alloys. Thus 
the hope of doing without money in a 
Communist State has had to be 
abandoned. 

The Japanese residents of Korea are 
forming a society the object of whicn 
is to rescue the Korean Buddhist priests 
from their life of idleness. Mr. Fielding 
Hall, in the “Soul of a People'.” describes 
it as one of the virtues of the Buddhist 
peoples that they are not always worry¬ 
ing about improving their neighbours' 
conduct like the Christians. But the 
good old days of self-determination seem 

to be passing away. 

As outbreak of fire is reported as tak¬ 
ing place in one of the workshop of the 
Tatsuta Weaving Company in the suburbs 
of Himeji at about 1.30 p.m. on the 14tb 
instant, with the result that the work¬ 
shop covering 42 tsubo, was completely 
demolished before the flames was put out 
by the local private anil military fire 
brigades. The aggregate amount of 
damage is put at ¥11.000. Friction in 
the machines is given for the cause. 

“Temi-le CoiTtT,’'the pretentious house 
created on the Bluff at Yokohama by the 
late Mi*. F. W. Horne, was purchased a 
few months’ ago for ¥220,000 by Mr. 
Asano. President of ’ the Toyo Kisen 
Kaisha. for the reception of passengers 
arriving by the T K.K. boats. This 

scheme has now been abandoned owing to 
the depression in the shipping business, 
and the erection is now to be made into 
an hotel and cafg. “Temple Court” bids 
fair to liecome a white elephant. 

Apcakently through sheer ill-luck there 
has been a series of accidents at or near 
Ogi station on the Hanshin line, the 
latest being last Sunday'morning, when 
the driver of one of two colliding trams 
was ser'ously injured, 'and a number of 
passengers were more or less damaged. 
The accidents have all been due to care¬ 
lessness in one form or aliother, of course, 
but ii is the ill-luck of Ogi to get so 
many of them, and the Japanese papers 
say th£t it has become 'a place of ill omen 
in consequence. 

The British cruiser Ambrose left Kobe 
on Pidday. Members of the crew ex¬ 
pressed the heartiest gratification at the 
welcome they received in Kobe from the 
British coinmunity, especially from those 
who inspired and organised the enter¬ 
tainments furnished, it means a good 
deal to the men to whom all British 
subjects owe such a debt of gratitude, 
when something is done on these visits 
10 provide a little variety and social 
intercourse for their shore leave, and 
It is good to see that Kobe did its duty 
admirably in this respect. 

A pr..\.x is mooted in Seoul to make 
Koshoen. a garden near Chongpa, into a 
park. The golf course of the South 
Manchuria Railway Company, is now in. 
the garden, and it is feared th't clie ex¬ 
ecution of the plan may inconvenience 
golf players undei' present conditions. 
Mr. Ando, Traffic Manager of the Seoul 
Office of the Railway, and the promoters 
of the plan are ex( b nving views on the 
subject, and the Seoul Press understands 
that as the plan stand.s no great amount 
of work w.U'b'e ne-deri on“lhe gai'^fleTn^uT 
roads will have to be cut 10 enable citizens 
and visitors to mo»o'* around it 

CHE.'^TING A SHOPKEEPER. 

THE HUNDRED YEN NOTE 

TRICK. 

Last Wednesday a foreigner bought 
two water-melons at a shop in Kitana- 
gasa-dori, and tendered a hundred yen 
note in payment The shopkeeper hand¬ 
ed him a number of notes as change, 
and was looking for the rest when the 
foreigner said he could not wait and 
v^ould not make the purchase. He ac¬ 
cordingly handed hack the change, took 
his big note, and went. But the shop¬ 
keeper found that the notes returned to 
him were ¥15 short. He accordingly 
gave chase and had the foreigner ar¬ 
rested. As the police suspect that he 
is the same man that cheated a tobaccon¬ 
ist in a somewhat similar way last 
April, they are subjecting him to ex¬ 
amination. His name is said to he 
Serge Petrovich Vishnivivasky. and his 
nationality Persian-s-which sounds an 
improbable combination but is, of 
course, possible. 

iVIILBT^RY CELEBRAT50N IN 
OSAKA. 

All streets of Osaka were beflagged on 
Monday in honour of the official celebra¬ 
tion of the fiftieth anniversary of the 
establishment of the Osaka Division (for¬ 
merly called Chindai). A feature of the 
day was the march-past which was car- 
iled out in the presence of Lieut.-General 
Suzuki, the Commander. A dinner was 
also given at the headquarters of the 
Divis'on at which were present, all the 
distinguished persons of the city, includ¬ 
ing the Governor and the Mayor 
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HOOVERISING CHINA. 

RESENTMENT AT AMERIOAN 

REPUDATION. 

ALL THE BLAME ON JAPAN. 

The Slainichi says.that the publication 
by Mr. Hoover, the American Secretary 
of Commerce, in the Public Ledger or 
his view in favour of the international 
control of China has produced a pro¬ 
found impression in many quarters. The 
attention of the Japanese Government 
was. for instance, so greatly aroused by 
it that Count Uchida, the Foreign Mini¬ 
ster, referred to it at a Cabinet Council 
on the 12th instant. The Foreign Mini¬ 
ster «Baid that with America the idea of 
placing China under international con¬ 
trol was by no means a new one. In 
fact, this idea prompted that country to 
join the new Consortium for China. In¬ 
asmuch as it was to be regarded rather 
a.s a traditional policy with the American 
Government there was reason to expect 
such a proposal to be put forward' by 
that Government at the forthcoming Con¬ 
ference at Washington. ’Seeing that 
China is the country directly concerned, 
comments the the echo Mr. 
Hoover’s proposal has produced in that 
country must have been great, particul¬ 
arly when it is remembered that the 
Chinese Government and people have 
been looking forward to the Washington 
Conference with an expectation that it 
may afford China an excellent opportun¬ 
ity to recover, with the assistance of the 
American Government, some of her so¬ 
vereignty which is placed in shackles 
by Japan, England and France. Even 
though it may not represent any definite 
line of policy on the part of the Ameri¬ 
can Government, the very fact that such 
an idea has been openly advocated by 
one of the members of that Government 
must Gave giverT a 'rude shock to the 
Chinese, who have been expecting some¬ 
thing very different. 

AVhether the Washington Government 
will adhere to this idea favouring in¬ 
ternational control in China in the face 
of the strong opposition which it has 
provoked in China and Japan was a 
matter which was attracting consider¬ 
able interest and attention. The course 
of events showed that the American Gov¬ 
ernment thought fit to deny the report, 
at the expense of Japan. The American 
State Department formally denied all in¬ 
tention on the part of the American Gov¬ 
ernment to place China under an interna¬ 
tional control. It even denied that any 
n.ember of that Governmet had ever ex¬ 
pressed such a opinion. Not content 
with this, the State Department went 
so far as to surmise that it represented 
a baUon d'essai sent out by the Japanese 
Government, which presumably hud some 
such proposal to make at the Washington 
Conference. Whatever statement may he 
issued by the Washington Government 
in this connection, says the Mainichi. 
the fact cannot be impugned that the 
Public hedger of th'' pub¬ 
lished a signed article by Mr. Hoover, 
advocating this very dea. The reason 
why the American Government took 
steps officially to deny the report, in spite 
of this glaring fact, is in the Osaka 
journars opinion, probably because of 
its fear that the opposition the scheme 
has excited among the Chinese and Japan¬ 
ese might result in accelerating co-opera 
tion between these two countries to the 
detriment of American interests. Grant¬ 
ing that Che American Government is 
at liberty to deny the report, it certainly 
reflects discredit on the good -name of a 
Government, which has always been pro¬ 
fessing that it stands on justice and 
equity, to attempt to shift responsihity 
on to the shoulders of he Japanese Gov¬ 
ernment and make such an insinuation 
as to cause an estrangement of feeling 
between Japan and China. 

CHINESE COMMENT ON SCHEME. 

According to a Shanghai dispatch to the 
Asalii, the Chinese papers published m 
that port observe curious reticence re¬ 
garding Mr. Hoover’s advocacy of the in¬ 
ternational control of China v which has 
been wired fi'om Japan. It seems that 
they are rather Inclined to pass by this 
disagreeable piece of news in silence. 

The Changgao. an " anti-Japanese’* 
journal, however, briefly referred to it In 
the course of its editorial on the 14th 
instant on the population question in 
Japan. The Chinese paper says that thi» is 
exactly what Japan has in mind, and 
surmises that this represents a skilful 
manoeuvring on Japan’s part to injure 
the relations between America and China. 

The Minkuojihgao, in reproducing Ja¬ 
panese Press comments on the interna^ 
tional control proposal, adds that tele¬ 
graphic reports available are too scanty 
for it to grasp the real meaning of the 
scheme. The journal rather incline! to 
the view that it simply represents the 
view of an American journal which was 
wired to Japan by a Japanese correspon¬ 
dent, for it is not likely that the Ameri¬ 
can Government will advocate any such 
reckless idea. 

The Shenpao, which was the only pa¬ 
per which commented upon the subject 
at any length, says that Mr. Hoover’s 
theory runs counter to the policy hitherto 
pursued by America towards China. It 
is not yet clearly known whether such a 
theory * was actually advocated by Mr. 
Hoover or whether it is a pure fabrica¬ 
tion disseminated by a party who has 
some ulterior object in view. Nor Is 
there any great necessity for earnest In¬ 
quiries as to whether such an idea will 
meet with the support of American pub¬ 
lic opinion. Even though interference 
with Chinese domestic administration 
may be urged in some quarters, there is 
no occasion for alarm, as there is no 
means of translating such an idea into 
action. •‘Others may be left to think out 
their own theories; but we can take care 
of ourselves. It. however, things are 
allowed to take their course, it may be 
inevitable that the country’s finances and 
milita.ry administration eventually pass 
under the joint control of the Powers. 
In order to avert this it is imperative 
that the Chinese people should he fully 
awake to their present position, and be 
inspired by great courage to achieve 
their own reform.” 

INDIANS ON AMERICAN SHIP- 

COMPLAINTS AND COUNTER¬ 

CHARGES. 

Trouble is reported on hoar.d the West 
Jena, which entered Kobe harbour on 
the morning of the 13th instant, be¬ 
tween the Captain and three Indians of 
the crew. Two of the three Indians 
visited the Kobe Water Police, where 
they laid complaints against the Captain 
locking one of their fellows in a room 
on board the ship. The local police au¬ 
thorities visited the steamer and found 
the man locked up. Upon the Indian being 
released, investigations were made by 
the local police, when it was ascertained 
that the Captain had locked the man 
up for breaking the American law re¬ 
garding liquor. The Captain furtlier 
stated that the three Indians had been 
intolerably badly behaved, especially in 
port. 

The Indians on their part allege that 
the Captain treated them badly and they 
wished to leave the ship as soon as pos¬ 
sible. They asked the police to set them 
free from the steamer. The police hav¬ 
ing interviewed all concerned. Messrs. 
Striithers & Dixon, the agents, offered 
to repatriate the malcontents. The 
Kobe company notified the American 

Consulate to this effect. The Indians 
desire that the British Consulate should 
be asked to settle the dispute. 

TEMPORA mUTANTDR, 

LATEST CHANGE IN SEMI-OFFICIAL 

JOURNALISM. 

At a general meeting of the Japan 
Times Publishing Company, held on 
August 16th, a contract entered into by 
the President of the Company, Mr. J. 
Russell Kennedy, for the disposal of the 
property, the dissolution and voluntary 
liquidation of the Company was unanl 
mously approved. 

The purchaser of the Japan Times and 
Mail daily and weekly newspapers under 

, the contract approved at this meeting 
Is Dr. B. Hattori. representing a strong 
commercial and financial group, who. it 
is understood, propose to develop the 
property with a view to placing the 
Japan Times and Mail daily and weekly 
among the leading newspapers in the 
English language in the Par East, 
thoroughly representative of this coun¬ 
try. 

It is understood that with the final 
dissolution of the Japan Times Publish¬ 
ing Company, a new company will be an¬ 
nounced, the provisional arrangement 
for the stock subscriptions having been 
made at the time the contract for sale 
was entered into on July 29th last. 

The contract provides for the disposal 
of the goodwill of the newspapers in 
the form of advertising and subscription 
lists together with certain machinery, 
furniture and physical assets of the 

I Japan Mail which were iiurchased by 
the Japan Times Publishing Company 
shortly after the death of its former 
owner. Captain Brinkley. 

The new company leases the machinery 
and floor space now used by the Japan 
Times Publishing Company in the 
Kokusai >3uilding. at 5 Uchisaiwai-cho, 
The building and machinery being the 
property of Kokusai Limited. 

Dr. Hattori, the representative of the 
purchasers of the Japan Times and 
Mail, is at present the General Secretary 
uf the Tokyo Chamber of Commerce and 
holds a chair in Waseda University. 

The above information is supplied by 
the Kokusai Tsushisha. We have al¬ 
ways considered it a highly improper ar¬ 
rangement by which the Kokusai pub¬ 
lished its own news in its own news¬ 
paper, especially as it was able to supply 
It to the pnhlic by this means sooner 
than it supplied it to some of its sub- 
acriberg. We do not consider even the 
revised ai'rangement wholly satisfactory, 
lor the mysterious financial group which 
has acquired the newspaper obviously 
lias relations with the Kokusai finan¬ 
ciers, and its relations as a tenant of 
Kokusai and in the same building re¬ 
main far too close for propriety. Any 
grievance against the Times and Mail, 
however, is considerably modified by 
the fact that by these very arrangements 
It deprives itself of all standing and in¬ 
fluence, and can never hope to enlist 
either capacity or independence In its 
management. * At every change made— 
and they have been kaleidoscopic— 
there has been a flourish of trumpets 
about what it was going to do, and it 
has never done it, hut has barely strug¬ 
gled along, feebly bleating on its way. 
It is rather pathetic to see how Japan¬ 
ese backers cling to the Idea that some¬ 
thing may be made of It and continue 
to throw good money after bad. We 
can only congratulate Mr. J. R. Kennedy 
on succeeding in avoiding further per¬ 
sonal responsibility for it. The Japan¬ 
ese perodicals in English and near- 
Bnglish are a pitiful crowd, but the in¬ 
fatuation continues and they go on their 
way and even multiply. Unhappily they 
bring Japan into discredit and cause 
readers to think that there is no such 
thing as sincerity in the country. 
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A CRY IN THE NIGHT- 

DEAD MAN ON AKASHI BEACH. 

EXTRAORDINARY STORY. 

.\t about 4 a.m. on Sunday (14th 
instant) a man was heard crying for 
help in the sea at Akashi beach, and 
some people in the Akashi licensed 
quarter ran out to rescue him. Upon 
approaching the shore the rescuers saw, 
by the light of the moon, one man trying 
tc drown another or strangle him with 
an obi. As soon a,s the rescuers ap- 
pi’oached the strangler relinquished his 
victim and disappeared ipto the dark¬ 
ness. The man was rescued more than 
half dead and immediately taken to the 
local police station, but he died soon 
afterwards. 

The deceased, it appears, had been 
staying at the Kawakami inn. in 
Sakaye-machi. 3-ehome. Kobe, his name 
being Deguchi Asakichi, 27 years old, a 
native of Nagasaki-keii. Investigations 
at the inn showed that another visitor 
who had occupied the next room 
had disappeared, and for various reasons 
the police conclude<l that he was the 
assailant of the dead man. It was as¬ 
certained that the suspected man was 
Yamasalci Yoshiliiko, 19 years old, from 
Keehing, Formosa, who had been very 
intimate with the deceased at the inn 
and had borrowed ¥600 of him. While 
these details were being uneartlied an¬ 
other fact came to knowledge. This is 
that when Yamasaki came to Kobe from 
Keelung be made off with his father’s 
share certificates to the amount of ¥7,000. 
The young man visited the port of 
Moji on his way to Kobe on board 
the O.S.K. Hongkong mai’ii. whence he 
proceeded to Matsuyama, Shikoku, and 
vas on ii spree there for a couple of days, 
attracting the attention of the local 
police. Yamasaki managed to escape 
from niirview,. of the _ Matsnvania 
police ami came to Kobe the other day 
by the O.S.K. Knrenai-inaru. 

One of the crew of the O.S.K. Hong- 
kong-m.u'n had his trunk stolen recently 
and this trunk the Kobe Water police 
discovered among the suspect’s belong¬ 
ings left in his room in the Kobe inn 
when [liey made n search on the 15th 
inst. in connection with the murder, com¬ 
mitted at Akashi. The offender is said 
to have made off witli this trunk when 
he visited the owner, with whom he had 
become acquainted during the voyage. 

It is believed that Yamasaki already 
had his eye on th*e large sum of money 
that the deceased had been carrying 
with him when they met at an inn in 
Matsuyama. The victim had been in 
Tsingtau for some three years, where he 
started a brokerage firm called the 
Kyowa Shokai. but had lately made up 
Ills mind to come to Kobe owing to his 
business at Tsingtau failing. It is said 
that the deceased requested Yamasaki to 
refund the ¥600 he lent him at the Kawa¬ 
kami inn, Kobe, but Yamasaki de 
termined, instead, to kill his creditor 
and get the rest of his money. He stayed 
with him awaiting an opportunity. Ac¬ 
cording to the landlord of the Kobe inn 
Yamasaki tried to murder Deguchi. his 
victim, at Kyoto, whither he enticed him 
on the pretence of having a spree at the 
Gion licensed quarter. 

Having failed to carry out his 
plan in Kyoto lie came back to Kobe 
with his good-natured creditor. It was 
on the night before the tragedy that he 
took hia creditor to an Akashi inn called 
the Awaji-ya, saying that he must meet 
u Chinese near Akashi to get the ¥600 
temporarily accommodated hy him, so 
as to clear accounts. On this pretence 
Yamasaki, it is believed, took his creditor 
out of the Akashi inn and pretended to 
search for the Chinese house till mid¬ 
night. Meanwhile t.he creditor was taken 
ill as they were walking in a lonely 
a/enue leading to the beach. Yamasaki 

thought this Illness a 'good opportunity, 
dragged his victim to the shore, gave him 
poison which he ^pretended was me¬ 
dicine. and then, to make short work of 
him. set about killing him. The post¬ 
mortem examination by the prefectural 
Criminal Investigation Department traced 
a quantity of bichloride of mercury in 
the victim’s stomach. The offender is 
still at large. 

The story sounds rather too detailed to 
be strictly true. 

YURIN GRDEPED TO LE^VE 
MUKDEN. 

EXTRAORDINARY ACTION OF 

GENERAT. CHANG TSO LIN. 

Prom Mukden comes the news that 
Mr. Yurin, the Foreign Minister of the 
Chita Government, who is now staying 
there, is awaiting a reply from the .Ja¬ 
panese Government to his overtures in 
regard to the opening of negotiations 
for the resiiTuptioii of trade relations! be¬ 
tween Japan and Russia. Nothing cle. 
finite 13 known, says the message, as to 
the nimour that he is proceeding to 
Dairen to enter into negotiations with 
the Japanese representatives on this and 
other matters. 

Another telegram from Mukden saj'.s 
that on the 14th instant General Chang 
T.so-lin. the Military Inspector-General 
of the Three' Eastern Provinces, ap¬ 
proached Mr. Yurin with a formal de¬ 
mand that he leave that city. The chief 
object for which the Foreign Minister of 
the Chita Government visited that city, 
it is explained, was to conduct negotia¬ 
tions with General Chang with regard to 
the conclusion of a fresh treaty between 
Russia and Mongolia, but this overture 
was rejected by the Chinese General. 
Even after the defeat of the object of his 
visit, Mr. Yurin has, shown no sign ot 
Tehving ttie'cffy. 'fTir^ h^ created many 
misfund-efTSta/ndings among the Chinese 
and foreign authorities. It seems that 
the demand preferred to him by General 
Chang that he leave the city was for the 
purpose of obviating all such misgivings. 

Considering General Chang’s relations 
with the Japanese, the demand is more 
likely to create misunderstanding than 
is the presence of Mr. Yurin. 

PHOTOGRAPHY IN FORTIFIED 
ZONES- 

PROFESSOR IN TROUBLE. 

The regulations which are in force 
against the photographing strategical 
2ones have involved many innocent for¬ 
eigners in trouble in the past, and the 
Shimonoseki Strait has been productive 
of many such offences. The latest offen¬ 
der Is not a foreigner but a Japanese pro¬ 
fessor at the Tokyo High School. While 
on board the Shiragi-maru, a ferry-boat 
plying between Shimonoseki and Fusan. 
on the morning of the 14th instant he 
was so greatly charmed with the beauti¬ 
ful scenery of Hikoshima at the entrance 
to the Inland Sea that he protographed 
the island. The Shimonoseki Water 
Police were not slow in detecting this 
(apparently the crews of these vessels are 
in the service of the police), and sub¬ 
jected the offender to close examination. 
He was subsequently released with a 
police admonition. This gentleman is 
Mr. Hayanii Ko. a professor at the Tokyo 
High School. 

The whole of this photographing busi¬ 
ness seems to be very childish. We may 
be sure that all potential enemies in¬ 
terested a.lreacly possess much better ‘m 
formation than could be gathered by all 
the snapshotting in the world. If the 
military authorities cannot disguise fheii 
fortifications thev have le.irut nothing 
from the war. 

THE GOLD EMBARGO. 

AN INTERNATIONAL PROBLEM. I 

JAPAN’S DISLIKE TO PARTING 

WITH GOLD. 

The Asahi says that the American De¬ 
partment of Finance is preparing for 
the opening of an International Finan¬ 
ciers’ Coniierence Cor the discussion of 
the stabilising of international exchange, 
at the same time as the Disarmament 
Conference to be convened at Washing¬ 
ton in the forthcoming autumn. The 
vSamc journal quotes a certain high offi¬ 
cial of the Japanese Department of 
Finance as remarking Chat it goes with¬ 
out saying that it is necessary to secure 
and adjust international exchange in 
order to improve international business. 
If the regulation of international ex¬ 
change is mooted by America, all other 
countries will assuredly express them’ 
selves in favour of it. and Japan inttiids, 
of course, to show her approval volun¬ 
tarily. Tlowove-r, as the present in¬ 
stability of international exchange sim¬ 
ply arises from the fact that all coun¬ 
tries have forbidden the exportation of 
gold sinct the European war. and have 
consequeiilly caused feelings of uncer¬ 
tainty in the settlement of accounts, the 
solution of the present problem will be 
found most diffii-u'it. unless that cause 
be eliminated. After the war. America 
withdrew the embargo on goM. while 
Britain. France, Germany, etc. [the 
'‘etc." including Japan] still maintain 
it. Especially are Britain and France 
heavily indebted for loans and embar¬ 
rassed by the necessity for paying in¬ 
terest, and owing, in adilition, to the 
claims of the work of restoring their 
domestic industries, they are in no posi¬ 
tion to permit the export of gold for 
the time being. Such being the state 
of affairs, the settlement of the problem 

Ua.-aiy no 'A^aa;i,ttP.. 

helps the European countries financially 
for the revival of their industries and 
otherwise, and thus tries to restore their 
finance and credit to a normal state. 

W'th regard to the restriction of ex¬ 
ports of gold from Japan, the anonymous 
official quoted states “on authority.” 
that Japan intends to look indifferently 
upon the situation in Britain and other 
countries and wait for the time when 
things recover spontaneously, since Bri¬ 
tain, one of the two greatest markets in. 
the world, does not remove the embargo, 
and especially as. if Japan allows ex¬ 
ports of gold, it will flow out in enormous 
quantities. In case of necessity, how¬ 
ever. she will abolish the present re¬ 
striction. without regard of the ques¬ 
tion whether Britain withdraws the em¬ 
bargo. 

This pronouncement is quite on the 
same lines as others that have preced¬ 
ed, and exhibits the irrational fear of gold 
leaving the country, cn the strength of 
■which Japanese officials imagine that 
somehow the laws which apply to other 
countries do not apply to Japan. The 
only alternative to this supposition thar 
the Japanese financial experts niose the 
fond hope that they can “eat then vake 
and have it,” is that the military party 
is at the bottom of it and is rilling a 
big war chest. 

CHINA’S TREATIES. 

It is reported in a Peking telegram to 
the ASnbi that the negotiations that 
have been going on in Tokyo between 
Mr. Hu. the Chinese Minister to Japan, 
and the Siamese Minister to .Japan for 
the conalusion of a Treaty of Commerce 
between the two countries, have been 
brought to a successful conclus’on, the 
new treaty being signed. A revision of the 
treaty existing between China and Italy, 
for which negotiations have also been in 
progress for some time, is expelled to 
he effected shortly. 
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WISCOUNT KATO'S OPINIONS. 

DUBIOUS OF AMERICA’S SINCERITY 

IN DISARMAMENT. 

Viscount Kato, the President of the 
Kenseikai, who is now staying at his 
Karuizawa villa, is quoted by the Jiji as 
expressing his views on the Washington 
Conference, the rumoured proposal for 
international control in China, the labour 
sUuaUon, the Tokyo Muiiicipal scandal 
and the future of the political situation. 
On the first-mentioned two subjects he Is 
represented as having made the follow¬ 
ing observations:— 

'•When the news of the American pro¬ 
posal for th© convocation of the Washing¬ 
ton Conference was first received In 
Japan, the Government was evidently con¬ 
siderably disconcerted, but it has gra¬ 
dually regained self-possession. This Is 
perhaps because It has come to take an 
ODtimlstic view of the outlook. It Is, or 
course, wrong to reg.trd the American 
proposal in a very serious li^ht and make 
too much fuss about it under the impres¬ 
sion that a national catastrophe Is about 
to befall Japan, but at the same time 
over-optimism is equally unw^arranted. 
There is room for doubt whether Ame¬ 
rica is really sincere and in earnest in 
advocating the limitation of armaments 
It is conceivable that religionists and 
others In America, who have been loud in 
their advocacy of disarmament, moved 
their Government to draft the present 
proposal. 

“Ab regards the proposal for the in¬ 
ternational control of China, which has 
recently been wired from abroad, it does 
not surely represent the opinion of the 
American Government. In spite of all 
the rumours to the contrary, such a pro¬ 
posal will not come up for open debate 
at the forthcom'ng Conference. It is true 

but It is problematical whether the 
<lhinese are gifted with n notion of 
nationality. It seems that th?y ar© Im- 
bueo w'ith an individualism which is 
different from what is held by foreigners. 
Even though such a proposal as is re¬ 
ferred to may actually be considered at 
the Washington Conference, Japan will 
jn all probability oppose it. As for my¬ 
self. I do not like to handle a subject of 
this kind &s a practical question.” 

Vseount Kato has become very diffident 
He handled the Twenty-one Demands as 
a practical question, and had fie been able 
to get them accepted in their complete¬ 
ness. there would have been no question 
of international control, beHuse China 
would have been a vassal State to Japan. 

HEAVY R.AENS IN WESTERN 
KOREA. 

The Heoul Pres.s publishes a dispatch 
which says that, since the beginning of 
this month, heavy rains have been ex¬ 
perienced In the Western provinces, and 
tbe various rivers flowing through the 
region have greatly swollen, doing no 
small damage to property. In Chosan Dis¬ 
trict, Norih Pyongan Province, the River 
Choongman rose by six feet fmd outside 
communications were cut off on the 11th 
inst. The more serious havoc was done 
In the neighbourhood of Heuichon. where 
the roads between Heuichon and Anju 
wer damged in 45 places, besides several 
bridges and telegi’aph poles being either 
washed away or overthrown. The auto¬ 
mobile service there was suspended on 
the 9th ir.st., and 'it is expected that ten 
days will l-e required tor efiecling re¬ 
pairs to the damaged sections. 

In the meantime Seoul is threatened 
with a restricted water supply and 
Chemulpo deprived of water altogether 
through the bursting of the main. 

KAMCHATKA FISHERIES- 

AN ALLEGED OUTRAGE. 

According to an urgent telegram re¬ 
ceived by the Russo-Japanese Pishing 
Company in Tokyo, says a seml-oflicial 
message, th© Vladivostok Government’s 
patrol vessel Magnet fired on the Japan¬ 
ese fishing ground No. 4. at Yalna on the 
western coast of Kamchatka. 

It appears that in the early morning 
of the 7tli instant, the Russian vessel 
suddenly made her appearance at the 
fishing ground and attempted to inspect 
and examine th© ground and the fishing 
appliances. Under various pretexts the 
vessel tried to confiscate the Japanese 
fishing boats, when the latter communi¬ 
cated with the Japanese patrol vessel 
anchored at some distance. The Rus¬ 
sian vessel then opened fire on the fish¬ 
ing ground and withdrew to the north. 

"The Russian vessel in question was 
disarmed some time ago by the Japan¬ 
ese troops, and has no longer any right 
to superintend the above fishing 
grounds,” was th© statement made by 
Mr. Dan}io of the Russo-Japanese Fish 
ing Company. "Perhaps the vessel 
wanted to loot some provisions by in¬ 
timidating the Japanese fishing boats. 
It is strange that she has got any gun 
on board after the recent disarmament.” 

The pishing Company has decided to 
dispatch a special vessel to the scene for 
further investigation into the trouble. 

The story is obviously very incomplete, 
even if it is accurate so far as it goes, 
which is very .doubtful. The manner 
in which the Japanese have taken charge 
■of the Kamchatka fisheries is entirely 
unjustified by the circumstances, 
instead of the Russian au-borities hold¬ 
ing the fisheries auctions the Japanese 
military authorities held tiiem, with the 
natural result. There could have been 
but little criticism if the Japanese 
authorities hud ai-zeii notice that the 

proportion of licences granted to Japan¬ 
ese was not to be smaller than before, 
and they might have sent a naval patrol 
to keep order. Instead of that they 
annex the whole fishing coa.Bt and 
auction the licences themselves, while 
there has been a continual recurrence 
of sinister incidents with explanations 
as unsatisfactory as that detailed above. 

THE HOT WEATHER. 

INCREASE IM DEATHS. 

The spell of hot weather, such as has 
not been experienced in Kobe for the last 
20 years it is said, has greatly increased 
the number of deathp in the ciiy, which 
is now about double the normal. The 
Kobe Municipality registered the follow¬ 
ing deaths on the dates mentioned; — 

August. Deaths. 
14th . . 50 
15th . . 58 
16th . . 69 
i7th . . 66 
18th . . 80 

Two third of the decreased are middle- 
aged persons who died mostly of brain- 
fever or stomach trouble. The present 
death rate is almost equivalent to that 
at the lime when the Spanish influen/a 
was prevalent in Kobe a few years ago. 

The spell of dry weather has caused 
a drought in the rice fields and farms in 
the suburbs of Himeji. Most of. the 
rivers in the locality have ariea up and 
rice fields are bein.g p<')orly irrigated 
fr(fm the scanty ponds near by, but the 
water is insufficient to support them 
longer than a week. The local farmers 
began to pray for rain cn the top of 
Asabu Hill. 

T1‘3 usual village irrigation quarrels 
are expected. 

WHY PUBLIC BUILDINGS ARE 
COSTLY. 

A CASE IN TOTTORl. 

The Mulnii-}n reports activity in 
Tottori-ken in connection with an alleged 
irregularity in the construction work of 
the Tottori Higher Agricultural School. 
Several business men of Kurayoshi were 
examined a few days ago. It is further 
reported that some local contractors 
managed traudulently to obtain ¥60,000 
out of ¥190,000, at which the construction 
of the institution had been estimated. 
The construction should have cost 
¥140,000, and some contractors are said 
to have bribed a local high official at the 
expense of tlfe Government with ¥10,000. 

PROFESSOR’S FAMILY AFFAIRS. 

EB'FECTS OF RISING IN THE WORLD. 

Much criticisnj is now being made of 
Mr. Goto Hisao, an assistant professor at 
the Engineering Department of the 
Tokyo Imperial University, on account 
of his alleged ungrateful attitude to¬ 
wards his benefactress. It seems that 
his school expenses up to his graduation 
from the Tokyo Imperial University a 
few days ago were supplied by Sugiyama 
Tsune, a rich widow, who took pity on 
an able but poor student, as the as¬ 
sistant professor was. For this financial 
help given him Mr. Goto took a daughter 
of his benefactress for his wife. At first 
they were living happily together, two 
children being born to them, but as his 
social position rose he gradually began 
to show coldness towards the old lady 
and her daughter. Recently he al¬ 
together abandoned them, leaving them 
in a state of penury. 

It is expected that a meeting of the 
professors of the University will shortly 
be held lo inquire into the case, in order 
to take such steps as may be neemed 
necessary. Mr. Shibata Rycun at Shiba, 
Tokyo, who has been at great pains to 
bring about an amicable settlement of 
the mattei, takes much offence at the 
heartless attitude of the assistant pro¬ 
fessor, and submitted a written petition 
to Mr. Nakahashi, the Education Mini¬ 
ster, setting forth full particulars of the 
case. 

(We insert this as an example of the 
paragraphs on private affairs that appear 
in Japanese papers, especially about tea¬ 
chers. It is quite possible there is little 
if any foundation fo^ the statements 

made.) _ 

AN IMPOSSIBLE HUSBAND, 

ATTEMPTED MURDER. 

A carpenter named Kido Masanosuke, 
25 years old, son-in-hiw of C. Uyetani, 
of Yamada-mura. Muko-guii, Hyogo-ken, 
was married to the daughter of a man 
living at the village of Hatta in the dis¬ 
trict of Arima last spring. The couple 
did not agree, and shortly after their 
marriage the wife (named Yoshiye, 17 
years oldi, returned to her home. la 
spite of the repeated requests of the 
husband to live with him she refused. 
Enraged at this, the carpenter resolved 
to kill the girl and her family. Late 
on Monday night (15th instant) he stole 
into his v/ife’s father’s garden and set 
a barn on fire The intruder uext broke 
into the room where his wife w'as sleep¬ 
ing with lier mother. He kicked Yoshiye 
to awaken her and slashed at her with 
a.dagger. A desperate struggle ensued 
between the enraged man and the in¬ 
mates of the house, while the flames 
was burning the bam. The assailant 
at last threw himself into the fire and 
Was burnt to death. The injured people 
were duly treated by a neighbouring 
doctor. The father of the family was 
seriously injured. 
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REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1920-21 

The College completed the third year of its history iit 

March, having had an enrolment during the year of 189 stu- 

dents Of this number, however, thirty seven had to give up 

their connection with the institution for various reasons; eight 

entering matrimony, two going abroad and the remainder 

dropping out on account of illness or financial reasons. There 

were also twelve girls who finished the special Short course 

that had been temporarily organized for students not qualified 
to take the regular courses. One of these twelve has now be. 

come a regular student in the English course, six are continuing 

to attend a few lectures a week, three were married, one is 

teaching in the High School in Kanazawa from which she came 

and one is working on the editorial staff of a woman's magazine - 
It is to be regretted that early mariiage is still one of the 

chief hindrances to a higher education, though an increasing 

number are finding it possible to go on with their College edu¬ 

cation even after they are married. At present eight married 

women are enrolled as regular students and four are attending 

a number of lectures. 

Another difficult problem which the College faces is the 

matter of building up a strong teaching staff which is fully 

identified with the work and ideals of the institution. There 

are now forty three names on the faculty, but the larger per 

cent of these are giving only two to six hours per week. This 

condition however will improve as time goes on and the mag¬ 

nitude of the work absorbs more and more the full time of 

specialists. 

The three years work of the College that have now been 

finished have been in one sense of the nature of pioneer work 

and some things have been learned which have led us to 

reorganize the curriculum somewhat. Some changes in the 
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Government system have also made this change desirable. 

Under the new system which is now in operation the work of 

the Institution is divided into Junior and Senior Colleges, 

the courses in the Junior College extending over a period 

of three years and the courses in the Senior College requiring 

eighteen units of study (one unit being the equivalent of two 

hours work per week for one year.) This makes the courses 

in the Senior College at least two years, and one course, namely, 

the Social Service course, requiring three years. There is 

also, as under the old system, a Special Course in English four 

years in length. The standard of admission to the Junior 

College and the Special English Course is the completing a 

6ve years Girls High School course and passing the entrance 

examinations. Exceptional giris coming srom a four years 

High School are allowed to try for admission through the 

entrance examinations. The following diagram illustrates tne 

new system : 

Wofnan^s Christian College 

Junior College Senior College 

Girls High Schools 

lyf I 13y^ I 4yr i syr^ 

Year of Education 

>^th , 8th I gih ] lOth , nth ; izih , i^th , z^i'i , i i ^7^^- 

The curriculum in the Junior College, Section A, leading 
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to the Literary and Social Sciences courses of the Senior 

College is as follows: 

Siibjecls 

Applied Ethics ... , 

Bible Study ... ... . 

Japanese. 

English. 

History .. 

Geography . 

Philosophy . 

Psychology, Logic 

Law, Political Economy 

Mathematics. 

Science .. 

Gymnastics. 

Music (elective) 

\ year 2 year ^year 

I hr E I 

1 I I 

5 S 5 

9 7 8 
223 

2 — — 

'— — 2 

—-■23 

-—23 

3 2 — 

2 2 — 

222 

26 26 26 

The following are the subjects of study in the Literary 

Department of the Senior College. The figures reps’esent units 

of study, each unit being the equivalent of two hours per week 

for one year. 

Subjects 

Japanese Literature .. 

English Language and Literature .. 

Philosophy ..7. . 

Psychology . 

Ethics 

Theology ... . 

Science and History of Religion 

Aesthetics and History of Fine Arts 

Science of Language. 

Principles of Literary Criticism 

Main Currents of Modern Literature. 

Units in I year 

4 
8 

6 

2 

1 

4 

2 

2 

I 

1 

2 

Explanatory Notes. Bible Study is a part of the regular 

curriculum In all courses; Music Is optional. 
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Required subjects for students majoring e.g. in Philosophy 

are: 
Philosophy 4 units, Theology 2, Psychology i, Ethics i, 

Scienee of Religion 2, Aesthetics and History of Fine Arts 2. 

Total 12 units. Majoring in English: English Literature 8 

units. Principles of Literary Criticism I, Main Currents of 

Modern Literature 2. Science of Language I, Aesthetics I. 

Ethics I. Total 14 units. Etc. 

The He-W School Year. The number of applicants for 

information regarding the College was above three hundred. 

As it was known that only about sixty could be admitted and 

this through competitive examinations a number lost courage. 

There were, however, 175 girls who presented themselves for 

the entrance examinations, some of them coming hundreds of 

miles. Of this number 52 tried for the Special English course 

and 123 for the Junior College, Section A. Nineteen were 

admitted to the Special English course and 40 to the Junior 

College course. 

Of the 52 applying for the Special English course, 20 came 

from Government schools, 12 from Private schools and 20 

from Mission schools. The successful candidates were 4 from 

Government schools, 4 from Prsvate schools and s I from Mis- 

sion schools. Of the 123 applying for the Junior College 

course, 63 came from Government schools with 21 passing, 

33 from Private schools with 6 passing, and 27 from Mission 

schools with 13 passing. 

.About one half of the new students are Christians and 

about one fifth of the remainder are virtually Christians though 

they have not been baptized. Practically every one of these 

new students has a very definite purpose in chosing our College. 

They mean to pref^re themselves very definitely for a useful life. 

The total enrolment is now 203, four of these being cla.S" 

sified as Listeners and the remainder as regular students. 

Yassar College. One of the most encouraging things of 
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the past year was the news that Vassar College has adopted 

oiir College as a Sister Institution. And that this means more 

than mere good wiU is evidenced by the fact that the students 

of Vassar this past year contributed something over ^2000 

to the work of the College. This money will be used for 

permanent equipment from year to year and so the gifts will 

be a perpetual reminder to the girls of Japan that the College 

girls of America believe in them and seek to help them achieve 

the best in Life. 

Fermanent Plant. Real progress has been made during 

the year toward securing a permanent plant for the College. 

The new campus consisting of about 24 acres and costing 

approximately ^300,000 is now clear of debt. The Exec. 

Sec’y, Dr, Reischauer, spent a few months in America to lay 

the further needs of the Institution before the Cooperating 

Committee. This committee is making strenous efforts in con¬ 

junction with similar committees representing other union 

colleges for v/omen in Asia, They have set as their goal to be 

reached by January 1923, the sum of ,^2,840,000, this sum 

including what has already been spent on permanent plants. 

Of this amount the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial 

Fund has o^ered to give one-third provided the other two-thirds 

is raised elsewhere. The offer holds good for any portion of 

the total that may be raised. What portion of this large sum 

is to be given to the Woman*s Christian College of Japan is not 

yet fixed. 

The entire cost of the new planb including the cost of the 

land, is now estimated to be approximately ^2,000,000. The 

first set of buildings consisting of dormitories for 200 students, 

Junior College Hall, Athletic-Social Building, three residences, 

and a heating plant will cost approximately ¥530,000. To¬ 

wards this cost the Cooperating Committee in America had in 

hands on June 1st something over 

The campaign for raising funds in Japan has been delayed 

by the continued absence of Mr, Nagao in Siberia, It is. 
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however, expected that the cost of the dormitories and part of 

the cost ior residences will be met by contributions from 

Japanese friends and that before the end of this year a sub¬ 

stantial sum will be in sight. 

COLLEGE NOTES. 

Perhaps there is nothing in the students’ experience of life 

in the College which gives thenn greater satisfaction and hap¬ 

piness than the consideration which Is shown for each girl’s 

personality and the individuality of her interests. Before the 

College was formed, each mission school could offer in its 

higher department only a limited range of subjects ; each gave 

a specialized course in Pinglish and bat little else. If a girl 

wished to continune studying under Christian auspices after 

she finished high school she had no alternative but an English 

Course. Naturally, too, the high schools had difficulty in 

finding Christian teachers for any subject but English. These 

were some of the chief reasons for founding the College.' It is 

with deepest appreciation of their new privileges that the girls 

choose their courses and when our first class graduates from 

the full four year Course next April we know our schools will 

be happy to receive from our nuniber teachers of all kinds of 

subjects. 

Tile spirit of the pioneer is ours! Sometimes the girls 

seem too sober, too unresponsive to suggestions for extra- 

classroom wholesome college activities; too lacking In the 

spirit of play. But as pioneers in a new undeveloped country 

set their faces sternly to their tasks—so these students have set 

theirs to know the fields of knowledge and the right purposes 

and aims for Japanese women. The more playful side of life 

will seem more worthy when the conquest and possession of 

other rightful fields are more secure. But we are improving. 
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During the past year we have learned much concerning the 

value of play. The spirit of good sport pervades our splendid 

work in athletics, while our one tennis court is almost con¬ 

stantly in use, with many would-be players waiting on the side 

lines. 

The spirit of fun-making shov/s itself, too, in the jokes and 

jests which combine with the more solid material to make up 

‘^The Tattler,” a little bi-monthly publication of the Queen*s 

Gardens’ Society. This society has had a very prosperous 

year and is a great factor In popularizing English conversation. 

The first public program of the society, given in March, had 

as its chief feature the presentation of Stephen Phillip’s- 

** Ulysses.” 

That we are wide awake to present day problems and 

activities may be illustrated by a brief glance at the subjects 

of themes upon v/hich girls in different courses are working 

just now: A Survey of my Sunday School,” ” History of 

the Woman Movement in England,” “Tolstoy, His Times and 

Ideals,” “A brief History of the Influence of Christianity on 

Education.” One girl, ambitions that the Japanese public 

should know more widely the good results of missionary work 

in the world, is preparing a paper on the subject, “ A Summary 

of the Work of Christian Mission Schools in the World to-day 

and its Contribution to Progress.” Another student, working 

on the problem of monotony and fatigue, spent all of her last 

summer vacation in visiting factories and v/orking as an em* 

ploye. 

The World’s Sunday School Convention held in I'okyo- 

last October meant much to us. Seventy five students of the 

College were members of the Convention Chorus and nearly a 

hundred took part in the various pageants. Many of the girls- 

also acted as interpreters and guides during the Convention. 

We felt the greatness and possibilities of the Sunday School 

movement as never before, and are trying bard in the many 

Sunday Schools with which we are connected to make them, 

more ideal. , 
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The Y, W. C. A. has had a successful year. During the 

■spring term its membership has grown to ninety, with an 

-average attendance of fifty at the weekly meetings. The Exe¬ 

cutive Committee has decided to use College talent—students 

and teachers—as leaders during the year instead of trying to 

arouse interest by having outside speakers. Already good 

results are seen in an added feeling of responsibility and wil¬ 

lingness among the members to express themselves in the 

-meeting. The girls find helpful fellowship in group prayer 

meetings and in a Sunday evening Bible Class which is studying 

Dr. Fosdick’s “The Meaning of Faith.*' At their Christmas 

•program the girls gave the play “Eager Heart ” sent by Dr. ^ 

Nitobe from London. 

We are eagerly looking forward to new buildings and 

•especially to new dormitories. When girls are small and have 

little private studying to do, crowdiog is not impossible. But 

to try to do college-grade work with from three to eight girls 

-crov/ded into each room Is a Herculean task which has -told 

-upon the health of many students. No sick-rooms can be 

-provided, and sick girls have to be cared for in these crowded 

■rooms by their roommates. The small garret of the main 

building is used partly as dormitory and partly to house three 

■foreign teachers who also dream of a real hearth and home. 

That the College is not an armless Venus of Milos but 

that she reaches out her arms to others is illustrated by the 

Daily Vacation Bible School held for" four weeks last summer 

in the College buildings. Seventeen students gave their services 

-as teachers, two hundred fourteen children v/ere enrolled, and 

our daily attendance was one hundred sixty, Bible Stones and 

-drama, occupation v/ork, supervised play, health talks, music - 

etc. irade the morning so good for teachers and children that 

we forgot the heat of Tokyo. A pr-ogram was given at the 

close which nity parents attended. Thm summer school 

furnished a good laboratory lor the girls iti Religious Educa- 

iion and Social Courses. 
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WHAT THE STUDENTS SAY 

(In their own English) 

** When we see how the nation wishes and waits for wise 

and thoughtful persons for its development, especially for wise 

women and kind strong-charactered mothers, v/e girls must 

consider well what Is our mission in our country. We wish 

we might share our opportunities more widely. We think of 

the thousands and thousands of girls who have no opportunity 

to study more and who have to work hard struggling with 

various temptations ; we feel we must do something for them. 

We may if we try, I am glad that we not only study every¬ 

thing and think everything for ourselves but for others, too. 

This is taught in the College and I have great thanks for it.” 

** In general, students take an objective view of their 

school, and criticize it in various ways. But I think that my 

College is my own school, and the reputation of the school 

is mine, too. For we have helped to make the school. So I 

do not like to hear any ill report of the College any more than 

any ill report of myself. Of the many schools I have attended 

since I entered school as a child, this is the only one which I 

feel is my own school,” “ In College I have been led to know 

that our spiritual life is respectable and valuable. There is 

something in the College v/hich I cannot explain. But every¬ 

body who has once been a student in the College understands 

what that Something is. It is the most important and deepest 

duty of us students to keep that Something in the highest and 

best condition. I am not anxious about the small buildings 

nor the narrow playground, nor many inconveniences. As 

long as that Something keeps in good condition in the College 

I shall be proud that the Woman's Christian College is my 

own school, wherever I may live.” 

Though we have a dormitory matron, we do almost all 

things by ourselves. A Committee is elected which occupies 

the central power in the house, and manages rules, food, and 
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other things concerning the dormitory. So we can't break the 

rules we make ourseives. This is a very happy condition for 

us, and it makes the atmosphere warm and our minds trustful.” 

“ In this College we students have received the important 

key by which we can open every heavy door of various hard 

movements or questions in our country. It is the true Christian 

spirit“-our greatest gift. We received it without paying, and 

are taught how to use it in society, V/hen I think of this, 

tears come of themselves, and I resolve to stand firm for it in 

society,” 

The atmosphere of the College is happy-go-lucky ; we 

sometimes feel that we are studying just while flying over a 

large held, and forgetting our little buildings we live in this 

atmosphere. We young women, awakening in many ways, 

feel various gaps in our inner lives and somehow cannot quite 

satisfy ourselves. Our College does hot press any faith upon 

us, but it is real that there are always soundless voices calling 

to our hearts, desiring us to come back to Jesus, When the 

morning service is held every day the teachers pray for the 

girls who have the heretical mind with great love and affection, 

but they do not preach to us. How humble it makes us in 

this short hour.” 

How happy I felt when I came to the College for the 

first time ; all of us met each other with naked hearts ; no one 

dares to hide any misunderstandings with another, but must 

communicate most sincerely. In the College we are given 

much chance to meet foreigners and to know each other and 

help each other. Thus, though we are only women, we can 

do much nsore than thousands of cold and reasonable institu¬ 

tions which are made by man for intimacy between countries,” 





Cash reoelyad, 
aesignctad and 
dlstrltTitad March 
29th * May 9th. 1921 

Tokyo 2,288,50 

Sinling 8,693.00 

Yenchlng 763.00 

Mairas 267.00 

Isabella 
Thobum 1,291.60 

Vellore 33.620.00 

Total.. $46,823.00 

Quota of 
$106,160.67 
undesignated 
k distributed 

60!;^ of amounts 
designated in 
$600,000.00 

March 29th. 1921 

22,689.24 69,394.26 

29,264.91 49,711.43 

31,106,49 17,881.60 

7,406.31 133.60 

7,406.31 18,146.76 

7.406.31 41.810.00 

$106,169.57 $197,076.43 

Oolnmne 6 and 6 should total #760,000.00. 
It lacks #16,677.66 of which #16,000 represents 
the gift of the Baptist Board for Glnling which, 
by mistake, was Included In both Oertlfioatlons, 
and $677.66 tmdesignated monies not yet distributed. 

Quota of the 
60% of the 
$106,847.13 
unfleslgar ted 
In $600,000 
Certifieptinn 
& distributed 
May 9th. 1921 

Total for 
College thru 
Intemetl onel 
Christmas Gift 

Amounts 
certified 
to as already 
put into 
property plus 
recent gifts 
of Co-operating 
Boards. 

^ledges 
out- 
standiiut 

11,367.38 106,639.37 136,600 2,000. 

14,721.69 102,281.03 76,829.87 16,898.78 

16,663.44 65,404.43 36,000.00 600. 

3,727.02 11,633.83 6,000. 

3,727.0£; 30,670.50 35,000.00 

3.727.02 86.663.53 60.000.00 28.126. 

$88,923.67 $401,992.57 $332,329.87 $61,623.78 

2,387.00 On- 
des 

_pledges 
$63,910.78 



Boamds! Statement Apnl S, 1920—March 31. 1921. 

CAPITAL FUND 

April I 

Receipts 

To Balance ... ... ... . 

Yen Yen 

2,732.87 

Co-operating Committee: 

$go,ooo @ 4*1 ... .. , 163,682.86 

Ian. 28 6,000 „ 4*1 .. .. i2>339-33 176,022.19 

May 3 

To Loans; 

Okura & Co.. .. 

W.F.M.S. M.E. Mission . 

. 118,151.68 

. 25,000.00 

Oct. I Y.M. C. A. ... .. ... .. , ly,500.00 

178,746.68 March 26 Presbyterian Mission . . 18,095.00 

To Gifts .. . 120.00 

357,621.74 

Disbursements 

By Loans 

April 16 Okura & Co... .. ... ... 118,151.68 „ 30 Canadian Meth. Mission . 13,000.00 „ 30 Presbyterian „ . 4,c 00.00 

May 3 Baptist Mission 30,000.00 

March 3“ W.F.M.S. M.E. Mission . 15,000.00 

3s Y, M. C. A. .. ... 17,500.00 

By Interest on Loans. 2,650.84 200,302.52 

„ Land including Transfer, Registry, etc. i3S>23i-99 

„ Removal and erection Building and 

Corridor 21,351.7s 

Less Sale of Timbers.... 800.00 20,551.78 

By Balance. LS35‘4S 

357,621.74 

FlosECial Sfatemeiit April I, 1921—June IS, 1921 

CAPITAL FUND 

April I To Balance ... 

„ Interest ... 

Vefi Yen 

LS3S-45 
18.91 

Receipts 



Co-operating Committee yen ^ 

^25,000 @ 48^.. ••• 5 ^>54^*39 

53-^00-75 

Disbursements 

By liOans 

May 30 Okura & Co.. ... 20,000.00 

W.F.M.S. M. E. Mission . 28,000.00 

„ „ „ j, Int. 3,048.11 51,048.11 

By Balance. .. 2;o52.64 

53.^oo-7S 

CURRENT EXPENSE FUND 

Receipts 

April I To Balance. US33-S7 

„ Co operating Committee 

1 ®3,ooo @ 48}.. .. 6,185.56 

Jnly 27 3,coo „ 51 j... 5,839.41 

Sept. 16 3,cxx) „ 51J. ■... .. 5,811.13 

Oct. 12 3,000 „ 5i|. .. 5,811.13 

Dec. 20 5,644.85 „ 48f. 11,549.56 

March 5,640 „ 48^.. . 11,628.87 

500 „ 50 Pd. U.S..., ... ... 1,000.00 47,825.66 

„ Gifford-Lewis Memorial Fund 

April I $ 57. @ 48^... .. ... 117.52 

„ Loan W.F.M.S. M. E. Mission 

July 9 $4.5°o @ 5'4.. . 
8,737.86 

Dec. K 
4,000.00 12,737.86 

„ Land Rent ... ... ... ••• 572-50 

„ Interest ... .. 261.83 

„ Gifts .. .. 300.00 

j, Fees: 

Entrance Examination... .. 350- 

Matriculation.. .. ... 126. 

Tuition ... .. 8,052.50 

Dormitory Room ... .. 1,017. 9>545*5® 

„ Miscellaneous.. ... .. 73*42 

72,567.86 

DiSBUS.SSMEN'rS 

By Rent: 

Presbyterian Mission 



Dormitories 2,667.50.., ... ... Yin Yen 

Less Refund 2J0. 2«457-S0 4.457-50 

„ Land Tax .. ... 964.92 

„ Insurance . .. 457-50 
,, Salaries and Honoraria . 29,027.60 

„ Wages ... .. 1,204.59 

j, Equipment 

Furniture . ... 4,647.60 

Books and Magazines ... ... 3.*89-97 

Apparatus & Specimens . 238.48 8,076.05 

f, General Running Expense. 3,760.03 

,5 Printing Annual Report ... ... 121.70 

5, Incidentals for Exec. & Rec. Secs. 115.66 

„ Dr. Reischauer’s Travel to U.S.A. 899.34 

,, X/Dans W.F.M.S. M. E. Mission... 12,737-86 

Interest & Exchange... ... ... ... 156.91 12,894.77 

By Balance.. . ... 50,588.20 

72,567.86 

SUSTENTATION FUND 

Receipts 

April I To Balance ... ... ... ... ... ... 53-.4 

Co-operating Committee . 

y I „ $ 500 @ 48J .. . £,030.93 

J“'y 27 3°° .. s«l - - - - 583-94 

Sept. 16 400 „ 5if . ... 774-82 

Oct. 12 400 „ 5if . 774.82 

Dec. 20 5>505 „ 48|- .. ... ... 2,260.87 

1921, Mar. 31 1,105 „ 48J .. 2,278.34 7.703-72 

7,756.86 

DISBURSEMENT'S 

By Miss Campbell Salary . 2,150. 

Passage Security . 150. 

„ Miss Pidsr-Selary.. ... 2,150.00 

j, Miss Alexander Salary... .. 2,100.00 

„ Stoves ... ... 58.40 

By Balance.. . 1,148.46 

7,756.86 

Liabilities 

Loans Payable 18,095.00 
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Summary 

Balmce Capital Fund. 

„ Sustentation Fund. 

j, Current Expense Fund. 

Ym 

hSSS^S 
1,148.46 

10,588.20 

Bank Credits and Cash 13,272.11 

N. M. Daniel, Treasurer, 

Gideon F. Draper, Auditor. 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

A. B. F. M. S. 

C. C. 

M. C. C. 

M. E. C. 

P. C. U. S. A, 

K. C, A. 

Co-opted 

Members: 

Dr. H. B. Benninghoff 

Miss Clara Converse 

Miss Bertha Clawson 

Miss I. S. Blackmore (Chairman) 

Miss M. Craig 

Miss N. M. Daniel (Treasurer) 

Miss Alberta Sprowles 

Mss M. H. London 

Dr. A. K. Reischauer (Executive Secretary) 

Dr. H. V. S. Peeke 

Mrs. K. Ibuka 

Miss M. Kawai 

Mr. Hampel Nagao 

Dr. S. Sato 

Mrs. H. Tsukamoto 

STANDING COMMITTEES 

Finance : Miss Blackmore, Miss Daniel, Mr. Nagao, Dr. Reischauer. 

Education; Miss T. Yasul, Miss Z. Fider, Miss C, Converse, Mr. M. 

Dos, Dr. Yazu, Dr. Reischauer (ex officio;. 

Permanent Property : Dr. Reischauer, Mr. Nagao, Miss Sprowles, 

Miss E. Parker. 

Present Quarters s Miss Yasui, Dr. Reischauer. 

Publicity and Annual Report s Miss Pider, Miss Yasui, Dr. Reischauer 

(ex officio.) 
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OFFICERS AND FACULTY 

Dr^ Inazo Nitobe, President 

Mr. Hampei Nagao, Vice President 

Miss Tetsu Yasui, Dean 

Mrs. Nishijima, Registrar 

Miss Mary Alexander, English Literature and Composition 

Miss C. Chapell, „ »» t* 

Mr. M. Doi, English Literature and Translation 

Mr. A. Goto, Philology 

Miss Y. Hikaru, Mathematics 

Mto a. Hayami, Logic 

Miss C. Kanazawa, Gym astics 

Mr. T. Hoshino, Commerce and Bookkeeping. 

Mr. Y, Koniden, Political Economy 

Mr. G. Ishikata, English Translation 

Mr. T. Itnai, Occidental History 

Mr. T. Ide, Philosophy 

Mr. K. Imazono, Japanese Literature 

Mr. T. Tshimura, „ „ 

Mr. E. Kawai, Political Economy 

Miss N. Kawasaki, Japanese Composition 

Mr. T. Katayama, Law 

Mr. T. Klmura, PTatural Science 

Mr. A. Kobayashi, Philology 

Mr. IC, Kobayashi, Japanese Literature 

Mr. K. Kojima, History of Fine Arts 

Mr. H. Matsui, Oriental History 

Mr. Y. Matsumura, Commerce and Bookkeeping 

Mr.T. Matsumoto, Bible 

Mr. K. Nakamura, Japanese History 

Miss T, Nikaido, Gymnastics 

Mr. T. Nunami, Japanese Literature 

Mr. M. Odauchi, Commercial Geography 

Mr. T. Ouchi, Geography 

Miss Z. Elder, Head of English Department 

Mr. S. Rai, Chinese Literature 

Miss M. Saito, English Literature 

Mr. K. Sano, Science of Religion 

Mr. S. Shinohara, Science of Education 



Mr. E. E. Speight, Special Lectures, English Literature 

Mr. Y. Suzuki, Law 

Mr. M. Takahashi, Ethics 

Miss T. Takeoka, Singing 

Mr. T. Taketomo, English Literature and Translation 

Mr. J. Takatani, Commercial Letter-Writing 

Mr. N. Veno, Psychology, Aesthetics 

Mr. Z. Watanabe, Bible 

Mr. N. Yazu Natural Science 







Report of the 

Chosen Commission 

General Assembly of the Presbyterian 
Church in the U. S. A. 

Part I 

The Chosen Mission and the 
Board of Foreign Missions 

Adopted by the Commission for submission to the 

General Assembly of 1921 



Action of the General Assembly of 1920 
(Extract from Report of Standing Committee on Foreign Missions) 

Referring to Overtures Nos. IGO to 169, 277 and 289, concerning “such action 
as will secure a thorough examination of the relations existing between the Board 
of Foreign Missions and the Chosen Mission and obtain an authoritative defini¬ 
tion, in the Board Manual, approved by the General Assembly, of the relations 
which should properly exist between the Board of Foreign Missions and the Mis¬ 
sion, in regard to the matter of field administration,” the Committee has 
received the representatives of the Board and the Chosen Mission and recommends 
the approval of their joint request as follows: 

1. That a Commission of seven be appointed for this purpose, consisting of 
Minislers—*Samuel S. Palmer, Thomas R. Good, Alfred H. Barr, and John Harvey 
Lee, and Elders—fGeorge W. Sutherland, William B. Hay and George G. Barber, 
this Commission to go carefully into the subject of the above overtures and the 
whole problem of democratic self-government in the field force of missionaries 
(see action of General Assembly, 1917), its proper sphere in accord with the princi¬ 
ples of Presbyterianism, sound business and spiritual efficiency; and its relation 
under present conditions with proper Board authority, and to the Churches in 
the Mission field. 

2. That while the Commission shall take up the specific conditions in separate 
session with the representatives of the Board and the Chosen missionaries, it shall 
attend the Post-War Conference of Missionaries, June 19-26, 1920, at Princeton, 
N, J., where official representatives of the Board and all the twenty-seven Missions 
will be present, and where the Board has already placed the general subject of 
field administration, as related to all the missions and the Board, upon the docket 
for full discussion. 

3. That during or immediately after said conference the Commission shall 
meet and frame such definitions and regulations as in its judgment shall be best 
suited to accomplish the above ends, v/ith due regard to the varying conditions 
and needs of the Missions, clearly defining and adjusting the respective functions 
of the Board and the Missions in field matters. These regulations shall be on a 
basis of a definite sphere of original jurisdiction in field matters, on the part of the 
Missions and of such review and control on the part of the Board as the Assembly 
may determine. 

4. These proposed definitions and regulations shall be printed immediately 
after that meeting and sent to each of the twenty-seven Missions and toi>he Board, 
that they may propose any desired changes to the Commission for its consideration 
before final report to the General Assembly. 

6. That the Commission then report its recommendations to the General 
Assembly of 1921, for such action as it may deem wise, and that the definitions 
and regulations as adopted by the Assembly be embodied in the Manual of the 
Board. 

6. That the General Assembly provide for the necessary expenses of such 
Commission. 

{Mins. G. A., 1920, p. 94-96). 

*By appointment of the Moderator, Rev. Minot C. Morgan, D.D., served in place of Dr. Palmer. 
tUnable to serve. 



REPORT OF THE CHOSEN COMMISSION 

PART ONE 

In response to Overtures Nos. 160 to 169, 277 and 289, the General 
Assembly of 1920 appointed a Commission to make a full investiga¬ 
tion of certain conditions which have arisen between the missionaries 
in Chosen and the Board of Foreign Missions, to hold hearings 
in which all parties concerned should be heard in full, to attend the 
Post-War Conference of Missionaries in Princeton, and then to 
frame such Definitions and Interpretations in the matter of field 
administration, together with such changes in the Board’s Manual 
as the Commission might deem proper to recommend to the General 
Assembly. 

The Commission as appointed by the Assembly was made up as 
follows; 

Ministers—Uev. Samuel S. Palmer, D.D., Moderator of the Gen¬ 
eral Assembly, Thomas R, Good, Alfred H. Barr and John Harvey 
Lee and Elders—George W. Sutherland, William B. Hay and George 
G. Barber. Dr. Palmer found it impossible to serve, and acting 
under the rules of the Assembly appointed Rev. Minot C. Morgan 
to take his place. Elder Sutherland was also unable to serve, and, 
by common consent, to save delay, the Commission was organized 
with six members, the Rev. Thomas R. Good being elected Chair¬ 
man. 

In accordance with its instructions, this Commission now 
reports; 

That it has carefully examined the correspondence covering a 
period of eight years. It has conducted hearings where representa¬ 
tives of the missionaries and the Board were fully heard. It has 
attended the Post-War Conference of representatives of the twenty- 
seven Missions of the Church, and, after careful inquiry, has arrived 
at the following understanding of the facts of the case: 

Certain differences of opinion between a majority and minority 
party in the Chosen Mission have existed for many years, and have 
finally developed into open controversy not only between the mis¬ 
sionaries on the field, but also between the majority party of the 
Mission and the Board. This controversy centers in certain ques¬ 
tions arising out of the location of a Union Christian College for 
Chosen, and concerns itself principally with opposing views of mis¬ 
sionary educational policy, and the relations which ought properly 
to exist between the Board and the Mission in matters of field 
administration. 
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The iiuestlons at issue are intricate, and involved, and have been 
complicated still further by the large number of letters written by 
the Board’s secretaries, and the strongly marked controversial 
spirit of the correspondence from the field. 

After long conference and deliberation, the Commission has 
unanimously arrived at the following conclusions: 

(a) Whatever differences have arisen, all parties concerned have 
been moved by a conscientious conviction that their portion was 
necessary to the best interests of the Kingdom of God in Chosen. 

(b) The actions of the Board, which have been called in ques¬ 
tion were taken after careful deliberation, and at no time exceeded 
the powers conferred upon it by the General Assembly. 

(c) The policy vrhich the Board supported in the establishment 
of the Union Christian College in Seoul is in harmony with the 
generally accepted educational policy successfully^ operating in 
other Mission fields, and conforms to the mind and spirit of the 
Church in America to which the Board is responsible. 

(d) A consideration of all the facts available leads us to believe 
that a strong Christian College in Seoul was inevitable, sooner or 
later, as a strategic part of the program of a sound missionary policy. 
The question of location v/as referred to the Joint Committee in 
the United States by the Educational Senate on the field, and, in 
spite of the fact that some confusion arose as to the exact terms of 
reference, we feel that our Mission, having entered into a Union 
Movement of both Boards and Missions, should have accepted the 
action of the Joint Committee as final. 

(e) The Board made an error of judgment in designating the 
Pyeng Yang College as an Academy, and adopting a policy which 
subordinated that institution to the College in Seoul, with the limi¬ 
tation of development to that of a Junior College or Middle School. 
We believe that the splendid evangelistic work which centers in 
Pyeng Yang justifies a policy of full development for a College 
devoted primarily to the training of children of the Church, and 
the development of Christian leaders for the future. 

(f) It is unfair to characterize the Board’s conformity to the 
Ordinance of the Japanese Government in 191.5 as a “surrender of 
vital Christian principles.” Inasmuch as the Charter obtained for 
the Seoul College under that Ordinance specifically declares that 
“The object of this Charter shall be to establish and maintain this 
College in accordance with Christian principles,” that “the Mana¬ 
gers, Officers, Members of the Faculties, and all the instructors must 
be believers in, and followers of the doctrines contained in the 
Christian Bible,” that these sections of the Charter are not subject 
to future revision, and in fact both religious exercises and Bible 
teaching have been carried on freely in extra eurriculuin courses 
without hindrance, it would seem that the Board used its best 
judgment to secure the maximum of Christian liberty possible at 
that time. Since, however, the latest decision of the Japanese 
Government promises a way by which full religious liberty may be 
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attained by all Mission Schools, further discussion of this matter is 
unnecessary. 

In order that the present differences may be brought to an end, 
the Commission most earnestly expresses its judgment as follows: 

1. The question of first and vital importance is the development 
of a new attitude of heart and mind. We feel that the spirit of 
controversy and distrust, which has been so painfully evident to us 
in all our investigations, is at the root of a large part of the difficulty. 
We therefore, in the mt)st fraternal spirit, counsel both the Majority 
and Minority parties of the Mission to exercise a new spirit of 
patience and mutual forbearance, forgetting all past grievances, 
“forgiving each other, even as God also in Christ forgave you.” 

2. Believing that the spirit of toleration should be extended to 
the field of educational policy, we recommend that the principles of 
inclusion and comprehension adopted by the Post-War Conference 
in defining educational objectives should be given specific applica¬ 
tion in the present situation, and the Colleges in Pyeng Yang and 
Seoul should not be regarded as mutually exclusive, but rather as 
complementary to each other. 

3. We recommend that the Board continue its relation to^ the 
Union Christian College in Seoul, and that the Mission officially 
give its sympathy and co-operation, to the end that a strong Chris¬ 
tian institution may be built up in the Capital for the leavening of 
the national life with sound Christian principles. 

4. We recommend that the Board give its hearty support and 
encouragement to the College in Pyeng Yang. That as soon as 
circumstances permit, and funds are available, the College be 
advanced to the full development its Charter permits, to the end 
that the results of the unique evangelistic work in this field may be 
conserved, and extended, through the education of trained workers, 
developed in the atmosphere of a fervent evangelistic spirit. 

5. We counsel both Board and missionaries to work together 
with singleness of purpose in both Seoul and Pyeng Yang Colleges, 
without disparagement of or discrimination against eithef, to the 
end that both educational breadth and evangelical soundness may 
be co-ordinated in both institutions, in harmony with the standards 
of the Presbyterian Church. 

Finally, we commend to our brethren the words of our Lord and 
Master, when He prayed for His disciples,—“That they may be 
perfected into one; that the world may know that Thou didst send 

me.” 
Respectfully submitted, 

Thomas R. Good, Chairman, 
Alfred H. Barr, 

Minot C. Morgan, 

John Harvey Lee, 

Wm. B. Hay, 

George G. Barber. 
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FIFTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING 65 

Saturday* May 28tb, 8.J5 ?.m. 

131. Chosen Commission Report. The report of the 

Chosen Commission of the General Assembly of the Presby¬ 

terian Church in the U. S. A. as submitted by both the 

Commission and the Board and which was presented to the 

Mission from the printed pamphlet was finally considered and 

actions taken by the Mission as below : 

Voted to delete the last two sentences of the paragraph on Page 4 
of the printed pamphlet beginning with “ In accordance this principle 

the Board leaves to each Mission ” as incompatible with the principle of 

field control. This paragraph also appears as No. 56 in the Post War 

Conference Findings. The sentences to be deleted are as follows : 
“No Mission shall be expected without its consent to apply man 

or money to union work within its bounds. If the Board, for reasons 

which seem to it adequate, joins in such work, iu which the mission is 

unprepared to engage, the men and money required should be supplied 
by the Board, in addition to the staff, and appropriations of the Mission 

and the administration of the work should be arranged for by the Board 

in conjunction with the cooperating Boards.’’ 

It was further voted to amend the last paragraph of 

number 4 under part II of the Chosen Commission printed 

pamphlet Page 5 to read “a Mission” instead of “the 

missionaries.” The opening sentence of the paragraph as 

amended reads : 

“ If any difference arises between the Board and a Mission on the 

field which cannot be satisfactorily adjusted by conference,”. . • . 

It was voted to adopt the Chosen Commission report, as 

amended above, and that that part of the Chosen Commission 

Report which also appears as a part of the Post War Con¬ 

ference Findings be changed to read in accordance vrith the 

actions of the Mission as noted above. 

132. Post War Covforeiice Fmdings, The Mission 

further considered the Post War Conference Findings. It 

was voted to delete the last two sentences of article No. 56 

beginning viith “No Mission shall be expected without its 

consent” as incompatible with the principle of field control by 

the Mission. 
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It was voted to approve articles 52, 53, 54, 57* 5^- 

It was voted to approve the findings of the Post War 

Conference as amended. The amendments of the Mi.ssion 

appear below : The reference numbers are to similar numbers- 

in the printed Report of the Post War Conference and to that 

particular part of that report entitled Findings of tbs Con¬ 

ference. 
(28) 2. After the words “ visit the seminaries ” add " Colleges and 

Medical schools.” The amended sentence to read: “Visit the semi¬ 

naries, colleges, and medical schools.” 

(29) 3. Add “colleges,” before “theological.” The amended 

sentence to read: “to secure suitable candidates from the colleges, 

theological, medical and other schools in their respective districts.” 

(41) 4. After “ in a few well chosen centers ” add “ on the mission 

field,” the amended sentence to read: “in a few well chosen centers- 

on the mission field.” 

(46) No amendment but mission places itself on record as favoring 

this article. 

(49) Addition to paragraph ; “ If the five year first term of service 

on the field be adopted that the Board state clearly who of those already 

on the field is to be affected by the action.” 

(56) Voted to delete the last two sentences as being incompatible 

with the principle of field control by, the Mission. The sentences to be 
deleted follow: “No Mission shall be expected without its consent to 

apply men or money to union work within its bounds. If the Board for 

reasons which seem to it adequate joins in such work, in which the 

Mission is unprepared to engage, the men and money required should 

be supplied by the Board in addition to the staff and appropriations of 

the Mission and the administration of the work should be arranged for 

by the Board in conjunction with the cooperating Board,” 

(90) Substitute for the entire paragraph as follows : 

“ Voted that we take this opportunity to express to the Board and 

to the home constituency, our deep appreciation of the very generous 

help given us during the time when the price of silver was abnormally 

high. Now that no extra expense is involved, we request that the 

Board adopt the principle of a fixed monthly minimum rate of 

exchange, for all silver-using countries, to be applied to the entire 

salary, without restrictions as to payments in America, and to that 

portion of the children’s allowance which is used on the field.” 

(92) (93) It was voted to delete both these paragraphs. 

(100) Voted to approve this paragraph with the addition of the 

words “ With the exception that the present salary schedule be revised 
so as to raise the first five year group to the same basis as the second 

five year group, thus eliminating one group. 
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(roi) Substitute ; “ That we approve of the principle of the graded 

salary basis.” 

(103) Amend by adding “ rate ” after “ allowance.” The amended 

sentence to read ; “ That half the home allowance rate,” etc. 

(104) Approve of the paragraph with the eiceptions ; 

1. That*the words “ and $300 for the next ten years ” be changed 

to read ” and I300 for the next twelve years.” 

2. That this clause be added: “ In case a child becomes self- 

supporting or is married, or leaves school permanently after twenty 

years, the allowance automatically ceases.” 

New paragraph. After (104) or in a suitable place under VL 

Salaries,. Allowances, Furloughs, etc., amend by adding ‘‘that the 

outfit allowance be increased to $300 per capita. 

(109) We prefer the present arrangement with respect to term of 

service after the first term of service of five years as decided on in (49)* 
i.e., seven years and single women six, with the exception that where 

parents have children at home in school they be given the privilege of 

taking a sis months' furlough at the end of five years with travel ex¬ 

penses both ways. 

(112) Substitute new paragraph ; ” At the age of sixty-five, or after 

thirty years of service on the field, all rpissionaries shall be free from 

obligatory service and an adequate retiring allowance shall he provided', 

equal to field salary while on the field and home allowance if residing 

in the states (inclusive of allowance for rent), the future place of 

residence, whether on the field or in America, being decided in con¬ 

ference between the missionary, the Mission and the Board. When 

the missionary desires to continue in voluntary service the amount 

and kind of such work shall be determined in similar conference, 

so as to secure the highest degree of mutual advantage. In exceptional 

cases retirement may take place before the age of sixty-five, the inatter 

being raised either by the missionary or the mission, and decided in 

conference between the three parties.” (Note : Vote : seventeen in 

favor; twelve against.) 

(127) Substitute as follows: ‘‘That missions and preferably Na¬ 

tional Councils should work out a definite plan and secure from the 

Board an Oriental Scholarship Fund whereby students may receive 

a suitable amount of aid in preparing for various forms of effort in the 

missions, such as work in our schools and hospitals, literary and Bible 

Societies, and as pastors and evangelists under care of Presbyteries. 

Such aid should be regarded as a loan should the student fail to 

enter into Church work. Nevertheless this loan does not obligate the 

Council or Mission to use these students thus aided, should it sub¬ 

sequently seem to be inadvisable. 

(137) Delete entire paragraph. 
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(152) Amend by inserting after the words “ institutions of higher 

learning ” the words " whether union or otherwise ” and to change the 

word “ a ” to “ any ” in the phrase “ of a given country or region.” 

Note. The Post War Findings were first considered article by 
article in the Executive Committee Meeting, It prepared certain 

amendments and recommendations which were duplicated and sent to 

the Mission about three weeks before its meeting. These ameudments 

and suggestions were read on the floor of the Mission and the major 

part of the time of the Mission was taken up iu discussing them. 

133. Codperaiio7i with the North Chmch, Shanghai. In 

view of the request of the North Shanghai Church (formerly 

known as Lowrie Memorial Church, at 18 Peking Road) for 

the use of the Farnham Property for church and institutional 

activities to be carried on jointly by church aod mission, we 

request the Church Work and Executive Committees of the 

Mission, in consultation with Shanghai Station, to take up 

the question for prompt consideration. 

134. Church Work Conwiittee—matters for co7isideration. 

It was voted to instruct the Church Work Committee to take 

up the following two matters for consideration: (i) Salaries 

of Bible-women; (2) Sending Chinese young women students 

to the Nanking Bible School. 

135. Mhiuie of respect— Rev. A. W. Halseyy D.D. 

Having learned of the going Home of the Rev. A. W. 

Halsey, D.D., beloved Secretary of the Board of Foreign Mis¬ 

sions, and one whom we rejoiced to call a friend, the Central 

China Mission, now in annual session, desires to express to 

Mrs. Halsey and to the Board, its deepest sympathy. 

The first note must be that of unfeigned joy and thanks¬ 

giving, not alone for the years of Dr. Halsey’s abundantly 

fruitful service in the cause of the Eord, but also for his 

glorious entrance into his well earned rest and reward. 

Rarely has a personality so touched hearts and lives as 

his, and it was not strange that literally “ hundreds were in 

■tears” when the New York papers announced that Dr. 

Halsey was no longer iu their midst. 


